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SITUATION to do general housework In a
private family by a thoroughly competent
Englishwoman. Best of references given. Address
M. R. Press Office.
jau23dtf

A

St., Portland.

At 103 BxcnAKOB

To
Turns: EljUt Dollars a Year In advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in advance.

THE MAINE 8TATE PRESS
if published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, If paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

Men to canvass for an article that
will sell rapidly; exclusive territory given, and
818 a week guaranteed to experienced agents.
S. B. MANDERSON & CO
Address

RESPECTABLE

a

jan22d3t»
and

good pay
employment
PERMANENT
given to thirty lasters, four pegeers and
work.
men’s and

ever

OF

Me.,

—

•

■

Lady and Gentlemen boarders in a smal
19 BROWN STREET.
family. Apply to

TWO
nov3
A

25 cents
15 cents

TO LET.
To Let.

OCl/

X’UAi

J.

DAVID KEAZER,

or

Grand

dim

A

janlS

Ticket* far the
Ticket* for the

To Let.

by and pavments mads to John P.
late firm, wh. will continue the
ot
the
late
firm as usual.
business

will be settled
Thomas ot the

Floor. ..81.00
tiallery.33 ct*
dtd

Ja2l

Copartnership Notice.

CANTATA,

the undersigned have this day formed a
copartnership under the firm name and
style of Whitney, Nelson & Co., for the purpose of
carrying on the Wholesale and Retail Harness,
Leather, Saddlery, Hardware and Horse Fittings
ot every description. The above named firm will
occupy store No. 178 Middle Street, Boyd’s Bloek.
JAMES H. WHITNEY,

Jan. 31st and Feb. 1st and 2d.
Ira C. Stockbrideo announces Three Grand Renditions of the Sacred Cantata or Spectacular Opera,

Store to Rent,

STORE

Shop to Let.
far Cooper’, or Carpenter’s
use, rear Woodbury & Latham’s, Commercial
Street. Apply to JAMES P. BAXTER, office Portland Packing Co
jalleodlm

SUITABLE

GEORGE M. NELSON,
JOHN M. ELDEN.

“RUTH,”

House to Let—Furniture for

JanHdtl

January 1, 1878.

Modem House, newly famished, been occuone year.
Very desirable locality.
*350 per aunum. Call THURSDAY, FRIDAY
and SATURDAY, between two and threa p. m., at
No. 754 CongresB street, right-hand bell.
Jan8d3w

To be Rented.

Subject from the Bible, composed ior Chorus,
8o'os and .Orchestra by

Bath
AVERY

J. A. BUTTERFIELD,

jan7dtf

BAR GAINS

AUTHOR OF <‘BEI.8IIAZZAR.’>
Cantata, endorsed by leading musicians and
oommondod by Pulpit and Press, will ho rendered
for the first lime in Portland by a

—

ttrand Chorus of 100 Voices,

music.

Solo Voices.

—LAT

Dramatic

In-

Call

119} Exchange

Apply

Agent.

JERRIS,

Good Bent.
cheap rent on Munjoy street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvements
Call or address,
I. L. ELDER,
uovl4dtf
Attorney at Law, 119} Exchange St.

DESIRABLE,
THE

III. I.. FITCH.Conductor.

MARBLE TOP

Notwithstanding tha great cost ol production, the
following popular prices have been decided upon;

BOQUET TABLES

For $1.50,

Admission with Reserved Seat, 30 cents.
For Bale at Stockbridge’e music store.
Doors open at 7, Concert at 8.Ja2tdtd

FANCY

WORK

ROOMS
January 1.
now

BASKETS

M.

B. GILBERT.

janlldtt

STANLEY’S
TEMPLE

To Let.
Laundry, Billiard Room and
St. Julian Hotel. Apply to

THE

oct6dtf

RECEPTION

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCKERS,
PEDESTAI.S,
«cC.
dfC.,
jSjytJall and

Me

n.

before yon purchase.

Dances.

The New England House, Portland. Me,
Address
AU*4. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

STARCHENE.

MIL COURSE.
CITY HALL,
Tuesday Evenings,

Committee

on

street, built and occupied by the late
Neal, Esq., together with lot of land on which
it stands: also all the right, title and interest which
said Neal had at the time of his deceass, in and to
the passage way, or lane hack of said house, opening on to Congress street. For terms, &cM apply to
D. W. FESSENDEN, Administrator,

STARCHENE.

For Sale 2

use

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargaiu

STARCHENE.
Starcbene, Perfumed Starch Enamel, which is
kept by the Grocers, is an article of genuine value.
It has been used in our family, and been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to recure
proper stiffness and a beautiful polish. Once tested,
ft will always be used.
From tho “Boston Home Journal,” July 7, 1877.
We caution the public about imitations of the
Starcbene, as unscrupulous persons are endeavoring to introduce a spurious article on the market.
Each of our bottles will be labelled with our Trade
Mark.

Entertainment*.

iu the market this season.
Apply on the premises.

House for Sale,

Bottle.

city, New House containing
IN Western part ol improvements.
Inquire at this
au2dtf
a

311

Federal

Street,

Portland

Sheriff's Sale.
....

I

Maine.

m

0
©

a

1

Portland, at the comer of land now or formerly ot I
Nathaniel Montgomery, and running by said Montgomery’s land seventy feet, more or less, to a stake
on the line of laud formerly owned by Aaron Woodman: thence by said Woodman’s laud parallel to
Congress street, thirty-five feet, more or less to a
said Woodman’s land to Congress
thence

a

a
Merchants, send your
orders ftnyjob Printing
to the DAILY PRESS
Job Printing House.

1

Satisfactionlguarauteed
H
S
a
a
3

Asb.es ELauld..
». r. kickeb,
Mbbyo Corner, Beerior

If

nems cuueuieu.

class

°n

ui Aif.

uaiu,

.VC.

oq

'-u111-

Apply to F. ti. PATTERSON, Dealer in
nolSUtf
Real Estate. 3794 Congress Street.

Executor’s Sale of Real Estate

For sale in Portland by Sullivan & Osgood, 94
Portland St.; Wm. Weeks, 319 Congress St.: S. N.
Coding, 22 St. Lawrence St.; A. L. Millett, 588 Congress St.; J. Hudson & Co., 671 Congress St.; G. H.
Lord, cor. Congress aud India Sts.: Boody & Pratt,
7 Myrtle St.; G. W. Parker, 39 Freo St.; A. Bennett,
43 Pine St.; A. Lamont, cor. Congress and Atlantic
Sts. Deering—Van B. Bray, Morrill’s Corner.
eod6m
oct8

Cumberland, as.
n
1MO
SEIZED on execution January 17th, A. D.f 1878,
at live o’clock in the afternoon, and will be sold
by public auction to the highest bidder on SATURDAY, tbo twenty-third day of February, A. D
1878, at two o’clock in tho afternoon, at the Sheriff s
Office in Portland, in said county, all the right in
equity, which Terrence McGowan, of said Portland,
has to redeem the following described mortgaged
real estate, situated in said Portland, to wit: A certain lot ot land, in said Portland, with the buildings
thereon, beginning at the middle of a post standing
on the Northerly side of CongresB street, in said

l0an

Real Estate
\T E* V
Ju jL Security, in Portland, or vito

Cliilty.
mission.

G. F. DOWNES, State Agent,

offered.
Muftie by Chandler’* Fall Qaadrille Baud*
deow3m
no21

BY auction.
license from the Hon. Judge of
of Oxford I shall sell
on
day of February, A.
public
at
in
the
3
o’clock
atternoon, on the prem1>., 1878,
ises, all the right, title and iuterest which George W.
in
tbe
late
of
county of Oxford, had at
King,
Opioid,
his decease, in and to Dwelling House,numbered 4,on
in
Portland; there being a mortgage
Munjoy Street,
incumbrance on said premises, upon which there is
due about $1100.
Also all the right, title and interest which said
Geo. VY. King had at his decease in and to dwelling
bouse, numbered 5, on Munjoy Street, in Portland;
there being a mortgage incumbrance on said
premises, upon which there is due about $13U0.
Also all the right, title and interest which said
Geo. \V. King had at his decease in and to dwelling
house, numbered 7, on Munjoy Street, in Portland;
there being a mortgage
incumbrance on said
premises, upon which there is duo about $1800.
Terms made known at the time and place of sale.
For reference call onGKN. J. J. PERRY, Centennial
Block, Portland, or \VM. H. KING, Executor of
Geo. W. King’s Estate.
F. O* BAILEY & CIO., Anctioncem,
eoJ3w
janl9
to

a

PURSUANT
Probate, for the County
auction
the 26tli
at

MRS. DR. WELCH.
CHIROPODIST,

©

_

Address

FOR

kickeb,
bibb)'. Corner, Deerlng,
dtr
»• k.

And
sot42U

a,

Lfiliii

notice, from

addressing

At 2281-2 Middle
well

good business,
good location. Would require
THEestablished,
of three to five thousand dollars.
Business:
a

a

Vaults Cleaned
taken out at abort
cord or *3 a load, by

JSALE!

Stock anil Trade of

capital
|1 to *6

& GO. Portland P» O,

a

Doors, Blinds,

Windows,

Sashes

Has resumed the practice of law.

OFFICE

<&c.

Portland

Bank.

Savings

THOMAS

d6m

BIRD,

&

Counsellors at

Law,

38 EXCHANGE ST,* Portlaad, Me.
W. W.

shall make inspection within the limits of
tbe city of any milk sold, or ottered or intended for
sale within the same, nna also upon his own motion,
without previous notice, as otten as once a year, and
oftener at his discretion, shall visit all places of business and carts in and from which milk is sold within
the city, and make thorough inspection of the kind
and quality of milk found in said places of business

188

Scribner’s

CIn Board of Mavor and aldermen, 1
December 3d, 1877. (
Bead twice and passed to be engrossed. Sent down.
H. I. BOB1NSON, Clerk.
Attest:
In Common Council, Dec. 3,1877.
Bead twice and passed to be engrossed in concur-

Approved January 12, 1878.

MIDWINTER NUMBER.
The Midwinter Number or Scribner’s
Monthly, in the variety of its contents, and
the beanty of its illustrations, as well as
in its entire mechanical execution, surpasses
anything we have hitherto attempted.
In the series on American Sports, there is
“Moose-Hunting,” Illustrations by Sandham,
Ward aDd Kelley; "A California Mining
Camp, Illustrations and Text by Mary Hallock Foote; “The Humming-Bird of the
California Water-falls,” Illustrations by
Moran, Beard and Gibson; “Kecent Church
Decorations,” by Clarence Cook, Illustrations
of the work of Bartholdi, LaFarge and St.
Gandens; “Following the Halcyon to Canada,”
by Burroughs; “Majolica,•’ by Castellani, &c.
&C. There are also Illustrated Poems and
Stories by Stoddard, Gilder, Boyesen, Holland,
and Stockton, besides Sketches, Essays, Reviews and fun; “How a Man Takes Care of
His Baby,” “An Asylum for Literary Lun atics,” &e., &c.
The edition of the “Midwinter Scribner” is

Among other novelties, there is a double
frontispiece; a Portrait of Abraham Lincoln,
from the last Photograph, drawn by Wyatt
Eaton, and engraved by Cole; and opposite
the portrait, a sonnet on Lincoln, by Richard Henry Stoddard, printed in quaint Old

English tvne. from matrices three hundred
years old.
One of the most noteworthy features of the
Midwinter Scribner is a series entitled, “Personal Reminiscences of Lincoln," by Noah
Brooks, with a fac-simile of one of the President’s stories in his own hand-writing. These
papers have been specifically copyrighted, so
that they can be had only in the magazine.

Another Novelty—Tbe "Scrilmer Extra.”
For the convenience of purchasers of the
‘^Midwinter Scribner,” we have reprinted
the earlier chapters of “Roxy,” Dr. Eggleston’s Novel, from tbe November. 1877, December, 1877, and Janaary, 1878 numbers of Scribner, together with Mr, Frank R. Stockton’s
capital “Rudder Grange Stories,” with the
original illustrations (also continued in tbe
in
a
“Midwinter Scribner”),
Scribner
Extra,” which is sold by all Booksellers and

To Milk Dealers 1

Anyone

wishing to purcbasa will address
BOX Bf J> Portland, Me.
jauiatf

Street, Over

Palmer’s,Shoe Store.
All difflculfica of (be
treated far a abort time.

feet

$5.00.

81.00

a

dealers.
SCRIBNER & CO., 743 Broadway, W. Y.
Janl9
ct

Foreclosure ot mortgage.
notice is hereby given that Cnarles E.
Stevens, of Portland, on the twenty-third day
Artril
A
11
127* L. l.ia riaorl nf
Jnfo

PUBLIC

corded in Cumberland Registry ol Deeds, Book 420,
page 25, mortgaged to Georg6 R. Davis, the parcel
of land situated in Portland, In the county of Cumberland, described as follows: Beginning one hundred feet from the corner made by the northerly line
of Clark street and the southerly liue of Summer
street; thence westerly by said line of Summer
street, fifty-one feet to land of Jeremiah Regan;
thence northerly at right angles with Summer street
ono hundred teet, to land of persons
unknown;
thence easterly bv said laud of persous unknown for-

skillfully
aec2Wlwtcodtf

kept

Communications by letter or postal card directed
Inspector at hi3 residence, No. 696 Congress
Street, will reach him promptly, and meet with dne
O. T. CUMMINGS.
attention.
Portland, Jan. 18, 1878.janl9eod2w
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WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Croup,

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Asthma, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Hoarseness, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM

REDUCED RATES.
dtfA? KA

PORTLAND to
NKW YORK via

Portland & Waster & Norwich Lines.

WISTAR’S BALSAM
WISTAR’S BALSAM

For .Whooping Cough,

Only
Tonn

For Diseases ol the Throat, use

WiSTAR’S BALSAM
For Diseases ot the Lungs,

WISTAR’S BALSAM
30 cts. and §1

a

bottle.

50 cts. and $1

a

bottle.

50 cts. and 91

a

bottle.

50 cts. and $1

a

bottle.

Sold by all Druggists.
Sold by all Druggists.
Sold by all Druggists.
'J'h&Mlm

Jal

—

VIA

—

BOSTON & MAINE
—

OH

—

EASTERN RAILROAD
For Twelve

Dollars,

Including Transfers

across Bos-

Bj Nathan Richardson

other books combined. Be sure to order by the
above full title, and do not accept Instead of this,
The Modern School, which is an older hook, by
the same author. Mr. Richardson’s opinion of the
merits of this first effort may be gathered from the
hollowing, taken from the Preface to the New Method.
“Becoming at length satisfied of the truth of these
criticisms, (by many eminent composers and professors,) and convinced that great improvements
were obviously needed, I determined, if possible, to
remedy the defects. Profiting by the experience and
advice ot the best practical teachers, I commenced a
thorough and critical examination of my first
method, and concluded that the only remedy would
be to bring out a new work on an improved plan.”
This new work, substituted for the defective
Mof'ERN SCHOOL, was Richardson’s,
New method for the Pianoforte,
which has been revised and re-revised, until it is the
most perfect of music books, is a great favorite with
the profession, and is the only true "Richardson.”

ton both ways.

OLIVER

no21

the Sound Line. lor Sew York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Sound Steamers in seaaon for Supper, and

DITS0N~&

night changes.

Can he used over either a
Coal or Wood fire.

Staterooms on steamers and chairs m Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,
dtf
jy

Cooks Steak so quickly
that all the juices and flavor

on
not

gas out of the stove.
Dees not put out the

S. MADDOX,the celebrated

MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortnne Teller and Doctress.
located at No, 4 Mechanic St., where she

The Trade sunnlied bv

tueyaonot nnaersianu,win
her a visit. She can foretell I he destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them

perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have

Fulleb, Dana & Fixz,
Williams * Co.. N ash

NorffiS^oston.and
H.

110
n», K.

MANTTFACXtTKED BY

D. Arthur Brawn Sc Co., Fiaherrille, N. H.
eod3m

deoil_

oonsulteu her in her constant travels since she wa*
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $ 1.00 j Ladies SO cents. Office hours
no9dt
from 9 A. M. to9P. M.

All

1877

The most convenient place in the
to purchase your Coal is at

city

A
MCALLISTER’S
office, No. 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post OOice.
RANDALL
new

dtf

ocl9

EMPLOYMENT.
I

Don’t fail to call and

see them.

JaS_

WANT 1000 AGFNT8 to CANVASS for

THE COMPLETE HERBALIST.
will give snch terms and furnish sueh advertising
facilities that no mau need make less than $200 per
month and all expenses—no matter whether he ever
cauvasBed before or not. Address DK. O. PHELPS
BKOWN, 21 Grand Street, Jersey City, N. J., and
full particulars will he sent by return mail.
I

jal8dot

FINE PIANO

[

AT A BAJIOAIN.
decil

_eodlv

For Sale<
Jewelry. Stationery. Toy and Fancy
Goods Store combined, in one of Boston’s
Suburbs, only 4 miles from State House,
targe trade and large custom of watch
and clock repairing.
Good reason for
31. M. WING,
selling, Address
Brookline, Mass.
d2w*
Jan2X

shall ofler at a great bargain one new 71
octave rosewood Piano, overstrung, Agrafte
bridge, square grand. Fully warranted for seven
CARLTON & CHANDLER,
years.
Domestic Sewing Machine Agency, 440 Congress
dec27dtf
Street.

WE

For Sale.
I am about leaving the State, I will sell the
stock, tools and good will of my stove and
tin-ware business, located in a pleasant village,
seventeen miles from Portland. A good chance lor
Address
a man with a small capital.
STOVE DEALER, Freeport, Me.
jau21dlw*

AS

ilfloipOil fVllt VlijtftPlT

Reconciliation is progressing finely In
South Carolina. All the Republican circuit
judges have been got rid of. When the last
Republican is driven from the State the work
of pacification may be considered completed.
The Connecticnt Democratic greenbackers
tiying to read Senator Bamum out of the
party. Thoy will miss his “mules” when
election day comes round.
are

Cap
Good resolutions
cost

L
n

_T_

—

1

AT.

1

~

»w0w»ww

UlQU

WE

Why

of

ftrtltv cnrAq.h

it.

nil

rtirop

than the

Is the money you

are

In the habit of

“ceramic."

Upright legislator: “What,

slrl You take
for one who can be bribed? You insult my
soDse of honor—but in case I really were such
me

a

mau, how much woald you give me?"

Lady Jones: And so you went to Venice?
Saw all the sight3—St. Marks and the lions?
Mrs. Crammer: Oh, yes, the dear old lions 1
We were most fortunate the day we were thereArrived just in time to see the noble creatures

fed!—Funny Folks.

_____

The Squire: “Well, Mossoo Lo Barrong, how
did you like the meet of the Queen’s bounds
this morning?"
Distinguished Frenchman:

‘Oh,

much! Za pay sage it

ver

was

beautiful;

_____J__._

vere adoreable! Bat—zare vos
no band of mu9io—

no

promenade—

nossing!”—Punch.

lU

WWVUI

Chronic.—Scene: A surgeon’s house. Time:
practitioner: “How dare you,air,
come ringing me up at this time of the morning for no reason?” Inebriated one: “No rea
3 a. m.—Irate

■honl I ’share you I’m ver* ill. Those confounded hiccups come back which shelled me
last week!”
a college professor to a notorious lagwho was once, for a great wonder,promptly in his place at morning prayers, and at the
appointed time: V‘I -base marked you, sir, as
punctual this morning, What is your excuse?” “S-i-c-k, sir, and couldn’t sleep,” was

Sjdd

gard,

the

fairy tale at that. It presumes to give
“sequel,” a sequel told in diffuse prose utterly foreign to the feeling of the strong,
sinewy original. The Cow is ridiculously
made to toss tho Man into a hickory tree,
whence an eagle takes him to her nest and
compels him to tell stories—doubtless as absurd as this one—to her eaglets. Then—but
we have not patience to pursue the idle tale
comic

a

further.
What shall be dono with a magazine which
so carelessly throws away its grand opportunities, which is so reckless of its future, so
regardless of Us duties to its young constituency, which so sins against light? There
can be but one verdict.

Severax, Republicans withdrew from the
silver caucus Monday, as it became apparent
that the caucus was being managed in the
interests of the Democratic party. Republicans had better get out of that show as soon

reply.

_____

exchange, in a well-written article on
physical culture, says, “It Is wonderful how
fascinating the simple act of walking may
become.’’ Ah, yes; but for real enchanting
An

enslaving fasoination, the simple act of sleeping, especially at 7 A M., knocks the fascinations of

walking higher than

a

burnt boot

Augustus—“Aw, Miss Geraldine, I saw you
away down the road, and I couldn’t help following you—’pon my soul I couldn’t. [Silence.] I’ve been walking behind yon for the
last half-mile. You’re not—aw—angry, are
you?” Geraldine (blandly)—“Not at all, Mr.
Stubbs,
tinue?”

if it pleased you.
“Aw—thanks I”

Why

didn't you conBut what did she

mean?
_____

Oh, isn’t

It nice to sit by the

warm

fireside

eveniDgs and hear the
mournful hyperborean blasts whistle dolorously down the chimney flue, while the snow
these chill winter

drifts in great white piles against the sides of
the house, and the jingle of the sleighbells is
heard upon the frosty air, and the hired girl
barns 2000 feet of gas in the kiteken, by the
hour 1
_

We don’t want a Moorish Township girl for
a lung tester.
At a singing school up there
the other nlzht a vounz man was brazzinz

hla faro

the Roman hid his head in his toga at the
approach of swift-coming death. The story
is grand in its strength and simplicity. It is
the epos of sinful man, his fall and the inevitable vengeance. As we read it a feeling of
unutterable sadness overwhelms, vanquishes
us.
Hope Itself spreads its wings in flight.
What does St, Nicholas do with this myth,
this race epic heavy with woe, which bieathes
the spirit of the tragic poets in the forms of
the prehistoric age? Disregarding the rich
opportunities for exegesis, the chance to
instruct its growiug constituency and open
their minds to tho transcendent beauties and
world significance of the Aryan fables, it
takes this race legend which has come down
to us from the Asiatic table-lands, from the
plateau of Iran itself almost under the shadow of the Ilindn-kush, which lives a striking
illustration in myths of the survival of the
fittest, and makes of it a fairy tale—and a

possible.

The first

importance

The man with a little brown jug has to watch
it now-a-days, or bis wife will paint it all up
and store it away on', the mantel-piece for a

about the strength of hi) lungs, and invited a
iu the company to hit him in the breastShe said she was left-handed; had been washing that day and was tired and didn’t feel very
active, but at at his urgent request she let go at
him. When his friends went to pick him up

as

as

like horses.

After the declaration—“This is, perhaps, not
first mitten you have received, Ur.
Brown?” “But perhaps the first you have
ever given, Miss Smith.”

the victim i3 couched in the landespair. The smile is hopelessly

or\A km

are

item of less

the

of love to all who have the education of our
children at heart. The meaning of the song
is plain to every comparative mythologist.
The Cow is the cow-headed Here of the Pelasgian peoples, or perhaps the Egyptian Isis
—at any rate the cow-deity of some branch of
The Man upon the
our Aryan ancestors.
stile is the wretch who ha3 committed a
crime and sits shuddering at the coming vengeance of the unforgetting gods. The Cow,
the goddess in her own proper form, bears
down on him like retribution Itself, cold
and weak with thejweight of sin he seeks
some method of escape or some way of propitiating the offended deity; but all he cau do
is to smile—much as we endeavor to pass
over our faults aud failures with a laugh, to
put them aside as of no account,foolishly hoping to deceive the undecelvable ones. This is
the mythus, sublime in it3
simplicity.
The story is the story of human life
and folly and retribution, told in strong,
ragged words as befits the theme. The
end? What end but one can there be?
The furies are not to be baffled. Even the
guage

an

giving to the poor like a newly-born babe? Because it’s precious little.

Here an opportunity presents itself to impart culture to the infant mind which any
good magazine ought to jump at. The verse
quoted is one of the nursery rhymes of ancient civilization, sung beside the race in its
cradle, and its elucidation should be a labor

question of

is

and Bells.

keeping.

“There was an old man who said How
Shall I ’scape from tbi3 horrible Cow?
I will sit on the stile,
And continue to smile,
Which may solten the heart of the Cow.”

nnrl

Ask your Dealer for the
Standard Rroiler.
is is just what you want.

,viv.iu-

tage to pay

FIRST PKE1HC1IS

fire.

can

can be
now
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
at fault.
treasures, &c., and was never known to bethe
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting
greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con noting of which

1870

are retained.

not get ashes.or
DOES
coal
the meat.
Docs
let smoke and

CLAIRVOYANT.

t." Lilt,..

eodly&w

PATENTED APRIL 10, 1877.
filHE simplest and best
X artible for Cooking
Reef Steak ever invented.

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing

unu u,

CO., Boston.

THE STANDARD BROILER.

enjoy

If the alienation between Maine and Massachusetts was due to the attitude of the
mother-state in the war of 1812, how are the
majorities previous to that date against separation evidences of the non-existence of a
dislike after the war, as the Advertiser assumes? All the votes taken after the war
resulted in majorities lor separation.

The article in question is entitled “The Old
Man and the Nervous Cow,” and is an attempt, necessarily unsuccessful, to furnish a
prose sequel to the children’s song,

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with

Conbidebing that it has already been
decided to resume specie payments In 1879,
the last part of Mr. Ewing’s resolution, introduced into the House Tuesday, is superfluIt would be better to strengthen the
ous.
Secretary in the course he has taken than to
waste time discussing other methods which
will never be adopted.

A Gross and Harmful Travesty.
The St. Nicholas is 'a magazine which asand
sumes to be a means of giving delight
imparting culture to children. Its high pre
tensions have certainly heretofore been fully
sustained by its performances. It is therefore with as much surprise as regret that we
see in the current number an article which
will do much to alienate the affections of
children and destroy the respect of their parents for a periodical which has deservedly

Richardson’s New Method

250.000 copies gold. Sales have surpassed those of all

NewYork&Return

Z When Mr. Blaine was fighting his great
battle in the House the Boston Advertiser
felt much admiration tor him. His “House
of Representatives manner” and “striding to
and fro behind the chairs of his row of desks”
were not found objectionable. But the Advertiser is greatly shocked at Tuesday’s scene
and describes Mr. Blaine’s speech in almost
the same language used by the Democratic
papers in picturing the famous encounter
with Proctor Knott.

Wedneiday.

should be falsified in order to protect the reputation of their State, or that the historian
should at least be silent concerning events
which cast a doubt upon her loyalty to the
Union.
There Is no call to-day for our Congressthe Hartford Convention,
men to discuss
however strong the temptation offered by
the recent publication of the correspondence
of some of the most noted of the New England Federalists. That remarkable body and
its remarkable doings can be left to the historian. But Senator Blaine in giving a
(ketch, however slight, of the first Governor
of this State, could not in justice to his subject and his audience omit to mention the
most striking event and the greatest achievement of William King’s career, the separation of the District of Maine from Massachusetts and its admission into the Union as a
State. Nor could he well neglect mention of
the causes which led to that separation. His
speech needs no explanation nor apology. If
Massachusetts was hit hard that was the
misfortune of her situation. Her Senators
certainly did not help her case. Mr. Hoar
and Mr. Dawes may be men of broader culture than Mr. Blaine, but in his knowledge of
the political history of this country he is absolutely without a rival. His assailants met
him in his favorite field, and were of course
roughly used. When next they think to
cross swords with the Senator from Maine
they will do wise to prepare themselves by
taking a few lessons in the fencing schools.

1
1 1
UWU

gold by all Druggists.

Price $3.25.

1 T VI /I ffl fl
in most cases, be
J liJl'l Ij Ik still,
n
Being
El 11 secured by us.
I I ll I
opposite the Patent 01i
tl
111]
|
11
It v bl U x il x/

dtf

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM

mnning through

annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2.30 P. M.
State Room* on Steamers secured in advance,at
28 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT,
J. W. PETERS,
Supt.
Gen. Ticket Agent.
utf
sept28

vices, medical,

V. C.

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM

cars between Portland
lalaml Cnunrl HfcamArs. and avoid ill O' tllft

Line

|

WISTAR’S BALSAM

TO NEWYOBKtl 1
L*
and RETURN

ornamental
ompounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Alignments, Interferences, eu.
nventions that have been
tlie i>atent Office may
f\

Opposite'Patent 0flee, Washington,

use

use

onnnrAritliJ

Mtllnn,

use

For Bronchitis,

on

The Massachusetts Senators took exception
in the Senate Taesday to Mr. Blaine’s very
proper remarks on the presentation by Maine
of the statue of William King to the national

WISTAR’S BALSAM
t or

o’clock

The Tilt in the Senate.

For Diseases ol the Chest, use

EXCURSIONS.

r« obtained for mechanical de■'
or
other

ao24

Cherry.

For Coughs, use

For Sore Throat, use

issory notes; that said mortgage was duly assigned
to Andrew Spting and Samuel Jfi. Spring, copartneis
under the style of A. & S. E. Spring; that the
period of foreclosure of said mortgage by its terms is
one year; that the conditions ot said mortgage have
been broken, and by reason Qf said condition broken
the subscriber, as surviving partner of said firm of
A. & S. E. spring, hereby claims foreclosure of said
mortgage, according to the said terms in one year.
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
Surviving Partner of firm ot A. & S. E. Spring.
•
1878.
Portland, January I,
ja23dtf

gee, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pattents moro promptly and with broader claims than
those who are remote from "Washington.
d us a model or
sketch ot your device ; we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to patentability. All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO UHARtiK UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We refer to officials In the Patent Office, and to
Inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,

of Wild

11

Eli Jones, South China,
.Jordan Rand, LisboD,
E. W. Stetson, Damariscotta,
Henry Tallman, Bath,
Owen B. Chadbourne, Saco.
R. C. Farrington, Bryeburg,
J. S. Wheelwright, Bangor,
State Temperance Committee.

of Wild Cherry,

That until farther notice his office will he at tbe
WARD UOOITI in the City Hall Building,
entrance first door on Myrtle Street.
That he will be in attendance at the office oa Monday, Jan. illsi, from 9,30 a. m. to I p. m.
and from 3 10 O p. m., and thereafter daily at
corresponding hours fill Saturday, Feb. 2d, inclusive, for the purpose ot recording the names of
the Milk Dealers within the city limits.
That all persons dealing in Milk within the limits
of the city of Portland, whether wholesale or retail,
in large or small quantities, selling from fixed
stand or cart, from their own covrs, or supplied by
other persons, are required by law to file annually
with the Inspector a statement of names, residence,
place of business, or if selling from a cart, to the
end that said statement may be
by the
for the purpose.
Inspector in a book

to land formerly of Hasiy; thence
southerly by said Hasty laud and land of Michael
Lynch one hundred feet, to the point begun at; to
secure the payment of twenty-three hundred dollars
and interest, according to the tenor of twelve prom-

H
III
XV

Cherry,
Cherry,

—

The Temperance cause was never more prosperous
In the State than now, for which we should be most
are importaut subjects which will demand our attention. Shall we
ask for any change or amendments in the Prohibitory Law? Shall we protest against granting license
to sell intoxicating liquors to the druggists? Shall
we ask for any more stringent penalties to be inflictThese, and
ed upon persons lonnd intoxicated?
other important questions will doubtless demand the
attention ot the convention.
Let there he a general rally. Tho usual reduction
of fire on tho railroads may bo expected.
D. 13. Randall, Berwick,
Joshua Nye, Augusta,
L. R. Kino, Caribou,
Edward Hills, Thomaston,
John S. Kimball, Bangor,
George E. Brackett, Belfast.
Frank Kenrick, Fairfleld,
Wa. J. Cobthell, Calais,

Wistar’s Balsam

of Wild

ON

profoundly grateful. Still there

Wistar’s Balsam

ty-five feet,

II

Commencing at

Wistar’s Balsam

WISTAR’S BALSAM

Year.

For Sale by all Booksellers and News-

—

Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 23 St 24,

Wistar’s Balsam

Inspector ol milk lor tbe City ol
Portland.

—TO—

FOR

The several Temperance organizations, tho Temperance workers, and all the friends of Temperance
Maine, are iuvited to meet in Mass Convention at
GRANITE HALL, AUGUSTA,

in

WHERE will be a meeting of the Blue Hill Copper
X Mining and Smelting Company holden at their
office in Boston, No. 1 Basement Old State House,
on February 7th, 1878, at 2 o’clock p. m., for the
purpose of increasing its Capital Stock to 8500,000
(five hundred thousand dollars) and amending its
By order of
By-Laws.
N. P. PENDLETON, Secretary,
Blue
Office,
Hill, Me., January 19,1878.
dtfeb7
Jan21

For Consumption,

registered

Cord

a

STATE TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.

and

Tlie undersigned gives notice in conformity with
lawThat he has bten appointed

Price 15 cents.

For 85.00 you can get Scribner’s Monthly
tbe best of tbe illustrated magazines, for one
year and a half, beginning with tbe magnificent “Midsummer Number” for August last
including the splendid “Midwinter Number”
for February of this year, and ending with the
number for January, 1879, and also the splendid Christmas Holiday Number of St. Nicholas
for December. 1877, containing one hundred
pages—the finest number of a children’s magazine ever issued.
These numbers will coutain all the chapters
of “His Inheritance,” Miss Trafton’s graphic
story of Army Life; all of “Roxy,” Edward
Eggleston’s New Novel, a story of Western
life during the political campaign of 1840; and
all or a large part of Boyesen’s novel, “A
Knight of Fortune,” the story of a community
of emigrants in tbe Northwest; besides shorter
stories by Mrs. Bnrnett, Saxe Holm, Boyesen,
&c.; and Illustrated Poems, Travel Sketches,
Essays, Reviews, nearly a dozen of the splendidly illustrated series of “Out-of-Door”
Papers including many of the best of the
series on “American Sports,” and on “The
Picturesque Aspects of American Farm Life,”
&o., &c., &c.; that is to say, all the numbers
of Scribner’s Monthly lrom August. 1877,
to Jauuary, 1879, inclusive, and the Christmas
Holiday Number of St. Nicholas, more than
2,000 octavo pages of ths best and freshest illustrated literature, costing in book form more
than 850.00

THE

For Influenza, use

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND.

Price 33 cents.

<110t

jail

d2m

Monthly,

NOTICE.
Annual Meeting of the Addison Granite
Company, to hear the report of the Treasurer,
as ala for the election of officers ior the .usuine year,
will be belli at Kittery, Me., on WEDNESDAY,
Feb. 6th, 1878, at 3$ o’clock P. M.
JAMES M. COTTON, Clerk.
dlaw2wF
Janl8

L. CLIFFORD WADE, Clerk.

Attest:

STREET,

FIFTY DOLLARS

on

approval.

rence.

Canal Bank Building.

Dec3

regnla r attach* of the Press is famished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon ns by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ooraal.
______________
Every

with

_

removed to

MIDDLE

U»»VI

Section 5.—This Ordinance 6hall take effect

Augustus F. Moulton,
has

IUI/OUUVU JU1

be the duty of said Inspector to prosecute all violations ot the statutes of the State and ordinances of
the city relating to the sale of milk. And at the
close of each municipal year said Inspector shall
make a detailed report to the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen.
Section 4.—The compensation of said Inspector
•hall be as follows:—Twe»ty-flve cents for making
the before required registration and granting a certificate thereof, to bo paid by the person requesting
the same. Fifty cents for making inspection of milk,
to be paid by the person requesting the same to be
made; and said Inspector shall be entitled to onehalf of all forfeitures accruing to the city in all prosecutions instituted by him for violation-of the statutes of the State or ordinances oi the city relating
to the sale of milk.

dim

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Business—Report of Directors, election of officers
ensuing year, to change article seven of the
By-laws relative to the frequency of the meetings of
the board of directors, and that their annual report
to the stockholders shall not bo required to be
printed.
Per order,
S. H. TEWKSBURY, President.
J. C. SMALL, Clerk.jan21dlw

Portland,

VL

We do not read anonymous etters and communl
The name and address of the writer are in
al 1 cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

up stairs.

of Wild

most

cations.

for the

Copper Mining
Smelting Co.

The Boston Post does not speak In the
flattering terms of the replies of the
Massachusetts Senators to Mr. Blaine. It
says: “As Blaine finished, Dawes arose In a
hesitating, uncertain sort of way, and becamo
at once the centra of all eyes. Before he had
spoken fifty words it was evident that he had
perception enough to realize that his State
had been insulted and was utterly Inadequate
to fittingly rebuke the insult. His whole
speech was a painful effort to say something
cutting, which he did not know how to say; a
strained attempt to be majestically high-toned
which resulted in nothing but drivel. There
was a feeling of relief when he stopped. Then
Mr. Hoar arose and hope was revived that
Blaine would get his just deserts. Sarcasm
was known to be his strong point and the opportunity was almost unparalleled. Alai for
Massachusetts, he too failed to equal the occasion although he did vastly better than
Dawes. His first step was a blunder.”

I^T^ESS.

THURSDAY MORNING, JAN. 24.

THE

competent Jurisdiction.
Section 8.—It shall be the duty of th# Inspector
to receiv* and register said statement, and grant a
certificate of such registration upon request of the
person or firm filing the same. The Inspector, when
ther«nnto requested in writing by any citizen ot

GEOBOB B. BIRD,

THOMAS, JB.

ja3

it

©

Vaults Oloanod,

F. Talbot

George

all the modern
office.

j

J. H. BOSWORTH & CO.,

door.
No intermission at the dances except on the last
night of tbo course, when extra attractions will be

Business solicited irom any In need of assistance on
their accounts.
Special attention given to adjustment of
complicated account*.
Would take charge of one or more sets of accounts
permanently. Terns reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.
W&StJ
declS

dtf

jnly31

Do not take any ottter.

Price 25 Cents Per

BARNES,

ACCOUNTANT.

N.

J.B. AVERILL.

For Sale by nil Apothecaries and Grocers
Ask for Starchene and take no other.

Evening tickets admitting Gentlemen and Ladies,
*1.00, to be obtained at Stoekbridge’s and at tie

by
stake;
feet, more or
street; thence by said street, thirty-live
the same premises
less, to the point began at; being
McGowan
by Dennis
Terrence
said
to
the
conveyed
F.. Glackiu, April 27th, A. D., 1863, and recordedl in
I age 423,
Book
317,
of
Deeds,
Cumberland Registry
Dated at Portland this eighteenth daZ, ofJ'Wuary.
SHOWN
R.
E
1878.
A. D..
Deputy Sbcrlfl.

No. 32$ Stanion Block, Exchange street,
Portland, Maine.

jan3d3w

STARCHENE.

Mu. .1. P. Baxter.
Mb. D. w. Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. W. F. Milliken.

Sale.

175 State
THE
John

To prevent the Iron from sticking, use

For a fine Laundry finish,

good two-story

elegant granite-fronted dwelling house, No,

use

To save labor, use

TO ALLEN, JR.,
Wm. W. Thomab, Jr., Fritz H. Jordan,
Fred R. I> Arrington,
James C. Hauler,
a. E. Webb,
Wm. Serteb, Jr.,
Wm. L. Bradley.

Address
mjS

For

STARCHENE.

General Cmmittee.
T. C. Hersby.Esq., President Fraternity,
Samuel J. Axdebson, Esq., Vice Pres.
Mr. S. E. Spring,
Hon. M. M. Butleb,
Mb. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Mb.
P.
Geo.
Geo, S, Huxt,
Hox.
Webcott,
Hon. Jacob McLellan, Me. H. N. Jose,
Geo. W. Woodman,
Mb.
Jb.
Hon. B.Kinosbubv,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., Mb. Chas, McLaughlin
N. Lord,
Mb.
John
Mb. Nathan Webb,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,
Mr. W. L. Putnam,
Mr. Charles K. Josb,
Mb. S. T. Poller,
Mb. M. P. Emery,

acres a

house of ID rooms, hard and soft water in house, barn
40x50, stable 20x30. Cuts about 25 tons of hay. For
further particulars enquire of ALBERT J. MERdelSeodtl
RILL on the premises.

STARCHENE.

Portland Fraternity,

T.iPfl

miles from Port

near

The best Linen Polish in the world is

If yon want yeur linen to look like new,

Sale*
on

FOR HOT OR COED STARCH.

IN AID OF THE

PniT

For
FARM

pleasantly sitnated, 3$
land in Falmouth,
the old Yarmouth road
A Graves
Hill. It contains 65

PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL.

Not. 27th, Deo. 11th, Dec. 25th,
Jan. 8th, Jan. 22th, Feb. 5th,

No. S? Plum Street.

Newsdealers.

HOTEL TO LEASE.

REAL ESTATE.

SECOND

w

J. B. PIKE,
Union Street

THE

Admissien, 15 cents; children, 10 cents. Wild
Jan7tf
Beasts fed at S o'cloek, every altemoon.

w

57

House to Let.
lower part of house No. 234 Oxford St., very
convenient, containing eight rooms, gas and
Sebago. For particulars apply to F. H. WIDBER,
220 Commercial Street.
seplSdtf

Deane Bros.

MUSEUM.

(gcvid oP’ivydeb,

■nd

For $1. and upwards,
AND

MATTOCKS,

311 Exchange Street.

House to Let.
lower part ol house No. 232 Oxford Street,
containing all the modern improvements, gas
and Sebago. For particulars, apply to

NICE It ATTAS ROCKERS
EASY

C. F.

no26dtf

For $2.00 and upwards,

Trained Animals

u»

JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange street.
dtf

Offices in
RESTAURANT,

STREET.

Fraternity

Innnireot

For $2.00 and upwards.

The second lesson of Waltzing class already
formed will he given next Saturday evening'
Ann. pith. The class will also meet on the following Tuesday and Friday evenings.
Waltzing and the “German” every Friday
evening. Tickets 75 cents. Ladles unaccompanied
by Gents, 25 cents.
Academy open from 10 to 12 and from 1 to 4 for
private instruction. Terms for single private lessons
#1, tonr for *3.
Private lessons given to experienced waltzers in
Terms—
fancy movements and embellishments.
Gents, $1; Ladies. 50 cents.

Army & Navy Ilall, Jan. 10,1878.

To JLet.
in Farrington Block, on Congress 6treet
occupied by Dr. Tasker. Possession given

oc20

WALTZING!

Very respectlully,

Let.

house and stable No. 257 Oxford St. House
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago. Stable
room for three horses.
Apply at the premises, or at
75 PORTLAND STREET.
OC27dtf

51 Exchange St.

miss FANNY JORDAN...Pianist.

decl3dtf.

—

To
distin-

St.

STORE
street, is tor rent. Good location for the stove
to WM. H.
Real Estate

business.

and Beautiful Scenery,

painted expressly for this occasion by the
guished artist, Scavey of New York.

let, for a small family,
J.C. WOODMAN.

house to

on

Store to Let.
No 556 Congress street, next west of Oak

DEANE BROS’.

Situation*

oOD central

jan3tf

Thrilling Tableaux,

magnificent Oriental Costumes,
tense

VT

—

Holiday Goods

Select Orchestra of 12 Pieces,
Charming

IB

desirable front room, with large alcove.
upon same floor. Apply at
606 CONGRESS ST.

room

House to Let.

This

and 17

Sale.

NEW
pied but
Rent

GLEANER.

THE

*•

no7

In Thomas’ Block, No. 90 Commercial
Street. Inquire ot
JOHN C. PROCTER.
janlld3w

WE

CITY

o.wd

$j>ock, J’<b

a

House for Bent,
For
Furnished or unfurnished.
particulars address P. O. Box 795.
d2w*
janl6

WHITNEY,

JOHN P. THOMAS,
janMlm

Portland, Jan. 3,18T8.

For sale by the members and at the door.

SACRED

B. F.

of Mayor
Aldermen, for the remainder of the
Municipal year, and thereafter annually, an
nspector of Milk, who shall be sworn, give notice of
bis appointment, keep an office aud books, aud have
all the powers and perform all the duties set forth
and prescribed in the statutes of the State relating
to the sale oi milk aud the inspection thereof.
Section 2.—It shall be the duty of each person or
In the business of
firm, now or hereafter
Eelllng milk within the limits of the city, to file ana
statement
of his name,
with
the
Inspector
nually
residence and place of bnsinese, or, ii he sells milk
from a cart, ot such fact, to the end that said statement may be registered by the Inspector in a book
kept for the purpose; and in default of so doing said
person *r firm shall forfeit th* sum of twenty dollars
to th* use of the city, to be recovered in any court of

engaged

BERRY,

STEPHEN

Over

Gentleman and Wife (without children,) a
pleasant up stair* rent of four or five rooms on
New High St For particular* inquire of A. S. FERNALD, up Btairs, 237 Middle St.
Janl6dlm

mutually

March by tha Company, who will appear in
uniform on this occasion.

by of the
the

Present

dtf

Copartnership.

heretofore existing under the
TO
of Whitney & Thomas is this day
THEfirmCopartnership
Alt busiuees of the late firm
dissolved.

new

Mayor. Aldermen
City qf Portland, in
City Council assembled, as follows:
Section 1.—There shall be appointed by tbe Board

it
ordained
and Common Council,

THE

Presum pscet

Blue Hill

Ferrers.

Be

auticillts UUC1CU

GENTEEL first floor rent of seven rooms; gas
and Ssbago, In tb. central part of the city, for
*250 per annum; possession given Eeb. 10th. Apply
to F. G. PATTERSON, 379} Congress Street.

KTOTIOB.
of

AN ORDINANCE
For tbe Appointment of an Inspector of
Milk and Defining his Duties and

dtf

E. A. NORTON.

To Let.

name

their

>

janl9

Dissolution

County,

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

D. H.

FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
hoard, at 30 BROWN ST.
dtf
my24

—

CHANDLER.

Cumberland

for

dtf

Apply to

A

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Meventy-Seven.

91 1-3 EXCHANOE ITKEET.

d2w

Railroad and Express Companies carry freight to
and from this Exhibition at reduced rates.
For entry blanks, premium lists, and information.

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 29.

Coroner

Boarders Wanted.

•

CITY OF PORTLAND*

A*D

unfurnished with board: all

Boarders Wanted.

HALL,

BY

or

Janl7

Society premiums paid In fall.
The American Poultry Association honors the
Maine Association by holding its annual session
Feb. Uth and 12th, 1278, In this city.

Admission,
Children,

Constable

a. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Janl5dlm

ADAMS,
for Portland,

closets, bath
on same floor; on© of the
sunniest and most desirable locations in the city.
58 BRACKETT ST., Corner of Spring St.

No pro rating.

—

MATT

Board Up Town.
furnished

COPARTNERSHIP.

MUSIC

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Park Association, will be held
SATURDAY, Jan. 26th, at 4 o’clock P. M., at the
office of Andersons & Dow, No. 1 Exchange Street,

NOTICE

dtf

the modern conveniences; water
ROOMS
room, hot and cold water

and 13th.

JOUIUtl

CITY

PRESUMPSCOT PARK ASSOCIATION.

and

8th, 9th, 11th, 12th,

Feb. 7th.

49 1-3 EXCHANGE ST.

pov29_

JanS

BOARD.

HALL,
*-ON

Portland Cadets
at

CITY OF PORTLAND.
To Owner* and Occupant* of Building*
amt l ot* on Atlantic* Clark, Cushman,
Lafayette,
Lewi*, Everett, Howard,
Madison Melbourne, Merrill, Monroe*
Montreal, Quebec, 8«. Lawrence, Tate,
Thouuut, Tjng and Waierville Streets.
Jau. 14th. 1878.
J
is hereby given that the above named
streets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered according to plans
in the City Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested ar* hereby notified that tbe number so designated must b* affixed to th* buildings on said streets
on or before tbe first day of March next, A. D., 1878.
Per order,

to at all hours.

—

Portland..

_dlt

—

THE

CITY

Eighth Annual Ball

janlld2w*

A

will be held at

Vestry

Borne of the most popular talent of the city will take
part. A pleaali g programme has been prepared and
the entertainment will bo of unusual excellence.
Ticket* AO Cent* each or 3 for 30 ct*.

TiV TITHJ

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

City Clerk’s Office, \

GERRY, JR,
Attorney at Law,

Wanted.

MAINE POULTRY ASSOCIATION

—

situation
grocery store.
a

held Id the United States.

—

This Thursday Evening.

—

Wanted.
experience,

man of some
or clerk in a wholesale

THE FOURTH EXHIBITION

CONCERT !

to

SITUATION to do general house work or take
care of children;
good references, and good
Call at
reason given for being out ot employment.
this office, or address “L.”
janl4d2w*

Exhibition

Poultry

ENTERTAINMENTS.
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THURSDAY

girl

he said he thought he would die easier lying
dowD. He had lost all recollection of having
any Iangs, bnt the young woman consoled him
by admitting that she didn’t bit him as bard
as she might have done, because she rather
liked him.— Easton Free Preu.

The Watsonville Pajaronian tells how Johnny Sanderson received another terrible scare on
Christmas Day, and for a few minutes the respectable bouse of Sanderson tottered on the
The day
verge of a sad and premature ruin.

1

before, Johnny wanted to go fishing, and as he
could not git money to buy hooks, he made
about a dozen by bending large pins something
like the required shape. Christmas forenoon
he had them in the dining room, and hearing
some boy whistling in the shrill way all boys
understand, he rushed out, leaving hia p>ntable and on the chair.
another thought to them
until two o’clock, when the family, including
Miss Giggings and the minister, and Elder
Dalton and wife, cordially invited guests, were
about to taka their seats to an e’egaat dinner.
“Sit right down here,” said Mrs, Sanderson to

lying on the
Johnny never gave
heoks

Miss Giggings. ‘‘O-u-c-hl’’exolalmed the latter lady, in a voice of agony, as she rose from
her seat aBd carefully settled back again. ‘‘Parson, take this seat; brother Dalton, Sister Dalton, this way,” and Mr. Sanderson beamed
with that noble Christian grace—hospitality.
“MySaveyerl” suddenly exclaimed that worthy
parson in stentorian tones that fairly shook
the windows.

butly Deacon

“Immortal Zachariahl” echoed
Dalton, and Mr. Sanderson,

startled at such an unusual exhibtion,
actually gasped, as he dropped like a pile-

his chair. “Pull’em out!” he at
be leaped, with staring eyeballs,
half across the room. An Immediate investigation divulged the trouble, and quiet and good

driver

bowled,

into
as

THURSDAY MORNINGF, JAN. 24.
humor were restored. The only remark made
after Johnny gave his explanation was by the
parson,

who,

as

he

very peculiar

a

Sainte-Beuve says, "In every man there is a

poet who dies young.” The editor’s waste
basket indicates that the man doesn’t know the
poet is dead, and keeps on with his nonsense.

Masculine Costume.
What Mrs. Nwiiihrlm Knows about Man’s
Habiliments.

To the Editor of the Chicago Tribune:
We have much talk of the inconvenience of
“pullbacks;” bnt who ever saw a man lift anything from the ground without taking both
hands to draw up his pantaloons, so as to make

for the bend of his knees, and feeling
that he risked his suspender buttons and accommodating his motions to the fear of losing
them? Day by day our most sensible men get

room

into garments which Interfere with motion to
any but an upright position, quite as much as

the most ultra “pullback” worn by the silliest
of fashion. They also distort the outlines of their figures quite as much as do women. Suppose one of them were made with
lower limbs of cylindrical form! How would
he feel about it? How would he use a pair of
legs as thick at the/luklo as above the knee?
Vet this is the shape they all make themselves.
They also put on long boots and pantaloons
over them—thus conducting the gases from

butterfly

the feet up around the body, and keeping it in
a foul vapor bath.
There is no more appropriate covering for a man’s foot and leg than a
cavalry-boot; but it should be worn with kneebreeches and the top fastened up to the belt.
Pantaloons and long boots are not made to go
together; and the pantaloons, in any case, is an
awkward contrivance, always flopping around
the ankle, impeding locomotion and catching
dirt.
Next, consider the physiological properties of
a modern shirt, which covers the chest with a
slab of linen as i mpervious to light and air as
a marble headstone 1 Consider the neck-band,
which must not lack more than the sixteenth
of an inch of strangling the wearer, and must
be as bard and solid as the brass collars worn
by our Saxon forefathers in the British isles as
a token of their subjection to their lords, just
as their sons now wear their counterpart in evidence of their bondage to their French dictators! Think of the wristbands, which more
resemble hand-cuffs than dress; and the paper
collars, with their poison-dressings, to which
sensible men have sacrificed their lives.
Why should a man’s shoulders and chest and
neck be shingled any more than a woman’s
waist be weather-boarded? In both cases that
indispensable requisite to health and comfort,
flexibility, is sacrificed to a false and spurious
lut)

iuea

fluggeaieu

is luai ui a

muburc,
both men

coffin, and
part garment, part
and women are sad caricatures of humanity.
But the most absurd part of a man’s attire is
his headgear—the unaccountable things he
wears on the top of his head alike in a praitie
storm or an over-heated railroad car. The baldness of abont one-third at forty does not teach
them anything! They go on sacrificing hair
and head to hat; and a shiny, stiff, air-tight
steeple on his head is the crowning glory of a
man’s life.
Take it all in all, I cannot see that women
would gain anything by adopting a masculine
costume,and think the brethren may be at ease
in their possessions. Even Mary Walker declines its adoption, and no other woman is likely to dispute for such a prize.
Jane Obey Swisshelm.
iron

Magazine Notices.
February Wide-Awake opens with a jolly
8aow-storm, accompanied by a poem from
Miss Farman, the editor. Following is another story of out-of-door life, Jack’s First
Contract, by Kate Tannatt Woods. The
Child Toilers of Boston Streets, by Emma
The

E. Brown, gives us a glimpse of news-boys’
life. Why Julia Changed Her Mind, is a
naive little school-room story by Mrs. W. E.
Bryant. The Baby, by Edgar Fawcett, and
Two.Pictures, by Mary A. Lathbury, are poems,

finely illustrated. True Blue, Mrs.
Bell’s capital Minnesota serial, is vital with
breezy, out-of-door life. Mrs. Whiton has a

the latter

sweet Valentine poem with a sweet illustration. The sixteenth of the Poets’ Homes papers gives six pages of interesting matter
about Walt Whitman, with three excellent
portraits taken at different periods of life. C.
P. Crancb, the artist, has a poem, Furnace and
a

Fireside. Charles K. Talbot’s serial, A General Misunderstanding, promises to be a remarkable story. The Boston School for Deaf
Mutes is very interesting, and will be widely
read. Seeing the Pope, by Mrs. Alfred Macy,

ls

:a very timely article. The Tables Turned,
Naming the Dolly, and the secend adventure
of Little Miss Musliu, are each funny poems,
funnily illustrated. Lucelet’s Anger-storm,”
by Ella Farman, the editor, is well worth reading It is also very interesting to glance over
the matter entitled The Society of Wide Awake
Helpers and see what little fingers, under good
guiaanoe, nave done toward clothing tbe poor
children of Boston. Ella B. Farmau, editor.
D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, Publishers.

A Death-bed Confession of Mdkdeb.—
At Newmarket, N. H., last Friday John H.
Itobinson on his death-bed, made a statement
to an intimate friend that he murdered a young
man named Jewell of Candia, who disappeared twenty years ago and was not heard of after-

wards.
He said that he could not die id peace
without making a full acknowledgment of the
awful crime which for twenty years bad weighed down his breast and made his life miserable. He then gave a detailed statement of the
affair, saying how they carried Jewell into the
pine woods and murdered him with an axe
which had been secreted for the purpose and
took the money from his person.
Itobinson
said that he himself struck the fatal blow with
the axe. After the murder they carried the
body to the poud and sunk it in the deep water
not far from the pine woods.
The confessi on of
ItobinBon clears up what has long been a mysand
terious affair,
although the parties to tbe
tragedy have passed beyond the reach of human
punishment, yet the public have the sad
satisfaction of being made acquainted with the
particulars of the brutal murder of Jewell.

LOUISIANA.
The Returning Hoard A.ki to be Tried
by tbe U. 8. Court.
New Orleans, Jan. 23.—The members of
the Returning Board have presented a petition
to the Superior Circuit Court praying tor the
removal of the case against them to the U. S.
Circuit Court, under Sec. 611 of tbe United
States Revised Statutes, on the ground that the
law authorizing juries in and for the parish of
Orleans in criminal cases operates in injustice
to the accused inasmuch as it places in the
hands of the officers authorized by law to draw
juries powers which enable them to draw such
juries as they may think proper and that in
this instaDce out of the whole venires there is
not a colored man, and for the farther reason
that by tbe existence of great public prejudice
in tbe minds of the white population of this
city the officers have willingly or unwillingly
drawn such a jury as are believed to he impressed by this prejudice.

Settliug Up Oil Defieit.
Chicago, Jan. 23.—Louis C. Hack, ex-county treasurer, today paid over to the county §45,000 of the §100,000 be was unable to account
for when he retired from the office. The former sum he received from a 15 per
cent, dividend of tbe Third National Bank. He intends
to make good the remainder during the week.

miNOR TEI.EGRA.1IS.
Gen. Ewing addressed tbe Maryland Legislature Tuesday night on the currency question.
National State Bank of New York has sus-

pended.
Rfornfl nf n

the Railroad Commiaaionera.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 23.
The state railroad commissioners, Messrs. A.
W. Wildes, John F. Anderson and Charles G.

Report

Talbot, report the railroad system of Maine as
before;
a whole in better condition than ever
and that the portion forming the main or trunk
lines of travel through the state are, in all essentials, inferior to none. In the happy exemption from accident, which the railroads of the
state have for a long time enjoyed, is found not
only proof of their safe condition and the good
order of their equipment, but also of the fitness
and faithfulness of the management of them.
The commissioners deprecate all antagonism
whether from within or without that would

make the railroads of the state the object of
plunder or spoil, and argue that they should be
left to arrange their tariffs to suit the circumstances under which they are struggling, so as
The true interest of
to yield a living profit.
railroads is to carry as cheaply as possible, so
as to induce the greatest amount of business
and the largest aggregate receipts with the
smallest percentage of attendant expenses.
During the year three more roads have
changed their gauge from 5§ to 4 feet 84 inches
—the European and North American, 114
miles, Bangor and Piscataquis 624 miles, and
the Bangor andBucksport, 18 8-10 miles. Now
all the railroads in Maine are of uniform gauge
except the 274 miles of the Portland and Oxford
Central, still resting under an injunction of the
Supreme Court, and the 15 miles of the Aroostook railroad, a branch of the New Brunswick,

built to a gauge of 34 feet.
With regard to the strikes upon our railroads
the commissioners say they have been informed that the managers of certain leading roads
are now giving the whole subject their very serious and deliberate attention, with a view to
an immediate, practical
adjustment of all
points of irritation and conflicting interests
that have been discovered or are likely to arise,
and they hope it will result in a general adoption of some form of the cooperative principle
in which they are confident lies the foundation
of the most completely successful railroad practice. The conviotions of the commissions are
strong in favor of permitting every employe of
a railroad to have certain share in the success
of the road.
The total number of miles of railroad in the
state is given as 1006 83, the same as last year,
it being about one mile to each 33 square miles
of territory, to each 8231,000 of property and to
644 of population.
During the past year the Grand Falls branch
of the Aroostook railroad has been opened to
to travel, and the branch to Woostock.has been
extended to a connection with the New Brunswick and Canada road during the same time, so
that freight coming from or going to any point
in New Brunswick or Aroostook, undergoes
but one transshipment in connecting with the
...
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There is no clue to the murderers.
Edward K. Collins, founder of the Collins’
line of steamships, died in New York Tuesday
He was born at Truro, Cape Cod, Mass., m
1802.

Erie, Pa., Tuespay, Eddie Swalley, aged
17, was accidentally shot aDd killed by the
At

careless nse of a pistol in the hands of a playmate.

A row of buildings in Chicago, chiefly sawero burned Tuesday night. Loss
$0200;
insurance $5400. Henry Mueller, aged 13, went
into a burning building to get his coat and was

loons,

asphyxiated.
The stage from Fort Clark was upset at
Uvalde, 90 miles west of Sau Antonio, Texas.
Lieutenant Gibson of the Tenth Infantry had
a leg broken so badly that it will have to be
amputated.
New York Senate has rejected the nomination of Magone for Superintendent of Public
".orks, and the Governor has nominated Ilenj.
W. Clark, at present warden of
Sing Sing

prison.
The Grand Jury of St. Paul,
Minn., find
systematic and enormous frauds committed in
the registration of voters for the November
election in 1877, by falsifying the poll books in
the office of the city clerk.
Numbers of New Jersey Senators and Assemblymen are displeased with Gov. McClellan’s nominations for judges Tuesday, because
he did not extend the customary
courtesy of
consulting with them before sending in the

j.

rr_
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and Canadas. That portion within the limits
of this state is cheaply and economically constructed. The structures for the most part are
built of cedar, and all are sufficiently strong
and safe for the service required of them. The
road is growing of great value to Aroostook

County.

On the Bangor and Piscataquis road 7,828
new ties have been laid, the bridges strengthened and the gauge changed at an expense of
§15,000. The opening of the branch from Abbot to Blanchard has materially increased the
business of the road.
The Bucksport and Bangor railroad has been
repaired and improved to some extent by ballasting and widening some of the embankments, and it is now in fair condition. The
gauge has been changed to the standard 1 feet
8£ inches. The cost of this road was abont

§642,000.

Extensive improvements have been made upon the European and North American road.
The gange has been changed, 885 tons of new
rails laid and 58,858 new ties laid,besides extensive repairs to bridges. The road has been
operated the entire year with entire freedom
from accidents, either to passengers or employees, involving loss of life or limb.
The traok and bridges of the Knox and Lincoln road are now in better condition than for
several years past. All the requirements of the
commissioners have been complied with and
the road is now in a good safe condition. More
repairs will be necessary the coming year however.

On the Maine Central and its branches a new
iron bridge 175 feet in long, over the Presumpscot liver near Falmouth,and a new iron bridge
at Emerson’s Stream below West Waterville,
have been bnilt, the long iron bridge at Augusta has been strengthened and a granite
Wooden
abutment built at the east end.
bridges have been bnilt and extensive repairs
made where necessary. A great advance has
been made on the road in the direction of permanency and solidity in the character of the
structures, and of the road bed generally. The
total length of new bridges built on this road
during the year is 899 feet. Eleven hundred
tons of new iron and 500 tons of new steel rails
have been laid, 8000 old rails have been repaired and relaid, 2J miles of side and spur
track have been bnilt, 90,000 new ties have
been placed and 5000 yards of ballast pnt upon
the road bed. On the Androscoggin and Leeds
& Farmington extensions repairs have been
made and the road is generally in good condition, though a new bridge will soon be neces
The Belsary over the Androscoggin river.
fast & Moosehead Lake branch is in good condition with the exception of the pile bridge
over LUo iudinu

river 1U uiuuiia auu

tuu

wuuuru

bridge at Parsons’ Valley road, both of which
need repairs. The Dexter &J Newport branch
is in excellent condition.
The Commissioners report a great improvement in the condition of the Portland & Ogdengbnrg. The pile bridges at Fore river, the
Basin and Stroudwater, have been somewhat
strengthened and repaired, and some needed
repairs made on others at different points along
the line. The track has been much improved
by the addition of ballast, ties, and a small
amount of new iron. A large number of the
old, partially worn, and laminated rails have
been taken out, cut off, repaired and relaid in
the track; 40,911 new lies, 2G6i tons of new
iron have been laid in the track between Portland and Conway.
Although these amounts
are not np to the requiremeots as reported last
year, still the track is in safe condition, and
rides smoothly, and preparations are being
made for more improvements the coming season.

The Atlantic & St. Lawrence railroad is in
superior condition in all respects, and a very
high compliment is paid to the management of
the Grand Trunk road, to which it is leased.
Twenty-six thousand new ties and five miles of
steel rails have been laid.
Enough steel rails
have been purchased and ere in course of delivery to complete the track in this state, making a steel line complete from Portland, Maine,
to Detroit, Michigan.
One of the company’s

wharves at Portland has been rebuilt and exIron bridges
tensive repairs made on others.
are to be placed at Worthley’s brook, Oxford
and
Swift’s
Creek
bridge,
Bryant’s Pond.
On the Boston & Maine 1800 feet of the pile
has been filled, the bridges are well kept up
and track in excellent condition.
On the Portland & Kochester the changes for
the better are marked and important. A new
iron bridge between five and six hundred feet
long has been built over the Saco river at Buxton, 10,000 new ties and 100 tons of new iron
have been laid.
On the Portland, Saco & Portsmouth 1100J
tons of steel rails have been laid, 18,001 new
ties placed, a new top bat been placed on the
bridge at Portsmouth, extensive improvements
have been made in yard and wharf pioperty at
Portland. Marked improvements are noted in
the Somerset road aud the St. Croix and Penobscot road. A connection of the latter road with
the European & North American Bailway at

Passadumkeag

is

contemplated.

The Commissioners recommend an amendment to the act of lust year providing bridge
guards to all overhead bridges of 18 feet or less,
so that it shall apply to bridges 20 feet overhead,
and repeat a suggestion of last year in regard
to requiring safety switches on all points on
main lines where switches are required away
from stations.

TheJState Temperance Convention—Resolutions Adopted, etc.
The State Temperance

Convention was held

today.
Governor Connor being indisposed,Eli Jones,
the venerable Quaker preacher, presided. The
afternoon meeting was largely attended. Gen.
Neal Dow presented extreme views in favor of

seizing liquors in
Hall of

the law will stand as now, allowing menhaden
fisheries on the coast and rivers of the state.
This action ofthe committee strikes out the first
nine sections of the fishery bill.

of

.Qnnaatina

Miss., wete burned Taesday night. Loss $25,*
000; insurance $10,000.
A convention ol broom manufacturers of
Eastern New York resolved to advance the
price of brooms from 15 to 25 per cent.
Sergeant John Moore of the Fifth Cavalry
was fatally shot at Cheyenne Tuesday night
by Philip A. George.
James Adamson, aScotehman, was mnrdered
near Eagle Pass, in Texas, on
January 19.

names.

FBOM AUGUSTA.

eyed Johnny sharply, quiet-

ly said, “These pins are bent in
shape for fishhooks.’’

bosui.

BY TELEGEAPH.

Report Aiaiut the Proposed Porgy Law.
The committee on fisheries have voted to report against the proposed bill in regard to menhaden fisheries on the coast of Maine, so that

tnarn

process

of| transportation,

alan marlo

Damariacotta,

Kit rinn

Tamne

A

Ray. Father Adams of

Winslow, Major E. Rowell of Hallowell and
several reformed men.

Fifty-Seventh Legislature.
[Special

to

the Press.]

SENATE.

Augusta, Jan.

23.
order at

The President called the Senate to
10 o’clock, and announced Eev. Mr.

Hallowell

as

Allen of

chaplain.

House papers were concurred in except the
order directing the Committee on Agriculture
to inquire into the propriety of discontinuing
the State College of Agriculture, which was

indefinitely postponed on motion of Senator
Nealley.
Several petitions were presented for an
amendment to the Pharmacy aot, and a remonstrance of 75 citizens of Turner against
the amendment.
Senator Drake gallantly offered the petition
of Emelins A. Prescott and 70 other citizens of
Eichmond and vicinity for a law enabling women to vote in Presidential elections; also to
so amend the state constitution as to establish
equal rights of all citizens irrespective of sex.
The petition of S. N. Campbell and 75 others
of Cherryfield for a mineral Burvey was presented by Senator Nash.

Eighteen persons of Farmington ask for a
law to imprison intoxicated persons until they
will tell where they got their liquor.
A number of the citizens of Gilead, Calais
and Trenton petition in aid of the establishment of county boards for the examination of
teachers.

Senator Phillips introduced a bill to facilitate
the transfer to the United States of the title to
the Antietam National Cemetery in Maryland.
It authorizes Maryland to transfer to the
United States Maine’s interest in the cemetery.
A resolve was passed to purchase seven hunddred copies of the Year Book at a cost of $1,000.
The Committee on the Governor’s Message
made a report referring it by subjects to the

appropriate committees.
The Committee on Finance will v’sit
Maine General Hospital Saturday next.

the

HOUSE.

Prayer by the Eev. Mr. LaLacheur of Hallowell.
Papers from the Senate disposed of in concurrence.

The county estimates as made by the county
commissioners were received from the Secretary of State and referred to the committee on
connty estimates.
Sills, petitions. Sc., presented and referred—
Remonstrance from Augusta, Bangor, Monmouth and other towns, 11 in all, against the
proposed druggist bill; petitions that intoxicatpersons be confined till they disclose where
they obtained their liquor; bill an act relating
to allowance of minor children; for state board
of examiners for teachers of common schools;
bill an act relating to sale of ice, provides for a
state ice surveyor with power to fix the grades
and quality of merchantable' ice; petition from
Calais for equality of rights without regard to
sex created a lively discussion between Curran,
Browne, Pillsbury, Parlin and Weeks, and the
House decided it was not a question of wrongs
and grievances, and referred it to the next Legislature; remonstrance against annexing certain
islands to South Thomaston; petitions in aid of
the druggist bill.
Committee on Education reported legislation
inexpedient on question to allow towns to have
more than three on their school committee, and
order relating to Madawaska schools; ought
not to pass on bill to amend law relating to the
abolition of school districts.
Committee on Judiciary reported leave to
withdraw on petition to legalize the doings of
town of Cooper, and ought not to pass on bill
on

to incorporate Cumberland Club in Portland,
and qill to amend sec. 32, chap. 65, R. S., relating to power of guardians and trustees, and
ought not to pass on bill relating to partition of
real estate.
Committee on Pensions gave Wilmot Walker
who asked pay for an eye shot out in 1339,
leave to withdraw.
Committee on Towns on petition to annex
Roxbury to Mexico and Andover, reported leave
to withdraw.
The Kennebec delegation reported ought to
pass on bills to establish a Superior Court in
Kennebec county, and bill to abolish the Aug
ust term in said county.
Committee on Claims on petition of T. W*
Porter for money paid for subsistence of men
gave leave, leave to withdraw.
Committee on Finance on petition to reduce
valuation of Princeton, reported leave to withdraw.

Committee on State Lands and Roads reported resolves in favor of road from Blanchard to
Shirley, Baring and Houlton.
Committee on Ways and Bridges reported resolve in favor of Madawaska and Frenchville
and Ashland.
The bill incorporating the Cumberland Club
was read twice and assigned for tomorrow.
Resolves in favor of B. F. Allen, W. H.
Scott, and Franklin Simmons were passed to be

engrossed.
The currency resolve being on its final pasMr. Weed of Veazie spoke strongly
against endorsing the course of our members of
Congress, and put himself on record as being
opposed to paying our government bonds in
gold. Believed in remonetization of silver and
sage,

called for the yeas and nays.
Mr. Austin of Milford would pul himself on
record on the opposite of this question from
Mr. Weed. He believed in an honest currency.
Believed in the course of our delegation in Congress on this question, and that the resolve as
itreads expresses the sentiment of the people
He seconded Mr. Weed’s call for
ol Maine.
The resolve passed by a
tie yeas and nays.
vste of 117 to 21.

MAINE.
the

Sentence deferred.
Division of the Portland and
Ogdensburg Knilroad.
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 23.—A meeting of
bondholders of the Vermont division of the
Portland and Ogdensbuig Railroad was held in

slaughter.
Vermont

this city to day, and a committee, consisting of
Louis Fitzgerald, President of the Mercantile
Trust Co. of New York; Henry D. Hyde of
Boston; Chas. W. Nasler of New York; Geo.
E. B. Jackson of Portland; John J. M. Cook
of New York; Wm. De ltawhn of Philadelphia; Wm. Shurtleff of this city, was appointed to consider fully the condition of the road
and report to the bondholders. All the various

interests connected with the enterprise were
represented to the meeting in the disoussion,
and results were entirely friendly and harmonious.
Grand Army of Ihe Republic.
Biddefobd, Jan. 2t.—The Commandery of
/I_3
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ing a state convention here to-day.
delegates are in attendance. The
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About 100

by reformed men, the weight of whose testimony was all against the policy and principle
of allowing druggists to sell liquors.
Resolutions were reported and unanimously
passed expressing gratitude for the success ates

tained thus far iu;the temperance cause, due to
efforts of the various secret and open temperance organizations, reform clubs, churches,etc.;
that the belief is too prevalent that liquor is absolutely necessary as a medicine, when wise
medical men are coming jto the conclusion that
it may be dispensed within nearly all cases;
that when a place for its sale is demanded in
any town or city the system of town agencies
can be adopted; earnestly protesting against
the passage of the hill now before the Legislature authorizing druggists to sell mixed intoxicating liquors for medicinal purposes; the resolution declares that no law, however guarded,
which authorizes any class of men to sell for
their own profit intoxicating liquors, can guard
against those abuses dangerously impairing the
efficiency of the prohibitory law.
Governor Dingley addressed the convention
in support of the resolutions.
A protest against the druggist hill was presented by Gen. Dow and received a passage,
th8 convention thus giving a double veto to
the

proposition.

The convention will continue tomorrow.

New York, Jan. 23.—Washington despatches say that Senator Lamar of Mississippi will
speak on the silver bill according to his convictions, and vote as he speaks. It Had been rumored that he would speak against the silver
bill and vote for it.
Bill to Beduce Consular Salaries.
The sub-committee having charge of the diplomatic and consular bill have partially^ agreed
to reduce tbs salaries of the leading missions,
the British. French, German and Russian from
317,500 to 315,000. A reduction will also be
made in the pay of second and third-class missions.
The Venezuelan Award.
The qnestion of the Veneznelean mixed commissiou claims was taken up to-day for consideration by the sub-committee of the House
Committee oq Foreign Affairs, consisting of
Messrs. Hamilton, Forney and Killinger. The
interests of the claimants were represented by
Wilson and those of the Venznelan government by Mr. Pile. After a good deal of colloquy it was determined to have the testimony
taken at the last session of the 44th Congress
printed, and counsel will be heard next Wednesday on the questions:
First, Whether the awards of the mixed
commission were tainted with fraud, aud second, if so, whether the Honse can originate a
measure directing the Executive to suspend the
operation of a decree made uuder a treaty of
the commission with a foreign power.
The Syndicate.
As the contract between the Treasury Department and the syndicate will terminate on
the 26th inst, representatives of that body were
here to-day arranging in connection with the
Secretary of the Treasury details of settlement
with the government. At the Cabinet meeting
to-day attention was given to the above subject,
though other matters were considered at the
brief session.
It is understood that the Cabinet agreed to
release the syndicate from their last subscription of 310,000.000 of 4 per cent, bonds, as Secretary Sherman believes bis plan of selling
those bonds is successful, and accounts between
the government and the syndicate will therefore be settled immediately.
Senator Blaine’s Silver Bill.
The bill introduced in the Senate today by
Mr. Blaine is as follows:
A bill to authorize the coinage of silver dollars for circulation, and make the same legal
tender and for other purposes.
Be it enacted, etc.:
Tnat silver bullion may be deposited at any
coinage mint or at assay mint in New York for
return in silver dollars of grains of standard
silver at such rate or price per standard onnce
of bullion as from time to time may be fixed by
the director of the mint with aa approval in
writing of the Secretary of the Treasury, and
as

exactly

as

nos-

Bible with tbe market rate, and tbe bullion
thus placed shall iu addition to other required
coinage authorized by existing law be coined
without delay to tbe fall capacity of the mints.
Sec. 2. That any gain or profit arising from
coinage of silver dollars shall after the payment of the lawful wastage be covered into the
treasury of the United States at the close of
each fiscal year.
Section 3—The silver dollar herein authorized to he coined shall be legal tender as by existing law in common with gold coin for all sums
up to and including So, and for all snms exceeding So the debtor shall have tbe right to
tender in fall payment and the creditor the
right to demand one half the amount in gold
coin and one half in silver.
Section 4—Fine or standard gold and silver
bars bearing the stamp of any coinage mint or
of tbe assay office at New York, shall be received by the Assistant Treasurer at New York
for their stamped value, which shall be their
coining ratio respectively, and coin certificates
shall be issued therefor by the Assistant Treasurer iu the same mauner as coin certificates
are now issued for gold com, and certificates so
issued shall ha redeemed by tbe Secretary of
the Treasury on demand at the office of tbe
Assistant Treasurer at New York iu coin or
stampsd bars of bullion deposited at his option.
Committee Bearings.
The House Judiciary Committee today heard
arguments iu regard to the bill which provides
for the transfer to the Court of Claims of all
claims against the government now pending
in the executive departments. Judge Casey,
ex-Chief Justice of the Court of Claims, presented an argument in favor of the bill, and
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury French
was heard in opposition.
The sub-committee of the Ways and Means
Committee today heard the argument of Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll showing that the laws now
in force taxing savings banks operate unequally in different parts of the country aDd should
be repealed.
Ex-Consul Myers’ Complaints.
John C. Myers, suspended as consul general
at Shanghai, bas requested the House of Representatives to investigate the admisistratiou
of the consulate general at that port during
tbe terms of office of Hon. Geo. F. Seward,the
present minister to China; O. B. Bradford,
vice consul geueral and consular clerk, and
Myers himself as consul general. Myers states
of Innrrth Vr

a

irriuronoou

arruinof

tknaa

nartina

and tbe alleged unjust means wbicb led to his
suspension by President Hayes.
Ex-Commis,lonSmith,
Gen. Sherman, in reply to a letter from J.
Q Smith, late Commissioner of Indian Affairs, says:
“Your administration of the affairs of the
Indian bureau was most satisfactory to me, to
Sheridan and to army officers generally.
I believe your administration of the Indian bureau
is tbe most successful of any in the past ten
years and I know from personal observation
that yon was always most active, zealous and I
had supposed, successful in the discharge of its
duties. But as to your wasting public money
and property I do not believe such a thing possible. I assure you of my great personal and
official respect and feel sure that tbe more your
acts are examined the more reason you and
your friends have to be satisfied.”
The Naval Investigation.
The committee on expenditures in the Navy
Department, consisting of Messrs. Welles,
Carlisle and Page, to-day examined Naval
Constructor Easby and Albert J. Wheeler.
Copies of the contracts made by the Bureau of
Construction aud Repairs, under Secretary
Robeson, were submitted.
Gea. Sherman Endorses
er

The Credit Mobilier Suit A ppenled.
Philadelphia, Jan. 23.—In the equity suit
of McComb vs Credit Mobilier an appeal was
made to the United States Supreme Court
against tbe decision rendered last week by
Judge McKennon adverse to the plaintiff.

senate.
Jan.
Washington,
On motion of Mr. Anthony Committee on Naval
Affairs was discharged from further consideration of
Surgeon Draper’s case, and Committee on Judiciary,
now having Runkle's cass in charge, was directed to
make tbe inquiry.
Mr. Sargeut called up Senate bill to provide for the
removal of naval observatory. Laid over.
Mr. Blaine introduced a bill to coin silver dollar of
so many grains as the director of the mint shall from
time to time prescribe, and to be legal tender for five
dollars.

Mr. Dawes presented a petition numerously signed
by men engaged in mining interests in Massachusetts against the repeal ot specie resumption act.

Referred to Committee on Finance.
Mr. Burnside introduced a bill to change rank of
Robert C. Burbank to a colonel on retired list and
army. Referred to Committee ou Military Affairs.
Senate then resumed consideration ot Matthews*
silver resolution.
Mr, Cockrell continued his remarks in favor of the
resolution.
Mr. Cockrell spoke at some length in favor and
Randolph in opposition to Matthews* resolution.
At the conclusion ot Randolph’s remarks Mr. Lamar took the
floor; but yielded to Mr. Ranson lor a
motion Jor executive session.

Here a short debate ensued regarding tiime when
vote would be reached on the resolution and
amendments.
Mr. Blaine sugested that the Senator from Ohio
(Matthews) postpone his resolution till after the
silver bill should be acted upon.
This resolution
stood right across the path of public legislation.
Mr. Matthews declined to postpone his resolution.
a

anxious to have a vote upon it and was willto undergo as much personal inconvenience as
other
Senator. He therefore gave notice that if
any
the majority of tbe Senate would stand by him he
to
proposed have tbe session continued on Friday till
the resolution and pending amendments were disHe

was

ing

posed of.

transactions
The senate tnen went into executive session and
I
when the doors were reopened adjourned till tomornot made known to reporters. Post Sherirow.
dan entertained the visito at sapper to-night.
HOUSE.
Mr, Ellsworth ot Michigan, Introduced a bill rehank
from
internal revenue tax. Redeposits
lieving
are

MARINE

NEWS,

ferred,

Opposition was expressed by two of the
speakers against changing the laws relating to
temperance this year.
Governor Dingley presided at the evening
meeting, which was preceded by brief address-

at Lyons.
The Emit Tennessee mar*bal*hip.
It is understood that Gen. C. H. Wilcox, formerly a Confederate, will be nominated for U.
S. Marshal for East Tennessee, for which position Mr. Waldron was rejected.
Senator Tamar and the Silver Bill.

XLVth Congress-Regular Session.

Auburn Abortionist, Pleads
entity.
Lewiston, Jan. 23.—In the Supreme Court
at Auburn, John F. Foss, indicted as accessory
to abortion, which cansed the death of Lizzie
M. Holmes last fall, pleaded guilty of manFon,

Tl.ank. to Dawn nnd Hoar.

Nomination* by the President.

Washington, Jao. 23.—The President has
appointed Henry C. Young and John Grossins
of Ohio, George P. Hart and John E. Hartridge of Florida honorary commissioners to the
Paris Exposition. They were nominated by
the Governors of their respective States.
The President has also nominated Benjamin
F. Peixoto of Colorado, United States Consul

which rate shall cnrresnnnd

A Gardine r Schooner Ashore.
Jan. 23.—Sohooner
Fall Kiveu, Mass.,
Harry Knott of Gardiner, Me., is ashore about
half a mile below this city and lies in bad con.

ditiOD.

________

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

Prohibition Candidate for Governor.

Manchester, Jan. 23.—State prohibitory
convention today nominated Asa S. Kendall of
Strong prohibitory
Swanzea, for Governor.
resolutions were

adopted.

UlETEORVLOUICAli.
INDICATIONS

FOE

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

War Dei*’t, Office Chief Signal

j

>
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
Jam 2i (1A.M.) J
For New

England

colder, clear or partly cloudy weather, northwesterly winds, rising barometer followed at
west stations by falling barometer and warmer,
southeasterly winds.
Off signals continue from Capo Lookout to
Eastport.
Mail Bobbery.
Chicago, Jan. 23.—One Carl Namuth was
arrested today and over 2000 letters were found
in his house which had been taken from the
mail boxes about the city and opened and rifled
of the valuable contents. His stealings extended over a period of ten months and must have
been very considerable.

pair.6
pair.6

MASSACHUSETTS.

FOREIGN.

WASHINGTON.

The steamboat bill was taken up. Paragraph on
page 16 concerning certificates, was amende! by Mr.
Marsh of Illinois, to make the fee for certificates reSeveral amendments to reduce the fee
issued $1.

made.
Mr. Conger of Michigan, moved (satirically) to remove the tax entirely, adding he thought that in the
race for popularity with these men no one could go
further than that. He suggested to Mr. Wright, who
had moved a reduction, that coming as he did from a
mountainous district, that was
swarming with
steamboats, (laughter) he should he in favor of his
were

proposition.
Mr. Wright retorted that if Conger would only go
into that mountainous district and stay, there would
be more progress made with public business. (Laugh-

ter.)

Mr. Conger admitted that if both Wright and himself should do so business would progress.
All amendments were rejected.
Mr. Luttrell ot California, offered an amendment

providing that no American veseels shall employ in
any capacity whatever Chinese or Mongolian.
Mr. Hanna of Indiana—Is there auy government
on earth that makes such discrimination?
Mr. Luttrell—I do not believe there is a man on the
Pacific coast, Republican or Democrat, unless he is
a capitalist, who doe3 not believe in making this discrimination. It is in the interest of labor, of morals

and of good government.
Mr. Harrison of Illinois—Suppose an American
ship on the Chinese coast shall have one of its seamen disabled, or suppose they should die or desert,
would you have the captain send to America for sailors?
After some discussion Mr. Luttrell withdrew his
amendment.
Mr. Ward offered an amendment requiting ocean
steamships to carry a mortar and other appliances
for casting shot lines on shore in case of shipwreck.

Adopted.
Having disposed of

all but four pages of the bill it
was laid aside, and the Speaker at 3 o’clock presented to the House the resolutions adopted by the Senate in honor of the lale Senator Bogy of Missouri.
Eulogies were pronounced by Messrs. Cole and Hatcher ot Missouri, Waddelot North Carolina, Phillipsof
Kansas, Knott of Kentucky, Sparks of
Throckmorton ot Texas, Clark of Missouri, Ellis of
Louisiana, Reed and Crittenden ot Missouri. The
resolutions were adopted and the House adjourned.

Illinois,

The Turco-Russian
RUSSIANS

War.
ON

ADVANCING

GALLIPOLI.

Rumored Breaking off

PORTE

of Armis-

ANXIOUS

FOR

PEACE OX AXY TERMS.

Increasing Uneasiness
England.

in

Constantinople, Jan. 23.—It is reported
that the government of Gallipoli has left that
town.
Suleiman Pasha brought off 30,000 men in
his escape from Gonrkha, after incredible sufferings among the snow clad mountains of
Thrace.
The Russians have arrived at Keshon and
are expected to reach the neighborhood of Gal-

lipoli by Saturday,
Mr. Layard, the British ambassador,

has received a telegram from Osborne announcing
that Queen Victoria has subscribed £100 to the
Turkish compassionate fund.
The fleet commanded by Manthrope Bey has
started for Kavala to embark Suleiman Pasha’s
Half the army will be conveyed to
troops.
The
Gallipoli and half to Constantinople.
Porte today received a telegram sent by Server
Pasha from Kezanlik, Monday, stating that the
Russian conditions are not yet formnlated, but
The
he expected to learn them on Tuesday.
pourparlers showed that the conditions would
have a wider bearing than was at first supposed. The conversation between the negotiators
had been somewhat animated.
The Porte today sent the delegates fuller power. The Porte’s desire for peace has increased
all the mors because Count Zichy has received
no fresh instructions from Austria, although it
is known Connt Andrassy has been informed of
The garrison of
Russia’s peace negotiations.
Gallipoli has been considerably reinforced.
London, Jan. 28.—The foreign office has received no authentic information that a strong
Russian force was marching on Gallipoli, but
has reoeived reportB concerning the truth of
which it had do means of judging, that Russian
The
troops were advancing in that direction.
reports were undoubtedly forwarded by the
British ambassador at Constantinople as carrent inmors. The panic in Constantinople consequent on the evacuation of Adrianople and
the arrival of thousands of refugees, would be
sufficient to account for the circulation of such
rnmors. Their transmission here may be a new
effort to indace the British cabinet to take some
step which would involve a breach of neutrali-

ty.

In a similar sense will be construed by those
who believe that Bismarck wishes to see England involved in a war with Russia, the special
despatch from Berlin this morning stating it is
expeoted that Turkish peace delegates will refer

♦

ho lean aKPonfahla nnint.a

nf

a’s conditions

to Constantinople; that in this case the Russians will advance; that Austria seems te be
confidentially informed of Russia’s determination to advance in the direction of Constantinople if tbe terms of peace are not immediate-

ly accepted.

Despatches from St. Petersburg speak of irritation there at the English attitude, and quote
the utterances of the semi-official press to the
effect that if the present negotiations fail it will
be in consequence of England’s refusal to recognize a peace concluded without the participation of Europe.
The Turkim Parliament has voted an address
asking the Sultan to hasten the conclusion of
peace; or, if that be rendered impossible by the
exorbitant character of the Russian conditions,
to organize resistance to tbe bitter end.
Further Russian bulletins show Gen. Gourkha’s three days’ fight with Suleiman Pasha consisted of rear and flank attacks by Gourkha.
These were hardly resisted. The Turks’ efforts
were chiefly directed to escaping. Gourko states
his loss 500, including five officers killed, and
1500 wounded.
The Vienna correspondent of the Times says
it is announced from the Quadrilateral that the
Turkish troops have begun to retreat from
liasgrad, and Osman Bazar on Shumla. The
Russians have interrupted communication between Rustchuk and Shumla.
New York, Jan. 23.—A London special says
Sir Stafford Northcote was today waited upon
by a private deputation of conservatives. During the conversation which followed regarding
the Eastern question, the Chancellor informed
the deputation, which consisted of members of
Parliament, that the government intended to
protect both Constantinople and Gallipoli, and
unless things changed, tbe government might
ask a money vote on Thursday. The British
fleet has been ordered from Molobay to Besika
bay.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 23.—From information derived from well informed quarters, it appears the latest advices from London and Vienna are of rather a satisfactory character, and
relations between Russia and England are now
on a better footing.
The Grand Duke Nicholas telegraphs that he
intends to leave Kezanlik on the 24tb, and
hopes to arrive at Adrianople on the 27tb.
Berlin, Jan. 23.—Semi-official correspondence this eveniog says it perceives in tbe earnest and successful negotiations for an armistice the probability of a speedy conclusion of
peace. The article adds: "Complete peace will
not be settled by the two belligerents alone, and
tbe solution of tbe questions which have to be
taken into consideration cannot to a certain extent, be effected without a previous understanding of European powers and their co-operation,
but relations hitherto subsisting between the
Powers appear to afford good grounds for trustmg mat at mis uecisiva moment oi jtasiorn
complications success will attend efforts made
to bring about a solution, while full; protecting
the interests of general peace. A pledge of
this seems to be afforded by the wisdom and
moderation of the Emperor of Russia, his intimate union with the neighboring powers and
peaceful disposition recently manifested by

England.”

Athens, Jan. 23.—A

sentatives this afternoon a resolve was introduced approving the course of the Massachusetts Senators in defending the honor of the
state against the attack of the Senator from
Maine, in the national Senate.
TkeMarlboro Crispins Committing Outrages,

tice Negotiations.
THE

Boston, Jan. 23.—In ttao House of Repre-

cabinet has been
constituted with M. Cumoundouras as President
of the Council and Minister of the Interior.
London, Jan. 24—The Post states, in official
form, that a deputation of conservative members had an interview with Sir Stafford Northcote, Chancellor of Exchequer, on Tuesday,
to urge upon the government the necessity of
taking up an attitude of earnest observation in
view of the daugerous delays to the armistice
interposed by Russia. The Chancellor admitted the gravity of the situation, ami assured the
deputation that the government would continue
to adhere to its policy of conditional neutrality.
The Times correspondent at Rome announces
that Italian squadron has been ordered to the
Levant
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the
Times telegraps:
There is much excitement here and but little
hope of the success of the negotiations is entertained. It is already rumored that they hare
been broken off. Many desire no armistice at
present and that peace should be dictated in
Constantinople. The threatening language of
a section of the English press causes much irritation. The people say, “We do not wish a
war with Euglacd, but if it is forced upon us
will be immensely popular.”
Much depends
on the attitude of Austria, regarding which
there are many contradictory rumors.
Daily Telegraph’s special from Vienna asserts that Russia has invited Austria to take
immediate possession of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Count Andrassay hesitates. He acknowledges that the Russian conditions sufficiently respect Austria’s interests, but he
has discovered among them what be fears to
be casus belli for England. He has opened negotiations with the view of modifying Russian
demands.
Telegraph’s despatch from Vienna states the
new Greek Premier belongs to the war party.
new

SPAIN.
The Marriage of Kiag Alphonse.
Madrid, Jan. 23—The marriage of King
Alphonso took place today in the Atocha Cathedral, with great splendor. Among those
present were Queen Christina and King Francisco, the King’s grandfather and grandmother,
special ambassadors from France, Austria, Russia and England, apostolic delegates, the Count
and Countess of Paris, senators, deputies and
other dignitaries. The Pope, who is the King’s
godfather, sent by au apostolic delegate a wedding riDg blessed by bis holiness, and some diamonds for the Queen.
Duke de Montpeosier gives bis daughter 25.OQO francs in addition to a great qaantity of
diamonds and a wonderfully rich trousseau; be
also gives the Queen several suits of jewels and
his nnrtrait set in brilliants.
Great nrenarations are made for tbe festivities in celebration
of tbe marriage.
They are to last five days.
There will also be a six weeks' session of tbe
The
Italian opera.
Queen also received from
her sister, the Countess of Paris, a magnificent
set of jewels.
Tbe wedding ceremony occupied nearly two
hours. Crowds thronged the streets and enthusiastically cheered the KiDg and Princess.
Thousands of strangers are here
—

SAN DOMINGO.
Political Affairs Complicated—Columbus’
Remains.

San Domingo, Jan. 7.—The political affairs
are complicated, neither tbe government troops
nor tbe revolutionists are advancing.
Tbe Spanish steamer Alcantara arrived here
from Havana bringing the commission appointed by tbe SpaniBh government to examine tbe
box supposed to contain tbe remains of Christopher Columbus. Examiuationt was permitted after many formalities had beeu gone
through with Tho box was removed from the
place of deposit, tbe seals broken aLd the inThe bones were
scription closely examined.
scrupulously examined and photographs taken
of tho remains. Several physicians were present.
Tbe affair of the Dutch brigantine, captured
9ome months ago on suspicion of carrying contraband of war, is still unsettled. The captain
and crew were released on parole.

Foreign Note*.
The French Senate balloted yesterday withoQt result, for life Senator to fill vacancy occasioned by tho death of Gen. D’Anrelle d’Palatines. No candidate had the requisite majority, 137- Duke Decazes. who was nominated by
the Kigbt, received 128 votes, and Le Franca
(Republican) 129.
The correspondent ol tho London Times at
Rome says the Pods has relapsed into hostility
to the Italian Count and government in consequence of the importunities of Cardinal Limeone and other ultra montanes.
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Store Cattle—Most of tbe
narket that that are in a fair condition are bought
Carip by butchers to slaughter. But a low Store
le ottered iu market for salse at thisseaaon of the

@ $50
reM!!ch Cows—Extra $55 @ $95; ordinary $25 and
^ head. Good Cow9 command fair prices
■eady sale usually. Most of tile Cows offered
narket ior sale

are

of

a

common

a
in

grade.

Sheep and Lambs—There are seldom any Sheep
ind Lambs offered in market for sale, most of those
rom the East and West being bought up by agent*

Marlboro, Jan. 23.—Iu a melee at the depot last night five of the new workmen imported from Maine became demoralized at the demonstrations of the Crispins and disappeared.
Last night two workmen belonging io Shrewsbury were returning from Marlboro with stock,
and when near Gates’ Pond they were stopped
by a crowd of 100 men and boys who threatened to kill them if they did not drive hack, saying they.were taking the bread out of their
mouths. The sheriff afterwards escorted the
mob.
men home and protected them from the
Public sentiment in Marlboro today is decidedly against the Crispins. A force of state poThe
lice arrived his evening from Boston.
selectmen have voted to increase the police.
The Crispins claim the acts of violence are unauthorized by them.

ind sent direct to tbe Abattoir to be slaughtered.
Swine—No Store Pigs at market. Fat Hogs 7,200;
ib live weight.
prices 5

In Memory of Samuel Bowie*.
Springfield, Jan. 23.—The memorial services of Samuel Bowles, held at the church of
the Unity this atternoon, were fully attended
and lasted from 2 to 4.30 o’clock.
Among
those present were Gov. Rice, Lt. Gov. Knight,
D. A. Wells of Norwich, F. A. Walker of New
Haven, Marshall Jewell of Hartford, Postmaster James of New York.Fred’k Brooks of
Woodstock. Yt., ex-Gov. Talbot and President
The church was elegantly decoSeelye.
rated with flowers. The services were fall of
tender and feeling tiibutes to the dead journalist. Railroad Commissioner Briggs of Springfield presided.
Letters were read from Chas.
Francis Adams, Senator Dawes, Carl Schnrz
and Gov. Hnbbard of Connecticut.

Sheep—receipts 1600 head; shipments 200 head; inferior quiet and easy at 3 25 @ 3 75; good to choice at
4 00 @ 4 50; extra 4 90 @ 5 45.

THE INDIANS.
an Attack on
Peck.
St. Paul, Jan. 23.—A Bismarck special to
the Pioneer Press says official information
from Gen. Miles’ post at Fort Keogh says that
news hass been received there that Sitting Bull
is at Frenchman Creek with over 1000 lodges,
including the escaped Nez Perces and refugees
These last nnmber 800
from the agencies.
warriors, aud Sitting Ball’s camp, 2300, all,
The
well armed.
principal hostile chiefs are
with him—Black |Warrior, Four Horns, Long
Dog and Red Bear. Two companies of infantry have been sent to Fort Peck to hold it. Indians from Sitting Bail’s camp have been seen
within ten miles of Peck and an attack upon
both that and Keogh is among the possibilities.
Miles has ouly 400 meen.

Setting Bull Threatening
Fort

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Review of the Portland Market*.
FOR THE WEEK

ENDING JANUARY 23.

The demand for goods is decidedly small this week
and prices are accordingly weak with a tendency to a
decline in prices. Buyers are cautious and buy in
small quantities for this season of the year. The
money market is rather depressed and gold has run
even lower than the week betore, the last few days.
It has several tirae3 touched 51.011 and closed
Apples aro getting
Wednesesy, Jan. 23d at 51.
very scarce and green ones are quoted at from 54 @
o, while dried show an advance oi irom one 10 iwu
cents. Beans are rather quiet and yellow eyes are
quoted lower. Butter is firm at its qnotaticus of last
week. The cheese market is firm and prices have
advanced this week on Vermont and New Vork
productions. Cooperage is a little more active. Copper and cordage show no change. A few slight
changes in drags and dyes will be noticed this week
Duck is firm end unchanged. Fish are dull and
there is no change to note. Flour is quiet owing to
the decline ot wheat and there is hut little selling.
Babins, citrons and currants show a slight falling ofl
in price this week. Corn is rather lower for bag lo ts
aud meal is reduced from 63 to 60 cents. Hay remains steady. Iron is unchanged. Lard Is dull and
we quote a very substantial reduction in prices.
Leather is firm at last week’s prices. Lumber is in
fair demand at former quotations. Lumber Is In tair
demand at former quotations. Molasses is dull and
There is a very large
we quote prices ofl this week.
snpply of molasses in the market. Oils remain unchanged. Eggs are lower and we quote them at 17 @
20 cts. Beef is steady. Pork is dull and prices are
ofl, Spices show no change. Sugars are lower and
Teas
wo quote granulated at 9j and Extra C at 9|.
exhibit a stronger feeling owing to the prospect of a
Tin
is unchanged.
tax being
Congress.

imposed^by

Clearing

House Transactions.

Portland, Jan. 23.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to-day:
Gross Exchanges....$144,211 66
Net Balances... 141,015 16

Fsrelis exports.
Bark Matthew Baird—3266 box
CARDENAS.
Shooks, 1814 shocks and heads, 27,496 hoops.
Selir Magiie Dalling—4049 box shooks, 2187 Shooks
and beads, 75 prs beading, 16,275 hoops, 162 bbls of

potatoes.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G
W True & Co.
_

Boston Stork market.

the Broker’s Board, Jan. 23,]
[Sales
1 Peppercll Manufacturing Co.800
Second Call.
15 Boston and Maine Railroad. 999
Sales at Auction.
25 Bates Manufacturing Co.— @ 70
12 Boston & Maine Kailroad. 99]
7000 Portland City 6’s, 1907.103JS1O4]
at

Boston Bank Statement.
Boston, Jan. 23.—The tollowing are the footings
this week of the Boston National banks, as returned
to the Clearing House:
Capital. $51,850,000
TAlans. 130,875,000

Specie.
Legal tenders..

....

Duo from other banks....
Due to other bauks.
.. •«•

d,:h>u,*uu

3,982,800
16,988,300
23,036,900

50,000,000
Deposits.....
Circulation (National). 24,823,200
been
as
last
week
have
follows:
sinco
The changes
Loans, decrease...$ 140,000
Specie, decrease. 265,700
Legal tenders,

decrease.
Due from other banks, decrease.*..
Due to other banks, increase.
Deposits, decrease.

1,091,600

340,100
103,300

1,488,400

57,700
Circulation .decrease.
The cash balances in the United States Sub-Treasury at Boston for the week ending January 19, aro
as

follows:

_

Total balance.$10,895,418
Gold and gold notes... 2,793,633
314,251
Customs for the week.

Brew Verk Stock and money market.
New York, Jan. 23—Evening— Money loanod on
call at 6 @ 3 per cent., closing at 3 @ 4 per cent.
Sterling Exchange quiet at 481$ for sixty days and
4S3| @ 484 for demand.
Gold opened and closed at lOlf, with sales in the
interim at 101$ and 101$. Carrying rates 6$ @ 4 per
cent. The clearnces were $19,242,000. Customs rewere
ceipts $325,000. The Treasury disbursements
Govern$149,100 for interest and $470,000 for nonds.
Railroad mortgages active and strong.
ments firm.
Stocks strong.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day agLake
gregated 11)1,000 shares, including 53,160 shares
Shore, 4250 shares Lackawana, 5400 shares St Paul,
10,900 shares North Western, 15,100 shares Western
Union, 1200 shares Erie, 2150 shares Pacific Mail,
2050 shares Michigan Central.
The fallowing were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.*.1C 7
United States 6s, 1881, coup..107
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, reg.,.103
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.1021
United States 1807, reg.101}
United States 1867, coupon.105}
United States 1868, reg...... .1081
United States, 1868, coup.108}
1073
United States 10-40’s, reg.
United States 10-40S. coup.108}
United States new 5’8 reg.105
United States new 5s, coup.... .106}
United States new 41s reg. 104
United States new 4}s, coup. 103J
United States 4 per cents, reg.,.100}
United States 4 per cents, reg., small.101}
United States 4 per cents, 500’s & 1000’s, coup.. .101}
Ourrencv 6’s. *.120
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Morris & Essex.... 751
77}
Western Union Telegraph Co.
23}
Pacific Mail.
Hudson
R
&
R.10G
New Tork Central
Erie.
23
Erie prelerred.

Michigan Central... 61}

Panama.120
Union Pacific Stock,.-*..68
Lake Shore.

Illinois Central.
Pittsburg R.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred
New Jersey Central.
Rock island.
..

G2|
74}

71}
37|
63}
15}
00}
39}

St. Paul.*....
St. Paui preferred.*.. 69|
Fort Wayne.
90}
Chicago & Alton. 79
Alton
&
preferred.100}
Chicago
Ohio & Mississippi. 7}
Delaware & Lackawanna. 903
Atlantic os racino xeiegrat
iuj
Tha following were tne closmgquotatlons of Pacilio

Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st,... 12
14
Guaranteed....
Central Pacific bonds...•...104}
Union Pacific,.104}
Land Grants...103}
95}
Sinking Fumlg

California mining Slocks,
Francisco, Jan. 23.—The following are the
closing official urlces of mining stocks to-day compared with those of yesterday:
Jan. 22. Jan.23
Jan. 22. Jan. 23.
4}
Alpha.11 11} Kentuck. 4}
1
Belcher. 5}
5} Leopard. 1
Best & Belcher. .18} 18} Mexican.13} 13}
11
4} Northern Belle.. .11
Bullion. 4}
Consolidated,Va.l22j 22} Overman.18} 18}
California.27 20} Ophier.51} 50}
8}
31} Raymond & Ely. 8}
Cbollar.31
Confidence.5} 5} Silver Hill. 2} 2}
Caledonia. 3
3} Savage.11
11}
5} Seg.Belcher.30 32
Crown Point.... 5}
3} SierraNevada— 4} 4}
Exchequer. 3}
8} Union con.,.6} 6}
Goulu & Curry.. 8|
Hale & Norcross. 9}
0} Yellow Jacket.... 8} 9}
1
Eureka con.30}
30}
Imperial. 1
12}
Julia consoli’d’td 1}
1} Grand Prize.13
Alta-.... 9
Justice.10} 10
8}
S AN

Providence Print doth* .Tlarket.
Fkovidexcb, R. I., Jan. 23.—The Printing cloth*
market has *ettled into inactivity again and prices
weak but

nominally unchanged.

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, Jan. 23.—Hogg—receipts or 39,000}head;
•hipments 1000 head; trille stronger; mixed packing
3 80 @ 3 90; light|at |3 80 (3 4 00; choice heavy at 3 90
4 05.

Cattle—receipts 3080 bead; shipments 350 head;
few loads of fancy being sold at 5 00 @ 5 60; fair to
choice Steers at 3 75 @ 5 00; feeders fairly active at
2 50 @3 60; butchers more active; Steers at 3 12}@

3pening To-Day!
Several choice Lots Novelty

Domeatle

market*.

January 23—Evening.—Colton is
qniet and steady at 1-16 decline; sales 291 bales;Midat
ll}c; New .Orleans at ll}c; futures
uling uplands
irregular, opening 3 to 5 points lower and closed with
loss fully recovered. iPlour—receipts 14,922 bbls;
still In buyers favor; low grades extra not plenty aad
difficult to purchase in lines uuder 5 00; sales 14,300
bbls; No 2 at 2 50 @3 75; Superfine Western and
State at 4 20 @ 4 65; extra Western and State at 4 85
@025; choice Western and State at 5 30 @6 00;
White Wheat Western extra at 6 05 @6 75; Fancy
White Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @ 8 25; good extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 50; extra St Louis at 5 00 @ 8 25;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 20 @ 8 25;
choice to double extra at 8 30 @ 8 65; Southern flour
unchanged; sates 1700 bbls; extra at 5 30 @ 8 25. Rye
Corn meal is steady.
tiour qniet and unchanged.
Wheal—receipts 130,500 bush; spot parcels slightly
in buyers favor with very little export or milling demand ; futures } @ 1 lower, closing stronger in view
of more warlike accouuta from abroad; sales 138,000
bush, including 42,000 bush on spot; 1 02 @ 1 21 for
New York No 3 Spring; 1 25 @ 1 25} for New York
No 2 Spring; 1 29 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 35 @ 1 38}
for ungraded Winter Red; 1 35 tor No 2 Winter Red;
1 40@ 1 41 for No 1 Winter Red;l 40 fur No 1 White;
1 46 for White State; 1 00 for very Inferior Spring;
1 35} for No 2 Winter Red January closing at 1 34
bid, 1 37 asked; 1 35} do February; 1 25 for No 2
askSpring seller February, closing at 1 24} bid, 1 25North
ed ; do January at 1 24 bid, 125 asked; No 2
ask1
1
30
at
28
bid,
Western seller January closing
ed ; do February at 1 26 bid, 129} asked. Rye dull.
Barley steady; 30,000 bush No 3 at 53c; 2500 bush
2-rowed State at 63c.
Barley moll is dull and
shade
unchanged. Corn—receipts 101,250 bush; a home
firmer with moderate demand for export and
bush
on
spot;
use; sales 145,000 bush, including 81,000
40 @ 48c tor unmerchantable ;48} @ 50c for New York
No 3;I56f @ 57c for steamer Mixed; 60c lor New York
No 2 in store; 50c for Yellow Southern; 57 @ 57}c for
steamer Mixed January, closing at 66}c biil7 57c asked ; do February closing at 55}c bid, 56c asked; 61} @
61jc for No 2 seller January, ciosing at 61c bid, 62c
asked; 61}c for old No 2 February aud March; new
No 2 February closing at 58}c bid; 59c asked. ©»l»
—receipts 19,615 bush; the market is without decided
@
change and scarcely so firm; sales 73,000 bush; 33for
37}c for Mixed Western and State; 35@41c
White do, including New York No 2 at 36c;New York
No2 White at 36} @ 36jc; New York No 1 at36}@
at
36}c; No 2 Chicago at 36} @ 37c; Mixed Western
36 @ 37}c; White Western at 36} @ 39}c; MixedlState
is
Coffee
at 36} @ 37c; White State at 39@4lc.
at
quiet and unchanged. Sugar is dull and heavy refor
prime;
7» (g 78c for fair to good refilling; 7|c
fined is dull at 9J @ 9Jc for standard A; 9Jc for granten. Mo for nnwiiered and 9Jc lor crushed, molasses unchanged; New Orleans 25 @ 48c. Bice is
steady. Petrnlenm nominal; crude at7}@7}c;
refined atl2}; 10,000 bbls united at 1 60 @ 1 52}. Tallow is steady at 7} @7 11-16. IKaeal Siores—
ltosin unchanged at 1 60 @ 1 70}. 'I’urpentlne is
at 3le for Spirits. Eggs are more steady at 10 @ 15c.
Pork unsettled, closing firmer ;mess quoted at 11 90
@ 12 25 ; 3750 seller April at 12 00. Beef quiet. Cal
Meals—Western dull; middles steady at 6 @ 6} lor
Western long clear; long and short clear at 6; do
A.ard stronger; 523 tcs of prime steam
March 64.
at 7 65 @7 70; 1250 tcs seller February at 7 67} @
7 72}; 2750 tcs lor |March at 7 80 @ 7 82}. Dressed
Hogs firmer at 4} @ 4} for Western. W hiskey is a
shade easier at 1 06}.
Freights to Liverpool—market is unchanged; Cotton per sail }d; do per steam }d; Wheat per steamjat
Yobk,

_

9} @ 9Jd.

Chicago. Jan. 23.—Flour is dull and unchanged;
extra at 4 50 @ 4 75; Minnesota extra at475@650;
Patent at 6 50 @ 900;8uperflne at 2 50 @ 4 00. Wheat
irregular and dull, but firm; No 1 Chicago Spring at
1 064 @ 1 064; No 2 Chicago Spring strictly fresh at
1 03}; regular at 1 03 cash ;1 03| seller February; 1 04
seller March; N 3 Chicago Spring at 99c. Corn unsettled and dull at 403c for cash; 39} @ 40c seller
February; 39|c seller lor March; rejected 29c. Oats
are weak at 23} @ 24c cash and seller February. Rye
dull and weak at 50c. Barley is quiet aud steady at
50}c. Dressed Hogs lairly active at 4 25 @ 4 30. Pork
unsettled and in fair demand at 10 65 @ 10 70 cash;
Lard
10 724 seller February; 10 87} seller March.
February;
fairly active at 7 27}.tor cash; 7 30 seller boxed
cash
are
Bulk
Meata
easier;
7 40 for March.
at 3}, 5 55 and 5 65 for shoulders, short rib aud short
103.
at
clear middles. Whiskev steady
Receipts—18,000 bbls flour, 147,000 tmsh wheat, 75,600 bush oom, 44,100 bush oats, 6,500 bush rye, 22,000 bush barley.
Shipments—16,000 bbls flour,59,000 bnsh wheat, 84,000 bush com, 63,000 bush oats, 785 bush rye,

5,000 bush barley.

ST. Louis, Jan. 23.—Flour is dull and lower; Superfine Fail at 3 90 @ 4 10; extra at 4 20 @ 4 35; double do at 4 80 @ 5 00; family 5 30 @ 5 50. Wheat dull
and lower; No.3 Red Fall at 111} bid regular; 112}
bid for strictly fresh; 1 13} seller February; No 4 do
at 1 03} @ 1 03}: No 2 Spring at 1 04@ 101}. Cora
active; new lower; oldhigher; newNo2 Mixed at
43Jc down to 43}c cash; 40}@49Jc seller February;
Oats
new at 35} @ 36c for cash; 35}c for February.
easier; No2 at 24|cseller February. Kyo unchangat
is
ed. Barley unchanged. Whiskey
steady 1 03.
Pork is dull at at 11 00 cash. Lard firmer at 7 25
shoulders
Meats
bid. Bulk
3|; clear rib 5 52}
quiet:
@ 5 60; clear sides at 5 65 @ 5 70; long clear 5 40 @
5
clear
and
short
5 55; boxed long
60; short clear at
5}. Bacon unchanged at 5, 6J, 6} for shoulders, clear
rib and clear sides.
Receipts—2100 bbls flour, 20,000 bush wheat, 20,000 hush com, 17,000 bush oats, 2,000 buBh rye, 8,000
bush barley, 00,000 hogs.
Tolisdo, Jan. 23.—Wheat is heavy; Nol White
Michigan at 1 23; Amber Michigan on spot at 1 224;
seiler February at 1 22}; No 2 Red Winter held 118,
and 117 bid; No 2 Spring at 1 09. Com Is dull; new
High Mixed at 43c; No 2 on spot at 46c; new seller
Februarv at 42|c; new No 2 White at 43}c; rejected
at42c;n"ewat 38c; damaged at 38c; new 31}c. Oats
quiet; No 2 White 28c; Michigan at 26}c.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 19,000 bush Wheat, 31,000
bush com, 2200 bush oats.
Shipments—200 bbls flour, 22,000 bush wheat,25,000
bash com, 14.000 bush oats.
The market for Wheat closed flrmr; Amber MichlA

A

4

no

.. A

1

091

Dayton and Michigan at 1 00. Corn inactive. Hogs
4 40 @ 4 45.
Milwaukee, Jan. 23.—Flour quiet and unchanged. Wheat is weak and closed firm; Nol Milwaukee at 1 07} for hard; No 1 Milwaukee soft at 117};
Corn is
No 2 Milwaukee at 1 04No 3 do at 99}c.
scarce; No 2 at 51c. Oats quiet and steady; No 2 at
24c. Rye unchanged. Barley dullj No 2 Spring at
Mess Pork
57c. Provisions unsettled and active.
at 10 75. Lard at 7 40 @ 7 70. Dressed Hogs steady
at 4 25.

Receipts—10,000 bbls flour, 110.000 bush wheat.
Shipments—10,000 bbls flour, 23,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, January 23.—Wheat dull; extra White
Michigan at 1 28|; No 1 White Michigan at 1 24.
Receipts—0000 bbls flour, 20,739 bush wheat, COO
bush corn, 0000 bash oats.
^Shipments—000 bbls flour, 4,793 bush wheat, 0,000
bush corn, 00,00 bush oats.
Cincinnati, Jan. 23.—Pork is quiet and firm at
11 50. Lard active and firm; steam at 7 30 @ 7 35;
closing at outside figure asked; kettle at 7 75 @ 8 25.
Bulk Meats are higher; shoulders 4} @ 4}; short ribs
atJ5£; short clear 6; boxed meats firm; short clear
Baat 6}; long and short clear 6; Cumber lands 6.
con quiet and firm; shoulders at 5}; clear rib at 6|;
clear sides at 7. Green Meats firm; shoulders at 4;
sides 5 30 @ 5 37}; hams 14} lbs av at 6f.
Whiskey
firm 1 03.

are active and higher; common 3 50 @ 3 £0;
at 3 95 @4 10; packing at 4 05 @ 4 20; butchat 4 20 @ 4 25; receipts 7177 head; shipments 100

Hogs

light
ers

head.
Cleveland, January 23.—Petroleum market is
active and firm; standard White at 11}.
New York, Jan. 23.—Cotton quiet and steady;
Middling uplands at ll}c.
Memphis, Jan. 23.—Cotton is good; Midd ling uplands

at10}c.

Wilmington, Jan. 23.—Cotton is lower; Middling uplands at lOjfc.
Norfolk, Jan. 23.—Cotton—Middling uplands at

108 @

to

10 £c.

Savannah, Jan. 23.—Cotton is dull and lower
sell; Middling uplands at 108c.
New Orleans, Jan. 23.—Cotton weak; Middling

uplands 10£c.
Galveston,

Jan. 23.—Cotton weak and irregular;
Middling uplands at 10£c.

Boston Wholesale Dealdistress for money, and sel-

nought of
ers in

ling for

12 1-2 cts.

for money and account.
London, Jan. 23—12.30

M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, at 107; new 5s, at
106}; new 4}s, 105}; 10-40s,109; Erie preferred 22};
Illinois Central 75}.
London, Jan. 23—2.00 P. M.—Censols at 95 5-16
for money and account.
Liverpool, Jan. 23—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market,
in moderate inquiry, which is freely supplied; Middling uplands at 6}d; do Orleans 6 7-16d; sales 8,000
bales, including 1000 bales for speculation and export; receipts 14,300 bales, Including 9,900 AmeriP.

45 and 50 cents
BOSTON AND NEW YORK
WITHIN A FEW DAYS.
I shall have them bat a few
days as they are an

IN

Some of the styles can bo seen
in my store window as you pass.

Horatio Staples,
MIDDIE STREET,
Nearly opposite Post Office.
sn3t
Ja21

TO THE AFFLICTED.
After you have used the various so-called Cough
for the cure of coughs and are not satisfied,
try a bottle of MASON’S COUGH SYItUP. If you
it is the “Beil in the
are not satisfied that
market” return it in twenty-four hours and tako

Mixtures

your money.

Largest
Prices—35 c ents, GO cents and $1.00.
bottles are the cheapest.
sold
aud
only by_
Prepared
EVWAKU mAstOM. Ap.thrcory,
271 Middie St., Portland.
jan21sncod2w

oTsteTs.
Timmons & llawcs,
110 Commercial Mtrrel, aiil 13
and 10 Market Square,
Will receive weekly daring the winter cargoes ot
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they wilt
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the

SMrei

lowest market rates.
Also constantly on

hand New York, Blue Point
and Providence Kiver Oysters, for sale in any
All orders by mail promptly
desired quantity.
nol6dsntr
tilled.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
The committee appointed to contract with a suita*
hie party or parties to do the State Printing and
Binding for the ensuing year, subject to the approval ot the Legislature, will give a hearing to all parties interested therein, at the Senate Chamber on
FEIDAY, Jan. 25tb, at 7J o’clock P. M.
O. T. STEYENS, 1 rhairm„n
Chairmen,
P. O. VICKKKY, j

JalS»nCt

HAPPY SEW YEAR!
1878.
28th Semi-Annual Statement
—

In the whole medical pharmacopoeia there is 110
medicine that cures Bright’s Disease, Dropsy, Kidney, Bladder and Glandular Complaints, and Men-

Brighton
For the week ending Wednesday, Jan. 23.
Amount ol stock at market—Cattle 2235: Sheep
and Lambs 2800; Swine 7,200; number of Western
Cattle 2016; Eastern Cattle 70; Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle 140.
100 lbs, live weight—Extra
Prices of Beef Cattle
quality at $6 00 @6 25; first quality at §5 62} @
second
at
5 87};
$5 25 @ 5 50; third quality
quality
at §4 75 @ 5 37};
poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
at
3
50
4
50.
Balls. &c.,
@
i-Brighton Hides @8 cents ^lb. BiightonTallb.
low
@ 6c
lb; Country Tallow 0 @
Country Hides 7 @ 7}c
5c .plb.
Call Skins 10 @ lie P1 lb; Sheep Skins 75c @ $1 25;
Lamb Skins 75c @ SI 25 each.
Working Oxen—There has not been much call for
Working Oxen of late, a few pairs each week being
all the market requires.. We quote sales as follows:
Girth.
Live Weight. Pr Pair
Pair.
2890 lbs
§115
I pair,'coarse,... .6 feet 8 inches
—

—

THE

—

Hartford, Com., Jonuor

1, 1878.

y

ASSETS.
Real Estate.$ 383,690 66
Cash on hand and in bank..
88,564 81
Loans on bond and mortgages on real.estate. 2,290,916
of the same, $7,179,212 50.
Interests due and accured on loans.
97,511
Loans ou collateral security.
25,000
Deferred Life premiums
64,720

12
00
38

46,918
376,957
135,755
219,899
593,974

74
50
00
00
90

Appraised value

Premiums duo and uureported on Life
Policies.
United States Government Bonds.
Stato and Municipal Bonds.
Railroad stocks and Bonds.
Bauk and Insurance Stocks..

02

Total Assets.,..94,313,907 43
LIABILITIES.

Reserve, four per cent. Life departments2,792,626
Reserve for re-insurance, accident de-

53

198,514 67

partment.

Glaims unadjusted and not due, and all
other liabilities..*.

112,425 00

Total Liabilities.93,103,366 40

Surplus

as

regards pollcy-holders.94,410,341 03

8tatistiea for the year 1877.
LIFE DEPARTMENT.
Number of Life Policies written in 1877.2,353
Whole number of Life Policies written to date. 28,317
Whole number of Life Policies in force.11,085
Amount Life Insurance in force.$18,723,384 00
Total Claims Daid iu Life Department. .81.084.735.53

ACCIDENT DEPARTMENT.
Number of Accident Policies written in 1877. .$39,o90
Premiums
received for same.#718,994 82
Cash
Gain in Premiums over 1876.#11,549,54
Whole number Accident Policies witten.474,867
Number Accident Claims paid in 1877.3,413
Amount Accident Claims paid in 1877....#302,930 65
Whole number Accident Claims paid.28,289
Whole amount Accident Claims paid
.#2,757,608 71
..

Total Loses paid, both Departments... .#3,842,344., 24
JAS. G. BATTERSON, President,
RODNEY DENNIS, Secretary,
JOHN E, MORRIS, Assistant Secretary.

ANDRE WJ. CHASE.
GENERAL AGENT,

811-2 Exchange Street,
sndtf

PORTLAND,

Jan3

CAL1P0RMA MINING STOCKS
Bought and Hold

in

FRANCISCO.

SAN

Dividends Cashed.

Telegraphic Transfers made,

WOODBURY& MOULTON,
Cor. Middle and
j*22

Exchange

Sts,
sneodtf

JUST RECEIVED
A

Standard

Large

Assortment

French

oi

and

English

Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,
F. T.
ocl9

Mealier

&

Apothecaries,

Co.,

Cor, Preble and Cangreu St*.

II. JH.

pndCin

Payson & Co,,

32 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

DEALER IN

GOVERNMENT

—

BONDS !

Bonds,

Oity

BANK STOCK, GOLD &C.,
Highest prices paid for

“CALLED” U.
oc27

S. 5-20 BONDS.
sreod

SWAN & BARRETT
OFFER FOR SALE
•
Lewiston Municipal
“
Auburn
“
Cleveland
“
*
Cincinnati
Maine Central E. R.
Portland & Kennebec R. R.

•

■
•

.Vs
5’s
ft’s
«’*
J’s
ft’s

ALSO

BANK STOCK.

The highest price paid lor
Physical Debility, as well as HUNT’S REM(‘CALLED”
3-20 BONDS.
EDY. Excessive Intemperance, Gravel, Diabetes,
Pain in the Back and Loins, and Complaints of the
STREET, sneodtf
200
MIDDLE
Jy2
Urinary Organs, are cured by HUNT’S REMEDY.
Wilbor’s Cod Liver and Lime.
Family Physicians prescribe HUNT’S REMEDY in
Persons who have been takingCod Liver Oil will
I
their practice.
be pleased to learn that Dr. Wilbor has succeeded,
Clarke’s Toothache Drops cures instantly.
from directions of several professional gentlemen, in
cod&wlw
jan22
combining the pure oil and lime in such a manner
that it is pleasant to the taste, and its etlectg in lung
Notice—The old fashioned and common yeasts,
complaints are truly wonderful. Very many persons
whose cases were pronounced hopeless and who had
which ferment bread, are rapidly being supplanted
taken the clear oil lor a long lime without marked
by the Congress Yeast Powder; the best baking
effect, have been entirely cured by using this preparation. Bo sure and get the genuine. Manupowder in the world. Try it.
actured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston,
old by all druggUts.
jan-'lsneodtw
ED.
DT A MDQ
ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle St., has
mnua the celebrated Weber Piano*, and
Bill fleadsj Poster*) Hand Bills, C ard
AND
other makers’ at extremely low prices.
and Tags neatly printed at Uiii Otllce at
Orders for tuning attended (o
I
tal and

Cattle market.

OF

TRAVELLERS.

Overtasking the JEnergies,
It is not advisable for any of us to overtask our
energies, corporeal or mental, but in the eager pursuit of wealth or fame or knowledge, how many
transgress this salutary rule. It must be a matter of
great importance to all who do so to know how they
The
can regain the vigor so recklessly expended.
remedy is neither costly or difficult to obtain. Hostctter’s Stomach Bitters is procurable in every city,
town and settlement in America, and it compensates
tor a drain of bodily or mental energy more effectually than any invigorant ever prescribed or advertised.
Laboring men, athletes, students, journalists,
lawyers, clergymcD, physicians, all bear testimony to
It increases the
its wonurously renovating powers.
capabilities for undergoing fatigue, and counteracts
the injurious effects upon the system of exposure,
sedentary Labits, unhealthy or wearying avocations,
or au insalubrious climate, and is a prime alterative,
diuretic and blood deparent.
jan22eod&wlw

!

Bargain

Extra

can.

Futures 1-32 cheaper; Uplands,low middling clause
January delivery at 6 3-16d; January and February
delivery 6 5-32; new crop shipped December, per sail,
at 6 3-16; February and March, sail, 6}.
Flour 26 6 @ 28 9; Winter Wheat at 11s 2d @ 11 9;
Spring do 10s 4 @ 11 2; California averages at 12s 6d
@12s9; club at 12 9 @ 13s Id. Corn at 28 @28 3.
Peas at 36 6. Provisions, &c—Pork 66; Beef at 84.
Bacon at 31 @ 32. Lard at 40 8. Cheese at 64s. Tallow at 40 6. At London, Tallow 39 3 @ 39 6.
Paris, January 23.—Kernes u'yi njc.

RE-

WERE

Many of them
TAILED FOR

Market*.

JCaropean
London, Jan. 23—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 95 7-16

GOODS,

DRESS

3 75.

NKW

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

UIW
small Cattle brought Into

ORGANS

reasonable rales.

Supreme J udicial Court.

THE PRESS.

BEFORE JUDGE BARROWS.

Wednesday.—Alfred L. Oxnard vs. Maine Central Railroad. Action of trespass brought to recover
damage* for injuries sustained by plaintiff at tbe
hands of a conductor of defendant corporation. Ad
damnum $10,000.
The plaintiff says that on the morning of April 11,
1876. he came from his home in Freeport to Portland,
and started to return in the 1.40 train on tbe Maine
Central; that he gave up his ticket the first time
conductor Sanborn came around; but that the next
time the conductor came along he demanded a
ticket of him; that ho replied that he had given up
his ticket; that the conductor said if plaintiff did not
give up bis ticket or pay his fare he should put him
out, and soon returned with the brakeman and proceeded to do so violently, although plaintiff offered
to go out if they would let him aloue; and that after
they got him out at West Falmouth the conductor
pushed him backwards off the platform, onto his
back, injuring him so severely that he has been under medical treatment ever since.
Defence—The conductor testified: The first time
through I asked plaintiff for his ticket; he said he
had given it up; I replied that he had not given it to
me, as this was my first time through and that he
must give me a ticket, pay his fare or get out; at
West Falmouth I repeated the demand and took hold
of his shoulder; he said let me alone and I will get
out, hut did not mind; I called the brakeman and
wo proceeded to put him out; he clung to the seats,
the sides of the door and the brake; we used no more
force than was necessary to get him out; he attempted to get in again, and the brakeman pushed him
backwards across the depot platform; plaintiff stepped oft the edge and went down on one knee and cne
hand.
Verdict for defendants.
Cleaves—Verriil for plaintiff.
Drummond & Winship for defendant.

THURSDAY MORNING* JAN. 24PRESS
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Mai quie, Brunei & Co., Andrews.
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., ob all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford, of Pbillsbury,
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens &Oo.
THE

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

TO-DAT

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Concert—Second Parish Church.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

Opening To*Day—Horatio Staples,
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
McAllister’s Mirror and Tableaux.
Remember Stanley's Museum.
Remnants—Horatio Staples.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Kid Gloves—Owen, Moore & Bailey.
For Sale Cheap—T. Merrill.
Money—M. G. Palmer.
Administrator’s Sale.
To Let—Furnished Rooms.
Offices and Rooms to Let,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Sheriff Sale—F O. Bailey & Co.
Fine Portland Sleighs-F. O. Bailey & Co.

Stated Meetings.
CITJ GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.

Superior Court.
JANUARY CRIMINAL TERM, 1878, 8YMONDS, J.,

Organization of the Board of Trade.
The Board of Trade met yesterday morning
at 11 o’clock for organization. The new President, C. H. Haskell, Esq., took the chair and
made a few pleasant remarks accepting the offioe.
The following committees were appointed:
On Arbitration—F. K. Swan, K. Lewis, T
E. Twitobell, H. M. Howe, and C. McLaughlin.
On Railroads and Seamboats—S. J. Anderson, J. B Coyle, Jr., J. P. Baxter, W. F. Milliben, John Mains.
On Merchants Exchange—M. N. Rich, W.
Allen, Jr., W. W. Thomas, H. F. Furbish, J,

Q. Twitchell,

On Board of Manufacturers—W. 8. Dana,
J. B. Brown, 0. E. Jose, H. J. Libby, Geo.
E. B. Jackson, W. W. Thomas, Jr., Rufus

Dunham.

President Haskell offered the

MASONIC.
Masonic Ball. No. 95 Exchange Street.

Wednesday.—State vs. Angus McMillan. Indicted for breaking and entering the carriage shop of
YORK RITES.
T. J. Akely & Sons, and stealing therefrom a quantBuis Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednes- ity of broadcloth and leather. Verdict not guilty.
day ; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Haskell for State,
Wednesday.
Frank—Larrabeo for defendant.
Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday; Mt.
▼ernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
State vs. Charles W. Files, Assault upon Asa M.
Coubcil—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second Sylvester with intent to rob, at Oak Hill, Scarhoro,
Monday.
on the night of the 13th of September last.
Comhabderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth MonI The defendant claims that ou the night of the asday; SL Albaus, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in sault he went to bed in his brother’s house at BerHay; Grand Chanter, first Tuesday evening in May; wick at niue o’clock and was not out of the house
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p, m.; Grand Com- that night. Tbe assault took place between eleven
mandery, Weduesday evening.
and twelve o’clock. On trial.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
\ Haskell for State.
Wm. J. Copeland for defendant.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
Couri.
Jlunicipal
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH BITES,
JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
Wednesday.—Julia A. Ripley. Search and seizFriday.
council—roruana uouncn r.

oi o.

nrn

second Fri-

Finarl

with pnsta

Anrutol^ii

Mattocks.

day-

Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Kobo Croix de H.

David Quinn.
Transporting liquors Illegally.
Fined $50 with costs. Appealed.
A. W. Bradbury.
Jeremiah Moynihan. Search and seizure. Fined
$50 with costs. Paid.
Bradbury.
Sarah McKernon. Search and seizure. Discharged.

Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S,P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, dune, September and December.
L O. O. F.

Felloiet* Hall, Farrington Block, Congres
Street.
Bradbury.
Belief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Brief Jottings.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancieny
Gold closed at 1.01 3-8 yesterday.
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
A copy of the Pbess of June 3d is wanted at
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. oflt., second and
this office.
lourth Saturday of each month.
At last a railroad corporation has obtained a
Encampment—Macbigonne, first and third Wed
verdict.
need ay; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesday; Portland, first and third Friday; Falmouth, I
The steamer Ontario was dne last night, but
No. 11, first and third Tuesdays.
at last accounts had not arrived.
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet
The Mechanic Association willoontinue their
first Monday evening of each month. Association
mectsfirst Monday evening of January, April, July
debate upon “Currency” at the Library room
and October.
this evening. All are invited.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
The child npon which the operation was perAt Templar*’ Ball, Xo, 100 Exchange Street,
formed at the hospital Tuesday, was qnite comCouncil—Maine, first and third Monday in each fortable yesterday and the physicians are greatAt Odd

month.

ly encouraged.
The ice pitchers and goblets received from
the Relief Corps at Gardiner and the Haverhill
Poet have been put in caseB and placed in
Grand Army Hall, where they attract much

Teh fi,e—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
■vening.

Patbiotio Obdeb Sons of America—Camps No
1 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Eajtrcss Office,
Plum Btreet. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on fitst and third Saturdays of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Half; No. 2 at School
House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday
Evening.
Boswobth Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of CongresB and
Casco streets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Head
corner of Congress and Temple streets.
pen day and evening. Business meeting Tuesday evenings at 74 o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—
Second Saturday of each mouth.
Pobtland Society of Natural Hist y—
At theii library room, City Hall, on the first and
third Monday evenings ol each mouth.
Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 1
meets every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at 74
o'clock.
Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery
of hooks dairy, 2 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Literary Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congres. streets, at 74 o’clock.
Portland Pcblio Library and Reading
Boom—Open and free to all from 10 a. m, to 9 p.

8uarters

attention.
One of the foreign barks expected here to
load grain for Europe was sighted off this port
yesterday morning and the tug C. A. Warren

started oat to bring her in. There was a strong
shore wind and before the tug reached the

struggling vessel

f

On the sixth instant two gentlemen living
near the upper end of the city grubbed up some
May-flower roots near Mr. S. B. Beckett’s [cottage in Cape Elizabeth. The roots were pnt in

damp
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umuis.

Arrive at 12.20 p.
Great Soutnern and Western.
Close at 8.15 a m, 2.45 and 9.00 p m.

Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes

Arrive at 3.15 p.m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
TO. and 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
a m. Close at 7.15 am.
Arrive at 2.15 and 9.00
Lewiston and Auburn.
Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m.
a. m., and 3.15 p m.
and 6.00 pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.20 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m. Close at 10.00
a m and 2.15 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonespert, Macluas, Machiasnort, East Mathias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamArrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p.m.
er.
Eaetport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails, via New|Tork, day previous to Baling ol steamers. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.15 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skuwbegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegau also closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T« R. Arrive at 2.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Close
Nova Scotia and Princa Edward’s Island.
at 11.30 a. m. and 9 p. m.
..

The Bales ol Postage.
Postal cards, one cent each, go without further
charge to all parts of the United States and Canadas
with an additional one-cent stamp they go to all part
of Europe.
States and
All letters, to all parts of the United
Canada, three eents per half-ounce.
Lccal, or “drop” letters, that Is, for the city o
car
town where deposited, 2 cents If delivered by
tiers, and 1 cent where there Is no carrier system.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular subscribers, 2 cents per pound, payable at the office oi
publication, newspapers and magazines published
less frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
Transient newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, books
and handbills, 1 cent lor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter, including
unsealed circulars, book manuscripts, proof-sheets,
photographs, &c., and also seeds, cuttings, bulbs and
roots, and merchandise not exceeding lour pounds in
weight, 1 cent lor each ounce or fraction thereof.
The following are the postal rates with Europe:
The rates for letters are lor the half-ounce or fraction thereof, and those for I newspapers for fou
ounces or fraction thereof:—
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters Scent;
newsnewspapers 2 cents; France, letters 5 cents,
2
papers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers
cents; all paits of Germany, including Austria,
—,

4

a
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PPnt.S;

Denmark.

letter* 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Switzerland,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Italy, letters B
cents, newspapers 2 cent6; Russia, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters 5 cents, news
papers2 cents; Sweden, letters 5 cents, newspapres
2 cents; Turkey. European and Asiatic, letters S
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters B cents,
newspapers 2 cents.
the

half-ounce limit for
for newspapers, still

For
countries,
letters, and the four ounces
rates are
the
holding good,
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except to
New South Wales) 5 cents,via Southampton 15 cents,
via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via Sau Francisco
2 cents,via Bouihainpton 4 cents,via BrindiBi 6 cents,
China, letters, via San Francisco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers
2,4 and b cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers 4
cents; Japan, letters, via Sail Francisoo 5 cents, via
England, 10 ceuts, via Brindisi 31 ceuts, newspapers,
via San Francisco 2 cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
via Brindisi 8 cents.
Asiatic

Ruth.—Mr. Ira C. Stockbridge, wbo is to
produce the charming spectacular cantata of
"Ruth” has just issued a small sheet containing full particulars of the piece and the names

The orchesof the entire chorus of 100 voices.
tra, as will be seen by this paper, is composed
of twelve of oor best musicians, and the sevenNew
teen solo voices are our best vocalists.
scenery and elegant costumes have been pro-

vided for the production of this work,
Death of an Aged Man,—Mr. Moses Roberts died in Falmouth, Jan. 1st, of old age. He
was born iu Falmouth, Jan. 3d, 1780, where he
spent the most of his life. He removed to Andover Surplas when an o'd man,and there marHe
ried Mi-a Lucy Rice, who still survives.
returned to his native town two years ago
where he has been kindly and tenderly cared

for,

new

in

fall

in the art exhibition now open at Utica, N. Y.,
where his marines are highly appreciated.
Some two years ago Mr. Ansel Stevens
brought suit against the Grand Trank Railway
on a
| Co. for injuries received while travelling
l free Dass.
A verdict was rendered in his fa-

m.

r.

are

appearance at the next term of the superior
Court.
One of Harry Brown’s paintings, representing Danlnoe Castle, in the north of Ireland,has
recently been sold at Springfield, Mass., where
it was on exhibition; another of his pictures is

Office Honrs.
From 6.00 s m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 8to 10am.
Portland, Me., Dec. 29, 1877.
Arrival and Departure oi Hails,
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
m.
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m, and 2.45 and 9.00 p.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 6.20 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Bailwav. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at 8.15
a m and 2.45 pm.

«..._1

aod the stems

Messrs. Davis and Hall were arraigned in the
Municipal Court yesterday morning for participation in a cock fight Monday. They waived an
examination aod gave bonds in $200 for their

Bramhall Lodge, No. 3, K. of P.—Meets
Tuesday evening, each week, Pythian Hall, Clapp’s
Block, Congress Street.
Independent Order of Good Templars—
Arcana, Monday, Congress Hall, 4204 Congress
BL; Mission, Wednesday, Williams’ Block, Congi '«s
street; MyBtic, Thursday, at Sons of Temperance
Hall.
Portland Temperance Union—Congress Hall,
Business meetings Thursday evenings; public meeting. Sunday evenings, at’’ o’clock.

earth

bloom.

City Building.

m.

she was blown to sea.

vor, and the company appealed to the Supreme
A decision has now
Court at Washington.
been rendered in bis favor for the fall amount
with interest, amounting to 812,000.
Personal.
Mr. Henry Smith, one of the popular conductors of the Maine Central, has resigned, his resignation to take effect Saturday of this week.
The Boston Advertiser says Congressman
Beed’s speech on the presentation of the King
statue “was felicitous in composition, and was

handsomely spoken without notes.”
Miss Anna Louise Cary sang oue evening in
Potsdam, N. Y„ eight or ten years ago for

twenty-five dollars and expenses. For
evenings’ sioging at a recent concert

her two
in that

village she received $700.
Percival Bonney, Esq., delivered the third
lecture of the course at the Baptist meeting
house at East Wiuthrop Monday evening, on
“The Confliet between Russia and

Turkey,

and

the Causes.”
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., delivered his new
lecture entitled “The Story of New Sweden,”
to a large and intelligent audience at Freeport,
He will deliver the
on Friday evening last.
same lecture at Cumberland on Friday evening
of this week. Also iu Kennebunk at a later
date.
_

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers rocorded in this

county yesterday:
Staudish—John Buruham to Sarah M, Burnham, homestead farm for $r0Q0.
Pownal—North Pownal Dairying Association to Jos. Small, lot of land for $325.
New Gloucester—Mercy Plummer to Lorenzo T. Plummer, land and buildings $1000.
Brunswick—Mary S. Morse et al to Isabel L.
Thompson, laud and buildings for $1100.
Cbebeague Island—David Bennett to Mary
A. Doughty, lot of land for $47.
David Bennett to Mary A. Doughty, lot of
land for $20.
International Steamship Company.—The
meeting of the International Steamship
Company was held at the office of the company
No. 4 Middle street, yesterday afternoon and
the following officers were elected:
President—T. C. Hersey.
Treasurer and Secretary—H. J. Libby.
Directors—J. B. Libby, S. E. Spring, J. B.
Coyle and A. Me. L. Seeley.
The business of the company shows satisfacannual

tory results—an improvement over last year. A
dividend of five per cent, has been declared.

following:

Whereas, Congress will probably repeal the
national bankrupt law, in which case no equitable law exists in Maine for the collection of
debts, thus leaving the way open to the debtor
one or

more

ing others,

creditors, entirely ignor-

or the creditor may attach and sehis debt, leaving others without a dollar,
and breaking up the business of tbe debtor:

cure

therefore,
Resolved, By the Board that our Senators and
Representatives in the Legislature be requested

to use their
some act in

influence in favor of the passage of
relation to insolvent laws, equitable alike to debtor and creditor.
a copy of these resolutions bo
That
Resolved,
transmitted to onr Senators and Representa-

The Dexter Bobbery.—Arthur Annett,
who was arrested recently on saspioion of having been concerned in the robbery of the East-

Express Company at Dexter,was arraigned
It apin the Bangor police court Tuesday.
peared from the evidence that Mr. Tibbetts, the
express company's agent at Dexter, is a furniture dealer and that the express office Is located in his building, and that Annett was emin tbe workshop at the time of the robployed

bery. It also appeared that Annett and a man
by the name of Swanton, also employed in tbe
buildiDg, were in the habit of going into the
express office after trimmings, which Mr. Tibbetts kept in that place. When tbe money arrived at tho office Annett was present and
The
could see everything that took place.
money was placed in the safe, and tbe next
morning a piece of steel was found in the lock
and on opening the safe tbe money was missTbe examination was not concluded.

tives.

ing.

The resolutions were unanimously adopted.
A. K. Shurtleff, Esq. was appointed a committee od reducing the expenses of the Board

The Sanger Malpractice Case.—In the
suit of Frank D. Bowley vs. Eugene F. Sanger,
M. D., an action to recover 812,000 for malpractice in treating plaintiff’s leg, which has been

Exchauge.
Adjourned.

and

PRESIDING.

M

subscrip-

trial at Bangor for

on

The Art Entertainment.—The art entertainment given at Grand Army Hall, last evening, by the ladies of tbe High street church,
was a very enjoyable affair and reflected great
credit upon all connected with it. The programme was made up of tableaux from the life
of Miles Standish (Priscilla and John Alden)
classical statuary and shadow pictures. The
entertainment opened with the reading of passages from Evangeline by our gonial city clerk.
As the subject of thetablean was reached there
was a pause, and the curtain arose revealing
Priscilla at her wheel as in conversation with

Alden, Those taking part in these tableaux
had given them much attention and the pictures were very striking.
Next in order on the programme was a
loan rtf turn rttiililran p/tharl

aa

art nr a

la

Thin

tab-

much admired that the curtain was rung np
again and again.
The pantomime of the courtship of Benjamin and Mary Jane showed some very amusing
shadow dances. Benjamin was personated by
was
a yonng medical student, who
formed by
nature for the part, which he performed splendidly. Following the pantomime were several
classical statues which looked finely. Among
the characters represented were Kutb, the
Beading Girl, Beatrice and Minerva. The
closing scene was a marble and bronze gronp.
A pure white figure stood upon a pedestal in
the centre, while on each side was a bronze
figure. The effect was very fine, The success
of the entertainment was due to the efforts ol
bat probably Miss Sallie
a large number,
Crccker is entitled to tbe greatest praise, for it
was she who pltnned it and was one of the
chief executors of it. Although she did not
appear, yet her work was seen. The musio by
Chandler’s orchestra was excellent.
Concert Last Evening.—A delightful concert was given at the State street chapel last
evening under the auspices of the Williston
Circle. The church choir was assisted by several ladies of tbe Rossini Club, who volunteered their services. The following was the

arrangement of the programme r
Duet—Barcarolle and Allegro.Fesca
Mrs. Denison and Miss Sparrow.
Vocal Solo—Anbade.Conen

Piano

Mr.

Stockbridge.

Vocal Duet—I would that my love.... flfiendelssohn
Messrs. Stockbridge and Coyle.
Vocal Solo—The Message.Blumenthal
Miss Milliken.
Vocal Duet—II Ritorno.Campana
Miss Eveleth and Mr. Stockbridge.
Piano Solo—Elfin’s Dance.Liszt
Miss Dyer.
Marston
Vocal Solo—Song of May.
Mrs. Chase.
Piano Solo—“Presto,” from G Minor.. .Mendelssohn
Mrs. Denison.
Vocal Solo—Daybreak.Marston
Mr. Coyle.
Piano Duet—Waltzes.Jaell
Mrs. Johnson and Miss Blanchard.

Libby,

at work on a
high scaffolding yesterday in the barn of L. P.
Warren at Sacc arappa, fell a distance of 20 fee*'
to the floor, striking on his bead and shoulders.
Accident.—Mr. Edwin

He was taken up in a senseless condition and
Dr. B. P. Jeaness called. It is thought he will
recover.
_

Second Parisii Concert.—This evening the
concert at the Second Parish vestry takes place,
and a good attendance 13 anticipated. A very
attractive programme has been arranged, and
those who attend will be well entertained. Some
of the best local talent bas been engaged.
A Popbiar Petition.—A petition is in circulation asking Mayor Bntler to reconsider his
determination not to be a candidate for the
Mayoralty at the ooming election. The petition
has already a large number of signatures of
the best men of both

week past, the jury

was

unable to agree.

STATE NEWS
KENNEBEO county.

The store of Melvin King at Monmonth
Centre was broken into Monday night by
breaking one of the front window panes. The
window was occupied by Ephraim Wilson,
jeweller. Not mach was taken as probably
tbe thief was frightened away by the barking
of dogs in the vicinity, and did not dare to enter the store, bat took only what was within bis
reach.

..

A young man by the name of Dennis Baker,
of Moscow, shot himself at the camp of Imer
Clark on Salmon stream, Monday morning. He
was shot tbrongh the forehead, and tbe
ball is
still in the brain, or cannot ha found. A portion of the brain has oozed out. He was cook
M.

that he

~ »

tired of living any longer. It is
thought he will die. A love affair is at the bottom of it.
was

A number of Maine shoemakers, who went
to Marlboro to take the place of the striking
Crispins, were assaulted by the latter on their
arrival Tuesday night by a volley of stones, and
Mr. Howe, the manufacturer who brought

Port Antonio lOtb.
Ar at Sagua 12th Inst, barque Florence Peters,
Mounttort, Portland.
Ar at Havana 14th, brig Lena Tburlow, Corbett,
NYork; sob Lizzie Dewey, Davis, Swansea; 15th,
barqne Edw Cushing, Bickmore, Cardifl; Sagadahoc, Powers, New York; brig K W Messer, Hewett,
Glasgow; Motley, Plummer, Portland.
Cld 15tb, brig F H Jennings, Mahoney, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 12tb. sch Clifford, Bragdon. from
St Thomas; 13tb, barquo H J Libby, Bucknam,NewE; John F Rothman, Kay, Corunna; brig Etta

Remnants—Light

Prints 5 cents a yard at
Horatio Staples, Middle street, nearly opposite
Post Office.
Dark Prints for 5 cents a yard; 1 case Dark

Prints, slight'y impertect from spots (no holes),
for 5 cents a yard at Staples’.
ja-243t

I

Don’t fail to attend the closing sale ol Oil
Paintings at the gallery of F. O. Bailey to-day,
as many of the best pictures
have been held
back in hopes to obtain better prices. We expect some rare bargains will be Bold.
Remember the exhibition at Stanley’s Museum every afternoon at 3 o’clock, when the
wild beasts are fed. Fresh animals are being

added every week.

Ruth, tiie Glbaner!—Tickets now ready at
Stockbridge’s.
jan7tf
That hard and tenacious Cough can be
_

cured by the nse of SLIPPERY ELM LOZENGES. For sale by all druggists.
Caswell & Co.,
Corner of Washington and Winter streets
Boston.

Wbal is the Diet IIIinoii.

ple.

There is in every community a large class of
persons, who, while health and strength continue are able to procure a respectable subsistence, for themselves and those dependent on
them, but if illness comes, the scanty savings
are very soon consumed, and there is no money
to procure even tbe articles necessary to assist
coovaleseucs. Such are the persons whom the
Diet Mission is intended to assist. The political division of the city into wards is taken as
the basis of oar distribution of help. In every
ward it is intended to have at least four resident members, although in Ward II, owing to
difficulty in obtaining the full complement, two
ladies from tbe General Committee have been
detailed to assist. Whenever a physician, clergyman or any responsible person hears of a
case of illness and poverty combined, (either
qualification alone is sufficient) he sends in an
application signed by himself and addressed to
the Diet Mission, to the rooms of the Coffee
House ou Temple street. The applicatiou is
forwarded at once to the Chairman of the Ward
Committee in which the patient resides. The
case is immediately investigated and if regarded as a legitimate one by three of tbe four
members of the Ward Committee, it is regularly enrolled upon tbe book of the Mission and
receives assistance two or three times a week,
until the same ladies consider help no longer
needed. The wards attend to tho sick people
resident in their own borders. The distribution
may on fits c thought seem an unequal one, but
it will be found that every ward has its own
poor district.
Each lady serves on the Mission one week in
four. A book is kept in each ward, in which
the names of the patients, the articles carried
and suggestions in special cases are recorded.
The ladies of tbe committee are at liberty at
any time to go to the Coffee House and procure
for their patients any of the articles of diet furnished there, but the charity is largely dependent on contributions from the kitchens of the
visitors

bora.

tuoLuseiyes,

Good

auu

tuose

bread, milk, tea,

SPOKEN.
date, lat 3410, ion 80 40, ship Union, Greenleal,

No

New Orleans for Havre.

from
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MARRIED.
In this city, Jan. 23, by Rev. A. Dalton, George W.
Doty of Lowell, Mass., and Julia M. Hanson ot
Portland.
In Saco, Jan. 10, Lewis V. Henkelom of Boston and
Miss Ida E. Gordon ot Wddeford.
In Wells, Dec. 8, William Goodale and Miss Emma
Bailey.
In Poland, Jan. 1, Elmer C. Fannoe and Miss Esther Archibald.
_

tie A. Emery.
In Auburn, Jan. 12, Amrai 0. Gilbert and Misa
Annie M. Tyler, both of Lewiston.
In Auburn, Jan. 12, Jos L. Whitten and Mrs. Min*
nie N. Francis, both of Lewiston.
In Lewiston, Jan. 14, Walter B. Fisher and Lizzie
A. Palmer, both of Auburn.
In Mt. Vernon. Jan, y, Frank H. Fellows ot West
Waterville and Mrs. Clara E. Wentworth of Mt Ver-

a

or

now

an

acknowledged feet that ConsumpIt hae been cured in

tion can be cubed.

a

In Albion, Jan. 5, Daniel Shorey and Miss Carrie E
Litchfield.

city,

Jan.

23,

Miss

both, according to the requirements of the

ono or

case.
The old supposition that “Consumption is incurable,” for many years deterred Physicians irom
attempting to find a remedy for that disease, and

patients afflicted with it reconciled themselves
death without

an

from a doom which

was

Schenck himself

considered inevitable.

supposed at

was

one

time

to

the very gate of death, his Physicians having
pronounced his case hopeless and abandoned him to
his fate: ho was cured by the aforesaid medicines
and afterwards enjoyed uninterrupted good health
Thousands of people
for more than forty years.
have used Dr. Sehenck’s preparations with the same

beat

remarkable success.
Sehenck’s Almanac, containing a thorough treatise
on Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, <£c.,
can be had gratis of any druggist, or of J. H.
Schenck & Son, Philadelphia. Full directions for
tha use of Sehenck’s medicines accompany each
lack age
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Wood Tonic, and
landiako Pills are lor sale by all druggists,
eod&wlmsn
janl

Elizabeth R. Haynes*

in this city, Jan. 23, Miss Frankie E. Johnson,
aged 21 years.
[.Prayers on Thursday forenoon, at 10J o’clock, at
No. 137 Oxford street.
Jan. 25th, Martha E. N., daughter of John and
Letitia Evans, aged 8 years.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 1J o clock,
at house, 16 Middle street.
In Livermore, Jan. 20, Mrs. Sarah E.. wife of N. P.
Hinds and daugtiter of the late E. G. Norris.
In Lewiston, Jan. D, Mrs. Mary J. Lombard, aged
63 years 4 months.
In Maysville, Jan. 17, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Cniner,
aged 61 years 6 months.
In Buxton, Jan. 10. Mr. Cleaves Flanders, aged
68 years.
In Carthage, Jan. 1, Mr. Leonard Morse, aged
about75 years.
In South Carthage, Jan. 18, Bev. Waldron Morse,
ageu 75 years.
In Auburn. Jan. 15, Thomas E. Sykes, aged 38
years 6 months.
In Winthrop, Jan. 15, Mrs. Mary Carr, aged 83 yrs.
In Eden, Jan. 6, Mrs. Mary Brewer, aged 80 years,
in Hareock, Jan. —, Kboda Stewart, aged 73 years
and 4 months.
..„
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REDUCED PRICES.
a

DRESS GOODS

food

All my Boot* and 8h.ei

are

Oil

a

made ts order

At

A large assortment of

AT 10 A. HI, AND 3 P. HI.,
shall sail about 125 011 Paintings j the followeminent Foreign and American Artists

WE iDg

Administrator’s Sale.

being represented: Critzer of Berlin, Williard of
Paris, G. Graw of Paris, R. Penwick of London,
Van Hagen of Paris, Geliminetz of Paris, Wesley
WebberlFrank Snow, 0. W. Knapp, F. D. Briscoe,

AND
of

Jud?e
PURSUANT
Probate, for the county ot Cumberland, I shall
the
sell at
auction
of

on
public
twenty-eighth day
February, A. D., 1878, at one o’clock in the afterternoon, on the premises, the house and laud formerly owned and occupied by Benjamin Estes, late of
Harpswell, iu said county, deceased. Said premises
is situated on Orr’a Island, in Harpswell, it being
the same as described in a deed from John Conley to
Benjamin Estes, dated Sept. 28, A. D., 18*7, recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Vol, 206,

page 65. to

which reference may be had for further

SAMUEL E. SMULLEN, Adm'r.
description.
w3w4»
Qrr’s Island, January 19, 1878,

For Sale

Cheap!

(6 rooms,) barn and 8000 feet
land, pleasantly situated on Meeting House
Hill, Cape Elizabeth, overlooking the harbor and
city; 15 minutes walk from either Knightsville or
C. E. Ferry. Good chance to raise poultry, keep
Hard and soft water. Price $800.
cow &c.
T. MERRILL, 35 Commercial St,
ja21d3t*

Aleatory

H. Ross, John Lewis, C. H. Shearer, H. F. Corrtss,
We are assured this
ind other American Artistswill be one of the finest collections of Original Oil

Paintings

Exhibition

led confident, after having iiad thirteen years experience
in the Clothing Trade, that we
can
cater
successfully to the
wants ol the public.
We shall do business strictly on
the
and

house

we

CASH

SYSTEM,

and we have no donbt that this
will meet the approbation of all
[air-minded citizens,
It shall be our aim to sell the

GOODS

BEST
FOR

Almanac....-January 34.
I High water. 3.10 PM
rise..
AM
sets.4.59 I Moon rises.

of Plaid and Striped Nainsooks at very
Low Prices.

TUKESBURY & CO.,
687 CONGRESS STREET.
at__

CAUTION !

LANGUAGES,

OF

Graduate of the Highest University of Germany.
Genauj French, I.alia and Greek.

German and French Classes.
UNITED STATES HOTEL.
nolid3m

Instruction in

English

and Class*

ical Studies
given to private pupils by the subscriber.

W.

J.

THE

Remember that everything we
sell is just what we represent it.
Onr goods are

COLCORD,

Merry,
til© Hatter,

ISTEWS.

237 MIDDLE ST.
eodtf

Jaio

Styles

CELEBRATED

Custom Shirts!
6 for _$9.001

We beg to call the attention ol
the public once more to onr justly
celebrated custom Shirts, which
are made to order from measure
in the most skilled manner, of
llie very best material which the
market affords, are cut in the latest styles, and are guaranteed to
fit and give satisfaction in every
case, at fhe low price ol

Wc are also agents for the celebrated Fisk, Clark dc Flagg New

eodt

NEW ENGLAND DIRECTORY
—

Rubber

F3R

—

Cushioned

THE INVENTION OF THE DAY !

referred to the following well-known carriage
builders in New England who use and approve
“THE AXLE,” applying it to either new or old
work
Z. THOMPSON, JR.Portland, Me.
HENRY HOOKER & CO.,.New Haven, Conn.
B. MANVILLE & CO„....New Haven, Conn.
H. KLLLAM & CO.,.New Haven, Conn.
R. O. DORMAN.New Haven, Conn.
C. F. DIBBLE & CO.,..New Haven, Conn.
EDMOND & QUINSLER,.Boston, Mass.
J. T. SMITH & CO.BostOD, Mass.
JAS. HALL & SON,.Boston. Mass.
SARGENT & HAM,.Boston, Mass.
M. W. QUINLAN,.Boston, Mass.
H. D. GATES.Bridgeport, Conn.
ROGERS & WHITE,.Springfield, Mass.
W. H. SMITH.Springfield, Mass.
jyThe best vehicle that can he produced will be
improved both in riding qualities and durability by
using Rubber Cushioned Axles.
Broadway, 7th Are* and 43d St. (Long
Acre,) New York.
Jan23eod3fc
Correspondence solicited.

EASY CAECUEATOR
Is used by thousands ot farmers, mechanics and
businessmen, who speak in the highest terms of its
practical utility and convenience. Its wonderful
simplicity enables even the most illiterate to calculate with absolute accuracy and speed; while its
oriqinal ana rapid methods delight and benefit the
most, scholarly, Its entirely new sytlem of tables
shows, at a glance, the correct value of all kinds of

grain, stock, hay, coal, lumber and merchandise,
of any quantity and at any price; the interest on
cent;
any sum, for any time, at any rate per
measurement of lumber, logs, cisterns, granaries,
wagon beds, corn cribs; wages for hours, days,
weeks and months, etc. It is well and neatly gotten
up, in pocket-book shape; is accompanied by a
silicate slate, diary, and pocket for papers. It is
unquestionably the most complete and practical
Calculator ever published.
Cloth, $1.00; Morocco, $1.50; Russia, gilded, $2.00.
___

d6t*

jan22

ORGANS
Various

Prices.

Styles;

Lowest

We have secured a large lot of Linen Handkerchiefs. which have been damaaed bv water and
Tina lot inclndes Ladies',
must be sold at once.
Gents* and Children’s Goods which are actually
worth from 20 to 50 cents. They will all be ottered
in one lot on a large table in our basement at the

Hard

To Rent. Part or Store on Free St. Large
Show Window and Good Basement. Enquire ot
SAMUEL THURSTON.
nov20dtf
Free St. Block.

MAVERICK

CO.,

OIL

buy

398

SAFETY OIL I
Burning

Oils

Napthas.

I

Gas Oils

Oils delivered by the car-load, in bulk or in barat any

point

in New

England#

Broad St„ Boston, Mass.
flfflPDC" 1611
UlUbUoi i 25 & 2? Commercial St., Portland, Mb
novli

a

good article

All In want of Goods in our line should not fall to
take advantage ot this opportunity as we mean
Remember that the best goods
what we .ay.
always sell first, and those who como soonest secure

at

GELATINE STARCH.

eod3m

WHOLE NEWSPAPERS lor Wrapping Purposes, 50c a hundred or three
hundred for $1,00* at this Office.

the best and the cheapest Starch
preparation that has been or can be iound,
Locke's lielatine Htarch is that article. It
prevents the iron STICKING and BLISTERING;
it can be used either in boiled or raw starch; it gives
a very lino clear white finish and polish, that will
never turu yellow;
it makes ironing au easy and
pleasant exercise. For salo by Grocers, Druggists,
&c. Warned—Two good outside salesmen; also a

IF

few

LEWIS~& CO.,

Exchange Street.
Jan2ldlw

local

canvassers.

Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH
dec2T

CUSTOM
—AND

—

havinf removed

to store

229 MIDELE ST.,
COGIA HASSAN,
are

now

prepared

t#

show

a

better line ol

Beady-Made
Cloths,
Clothing
Fine

—

AND

—

TT’TT'D'VTTciTTT'Mn.

rmnna

customers for their
than ever before. Thanking
former patronage, we hope to receive a continuation
store.
new
at
our
of the same
our

AIiZiUsT cto

oo.,

Coffia Hassan Store.
Jal6^

cod3w

HAMBURG® MAVERICK

NATIONAL BANK,

Cor. Water and Congress Btreet*,

—

AT

BOSTON. MASS.

—

Wholesale
Having closed

Incorporated as a State Bank in 1354.
Organized at a National Bank in 1865.

Prices.

out a

large lot

ot

CAPITAL
SURPLUS

-----

$400,000.
$000,000.

DIRECTORS:

HAMBURG EDGES and 1NSER<
TIONS at a great bargain 1 shall
put them on my counter this Friday morning, at WHOLESALE
Prices. Every lady in Portland
sbonld see this lot before purchas-

President.
Asa P. Potter.
Nehemiah Gibson.Ship Owner.
N. B. Mansfield.Finn Roberts Si Mansfield.
Henry F. Woods.Firm Hathaway & Woods.
G. Washington Warren.Counsellor at Law.
Jonas H. French.Prest. Cape Ann Granite Co.
THOMAS Dana, 2d.Firm Thomas Dana Si Co.

ing.

dividual. solicited.

Geo. F. Nelson’s,
HO. 363 MIDDLE STREET,
d3m

Old .land Sweel.tr dr ITIerrill.

no5

For the Month of
Beeember.
Owing to the backward

season I am

offer special inducements to
customer the the next 10 days. Patrons

prepared to

rely upon finding

a

FDLL STOCK,

me ami tsi ana

I am
at as
the
same
to
order
make
to
prepared
low prices as first-class w rk can be

of W00LE5S for Men’s Wear.

produced.

G. M.

Account, of

Bank., In.titntion* and In-

Interest oa time deposit. allowed at rates
agreed upon.
Business paper discounted.
Careful attention given to the collection of
note.,drafts,or coupon, for banks or others; and
the purchase, sale or eichange of United
Stale. Bonds.
Promptness and fidelity guaranteed to all business
received by mail.

Correspondence invite,1.
ASA P. POTTER, President.
SAMUEL PHIDL1PS, Cashier.
JOSIAH Q. BENNETT, Asst. Cashier.
MWiSF3m
dec4

16

CENTS !

To close 125 Pairs Children’s all wool Hose at
16 Cents per pair, former
price 25, 35 and 50 cents.

H. I. NELSON & CO.,
443 Congress Street,

Chesley,

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
dlw

9611-9 Middle St.

eodtf

dccll

■--

COy

No. 5 Plum St., Portland, M«.
d3tteodtf

FOR SALE,

Randolph Boynton.

and Shoes
IS Boots

WAT0|

of all kinds, widths and sizes for everybody at

WINTER PRICES.
$|'00
100

Cleaned and Warranted, for
*

Mainsprings
Case springs

Tour Old Boots neatl, Repaired.

“

Clock, and Jewelry of all kind, repaired

price*.

Opposite Preble House, 482 Congress Si
au28

__

REMOVAL.

TEWKSBURY

DBS.

&

BRAY

have removed their offices to

you want

good

ON

THE

173 Fore Street, Second Door from

the very lowest price.
oc2dtf

LOCKE’S

Furniture

TUESDAY. Jan. 29, at 10 o’clock A. M., we
shall sell, at house No. 754 Congress Street,
ill the Furniture in said boose consisting ol Black
Walnut Parlor Salt In Silk Damask, Centre Table
rapestiv Carpets, Magee Coal Grate, Easy Chair,
Chamber Set, Blue
Black WalDut Marble Top
OreBslng Case Set with Carpet. Toilet Ware, &c to
Black Walnut
Chamber
Painted
Furniture,
natch,
Extension Table and Chairs. Library Desk, Gilt
Band Tea Set, Glass Ware, &c., Magee Standard
Cook Stove and Fumitnre, together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture, and a Merrill’s Refrigerator.
igp-This furniture is new and of the very best
duality and latest designs.
S'. O. BAILEI dfc CO,, Auctioneers.

REGARDLESS OF COST.

at rery low

OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

standard

maverick

rels,

MERRILL’S,

Congress Street,

They do sell

Centennial 160°

d3t

Jal8

;ioug ns you can
many uselul tilings at

SWEETSER &

REFIN RS AND SHIPPERS OF

Maverick Pure

so

Auctioneer,.

F. O. BAILEI db CO.,

Ja24

Fine

lO DAYS

lO CEMTS EACH.
To be Opened Monday morning, Jan. ill it

Free street Block, Portland.

sleighs,

tormerly occupied by

Having decided to closeout our entire stock of
Ready Made Clothing and Gentlemen's Furnishing

low price of

Piano Covers, Stools
Moor© & Bailey
Owen,
<ltf
and Ottomans.
ja21
Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.
You Need not Fear
Samuel Thurston,
Times so
8

CLOTHING.

can

HANDKERCHIEFS

the

at

Ready Made Clothiers,

Closing Out Sale of

embracing an

PIANOS

2Cth, at 14 o’clock
Mark Plum 8treet, wo
built
by David Libby
irimmed with fine Mohair Plush and a first class job
hrongbout. Salo without any reservo as thia close
ill tho Sleighs Mr. L. has in Portland.
SATURDAY. Jan.

A. M,,
ON
aell 7
shall

dtf

ja22

_

ROPP’S

Sleighs

AT AUCTION.

FINE

the greatest bargains.
This is pa.itively a winding up .ale, as we
Come down and see
are going oat ot the business.
for yourselves if we will not show you prices that
will astonish you.

ADMITTEDLY

Portland

Formerly with J. Burleigh & Co.

unctAin ihirfs from mensnre in One White and Fancy.

PREBLE HOUSE.

FTKTE

ALLEN & €0.y

E. IHcNEILL,

\'nrir

HILL <So CO

F. 0. BAILEI ft CO., AUCTIONEERS.
dtf
ja24

Removal,

203 Middle St.,

GREAT

6 FOB $9.00.

i-unsifilq nf Drr and

jan23dtil

...

....

Th. uhAvA filru-h

BY AUCTION.

Way Up J

are

ss.

Attached on a writ and will be sold
by consent of parties, by Public Auction to the highest bidder, commencing
[»n
SATURDAY. January 26th, A. D.
1878, at 2,1-2 P. M-, and continuing at
10 A. M. and 2 1-2 P. M. until sold,
the Stock and Eixtnres in Store lately
)ccnpied by E. P. Brooks, No. 647 Congress Street in Portland, in said Conn-

TIIE

Don’t forget to visit the

,,

SHERIFF SALE.

Genteel

FROM MEASURE,

DAMAGED

Celebrated Makers;

FOR

CUSTOM WORK,
AND

Auctioneers.

DASH,
Dated at Portland this Twenty-fourth
lay of January, A- D. 1878.
GARDNER M. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff.

you come all at once.
Come and examine onr stock,
and it you decide to leave us a
dollar we will give you your dollar’s worth in exchange, regardless of the Silver question or the
dollar of our “daddies.”

143 Pearl Street.
j11034
_dtf

Co.,

&

fancy Goods, such as is usually kept in
TERMS
i first class Dry Goods store.

MANUFACTURED

The Rubber Cushioned Axle Co.,
Persons buying Furs should
not forget we are closing onr
stock at Prices far below those
ever seen or heard of before.
Seal sets $12.00. Other Furs at
prices eaually as low. Lined Buffalo Robes, to close stock, $5.50
to $7.00.

ninalnre

PORT OF PORTLAND,

TRIEST,

LUDWIG
PROFESSOR

Bailey

Janl9dlw

rv.

MONEY !

LEAST

F. 0.

placed on exh ibition in this State.
Monday, Jan. 21st.

ever
on

CUMBERLAND,

So all come and we will do onr
best to accommodate all, even It

are

REMNA ISTTfc*

Art Gallery, No, 35 and 37
Exchange Street,

our

CLOTHING

M. G. PALMER.
ja21dtl_
license from the Hon.

Paintings.

ol

at short notice and reasonable rates, by
the best workman in this viein.ty,

a

—

On Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday, Jan. 22d, 23d and 24th,

Repairing

to

OF

ORIGINAL

FINE

Bank,

NEW FRESH STOCK

and warranted.

Bayers or pleasure vehicles desiring the popular
and money saving improvement, securing In Its use
SAFETY, COMFORT & ECONOMY,

we shall sell much less than cost.

Quebec

MJLHINE

Tou have only to examine this stock to see tha
you can get the worth of your money and obtain
looking, neatly fitting, oasy wearing and durale goods lor about the same price that you pay for
the poor trash so common in the market.

First National

and opened up

Bargains in Boots, Shoes & Rubbers.

AXLES!

DATR

York. .Havana .Jan 24
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg.Jan 24
York.
.Liverpool.Jan 24
City of Biclimond—New
Canada.New York-London.Jan 24
Lake Megantic.Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan 26
Clyde...New York. .Havana.Jan 26
Mosel.New York. .Bremen.Jan 26
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 26
Calitornia.New York .Glasgow.Jan 26
Helvetia.New York Liverpool.Jan 26
29
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Ailsa.New York.. Aspinwall... ..Jan 30
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 30
City of Vera Cruz. .New York. .Havana.Jan 31
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Jan 312
Ontario.Portland... .Liverpool.Feb
Lake Nepigon.Portland.. .Liveroopl.Feb 9
.Portland.... Liverpool.Feb 16

Niagara.New

Bun
Bun

Opposite

wanted in exchange for excellent

ec3dtf

Important Sale

Wc desire to inform onr friends
that we have refitted the Store

MOIST 3E3 Y

w. tmms.

Consignments solicited.

15

an

few Job Lots of

DICPABTERE OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOB

r

MOORT & BAILEY. 203 Middle Street
OWEN,'__dtf

jail

Previous to taking account of stock,
nre shall sell in all departments at

_

FROM

Cheaper than Eve

«.

—

UNDER

ANNUAL SALE.

33 mm* 33 Inbair

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 1U o’olock a. »•

These are only small lota and will go very quickly.

to

effort being made to save them

We have

aged 74 years.

HAMS

button, at 50 cents,
goods which Lave been selling for
75 cents.
One Lot 2 and 3 buttons, 75
cents, which have been selling at
$1 and $1.25.

cases

non.

In this

One Lot 2

ItlWTMW
v. o. bajlbt.

very

(some of them apparently
desperate ones) by Sehenck's Pulmonic Syrup alone,
and in others by the same medicine in connection
with Sehenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills,
great number of

DIED.

Mr. Editor:—What is the Diet Mission?
This is an inquiry which we frequently hear,
and perhaps may be Interesting to som > of
your readers. It was started last summer, and
is one of the many good works which owes Its
origin to the Woman’s Temperance Association. It is in reality, a special Committee of
that Association, and is intended to supply
suitable and nonrishing food to poor sick peo-

CLOTHING

Gloves.”

F. O. BAILEY Jfc CO„

__

Dr.

Ladies are Delighted
With “SILVER WHITE,” and pronounce it the
best article they have ever fonnd lor Cleaning and
Polishing their Silverware. Jewelors and Druggists
sell it. DENNISON & CO., Proprietors, Boston.

Wednesday, Jan. 33.
tucrr utuguABBIVED.
half pouud of
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passenjuicy steak, a few oranges or lemoua. a dinner
gers and mdse to Henry Fox.
from one’s own table, are some of the many
Steamor Eilie Kntgbt, Young, Boston.
articles which carry comfort and help to many
cbi«
luau iui
Brig Unas l^eums, uuuge, x>uaiuu,
Food is always cara poor person’s bedside.
Indies.
in small quantities. Tbe intention of the
ried
for
Kennebec.
Boston
Robinson,
Sch Twilight,
Mr. Moorhouse is now laboring, have sent a
Mission is not to furnish food for the family,
A light barque arrived off the Cape, but put out
must urgent request to the committee here to
or even the entire diet of the sick person—exon account of the storm.
again
release Mr. Moorhouse fur one week, the work
cept in cases of unusual destitution—but only
CLEARED.
to furnish the refreshing change of palatable,
there needing him very much. The committee
Steamer Ellle Knight, Young, Calais—Nathl Blake.
nutritious and well cooked food to persons
Matthew
Baird,JGreenleaf, Cardenas—Phinhave granted their request aud Mr. Moorhouse
Barque
otherwise not able to procure it.
ney & Jackson.
will commence here ou Sunday, Feb. 3, and
Of course, to carry on this charity successSch Maggie Dalling, Dalling, Cardenas—J D Lord.
Sch Geo Arey. Rogers, Philadelphia—J II Hamcontinue the same length of time as originally fully, many helpers are necessary. The Misto
the
of
desires
obtain
names
len & Son, and Nutter, Kimball & Co.
sion especially
arranged for.
Sch Annie E Ketchum, Seaman, Parker’s Head—
all persons willing to assist the Ward CommitJ Nickerson & Son.
Jf the response to this
tees in furnishing food.
Passenger Statement.—During the last
In the Roads, waiting wind, barques Samuel E
call is as geuerous a one as we trust to receive,
for Buenos Ayres; Sandy Hook, for Matanquarter the number of immigrants arriving the calls on any individual will not be numer- Spring,
zas; brig City ot Moule. for Point-a-Pitre; Mechanic,
It is not our purpose to ask for money, as
ous.
here was 27; 24 males and 3 females. Of these
for an eastern;port.
we are entitled to call ou the Temperance As13 were English, 8 Swedish, 5 German, 1 Nova
sociation for assistance of that kind when
Sch Bowdoin, now lyiDg at Long wharf, is underScotiaD. Twelve were laborers, four farmers,
needed. Bat it must be remembered, our office
going; extensive repairsjand alteration. She is being
newly topped and will have a poop deck running
three had do occupation, blacksmiths, clerks, is simply to provide food for the sick. Other
her entire length.
needs frequently occur which the lady visitors
and shoemakers two each, and ship carpenter
desire to relieve, and there is often opportunity
[FROM OtTB CORRESPONDENT.
and tailor one each. Of passengers not immito use a little money wisely, but this is done iu
KASTPORT, Jan 20—Sid, schs Carrie W, Fearaby,
their individual capacity, and not as member*
grants, there were 187: 133 males and 34 feand Nellie*H, Mallocli. for Boston with 325,000 frozen
of the Diet Miss:on.
males. England furnished 113, United States
herring.
Will all persons willing to help in any way,
Herring are not eo plenty, and appear to have
Ireland
Nova
Scotia 9.
2G, Canada 24,
15,
housekeepers, grocers, who are willing to fur- struck off’ shore.
nish artioles at reduced rates, and others interThe Revaluation.—rt would seem that it
FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.1
ested, send their names to either of the ladies
Sid tm Liverpool 22d inst, barque Bello of Oregon,
willlyct be some time before the work of tak- designated as Committees on tho several
Mernman, for Hong Kong.
ing a revaluation of the real estate of the city wards?
Ar at Glasgow 22d, steamer Commonwealth, from
LIST OF COMMITTEES,
is commenced. Of the three commissioners
Portland.
Mrs. C. H. Burr, 633 Congress street, ChairAr at New York 22*1,barque Alaska, from Messina;
elected to ao the work but one ha3 accepted,
man; Mrs. Howard Gould, 10 Carlton street,
sch Saiah W Hunt, McFaddeD, Baracoa.
while one has declined aud a third has not yet
Secretary.
MEMORANDA.
Watd 1.—Mrs. F. C. Moopy, 19 Monument
decided to accept or decline. A meeting of the
Sch Gentile, lately ashore at Vineyard-Haven, has
street; Mrs. G. W. Beal, 23 St. Lawrence
city council will not be held to fill the vacancy
U.
made
Mrs.
36
necessary repairs and was reloading 21st. The
Atlantic
Henry
Burgess,
street;
until the first Monday of next month.
Ellon Morrison was floated 31st, after discharging
street; Mis, Wm. A. Quiucy, 10 Monument
of
part
cargo. Sch Millwaukoe is on the railway unstreet.
The Freeport Course.—The good people
dergoing repairs.
Ward 2.—Mrs. A. F. Bradley, corner DauSch Mott-IIaven was taken up on the railway at
of Freeport are enjoying a very pleasing as forth and Park street; Mrs. Sewall Pointer, New Bedford 22d, and found to have damaged aecl,
well as instructive coarse oi entertainments 156 Cumberland street; Mrs. Albert Bragg, 152
rudder, and stem, and plaukiDg on port Bide. She
will repair and reload.
Cumberland street; Miss Marie-Hersey, 339
this season. Barnahee gave the last entertain- Danforth street.
Sch Sea Bird broke from her moorings 10th, at So
West Harbor, driving out ot the cove and over the
ment, aud this evening Prof O. A. Robinson is
Ward 3.—Mrs. Chas. Plummer, 111 Middle
Ledge, where sho went ashore.
street; Mrs. Wm. G. Davis, 103 Pearl street;
to give dramatic readings and impersonations.
BS&^-See general news columns for other reports.
Mi3s Maria Gould, 148 Pearl street; Miss HarNext week, Thursday evening, J. Marshall
riet Little, 155 Pearl street.
domesticTports.
Hawkes of Cumberland, is to deliver a lecture
Ward 4.—Mrs. Wm. H. Jerris, 39 Chestnut
GALVESTON—Old 21st, barque Jobu O Smith,
upon “Oar Boys."
street; Mrs. Chas. W. Goddard, 55 Free street; Jones, Havre.

Union Gospel Meetings.—The Union Gospel meetings will commence in this city on
Sunday, Feb. 3, instead of Sunday next. The
pastors of the churches at Bristol, R. I., where

port,
Whitmore, Wright, Philadelphia.
Cld I3tb, sch May McFarland, McFarland, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas 12,h, schs Nellie J Diosmore, May,
St John, NB; d A Lord, Thomas, Pensacola.
Cld at Halifax 20tb, sch N J Miller, Lewis, for Liverpool, NS.
Ar at St John, NB, 18th, sch Alaska, Clark, from
St John, NB.
Cld 21st, sch Emma Crosby, Crosby, Matanzas.

_

parties.

“Kid

Auctioneers sad Commission Merchants,

EDUCATIONAL.

them, injured.

Saturday.

AUCTION SALES!

PLEASANT

IN GENERAL.

and

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE

__

McAllister’s Mirror and Tableaux met
with good success at Ferry Village, and the
enter.
people were highly delighted with
tainmeut. It is to he in Saccarappa Friday

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Beers,

FOBBIGN PiBTS.
Cld at Melbourne Nov 21, barque Carlton, Allen,
Browse Island and Hamburg.
Ar at Rangoon prev to Jan 24, Bhip Belle of Batb,
Whitmore, Liverpool. (Sept 14.)
Offices and Rooms to Lei.
Sid tm Palermo prev 11th inst, barque S E KingsST. JULIAN HOTEL is now open for inbury, Griffin, Boston.
At St Vincent 12th Inst, sch E H Herriman, Herrtspection, and some very good lodging rooms
i
and ofliees can be obtained by applying at the hotel
man, for Pensacola 15tb.
At Messina Dec 31st, barqne Arietta, Nichols, for
at once.
jan24dtf
do.
W
Parker, Keene,
United States; brig Isaac
fcF~Argns ana Advertiser copy.
Sid Im Havre 18th mst, ship Nunquam Dorrnio,
To Let.
Cousins, SW Pass.
a
„*■ CTn-r,, O‘j/1
insf alvirt fJpn Hiir 1 mir. Mansnn
suit of furnished rooms without
Mobile.
Also
suit
ot unfurnished rooms near
board.
Ar at Liverpool 20th inst, ships J A Thompson,
the Falmouth Hotel, Middlo Street.
Thompson. New Orleans; Win Tapscett, Wyman, do.
M. G. PALMER.
ja24dtt
At Demarara Dec 31. sch Cbas R Flint, Cook, for
Cedar Keys, to load for New York, ready.
At St Martins 8th ipnt, brig Mary E Dana, Saunders, for Salem 10th; sch Caleb Eaton. Savage, for

SOMERSET COUNTY.

nraa

so

a

Bunk-

Jamaica.
MOBILE—Ar 21st, sch Geo W Jewett, Blair, from
Portland.
KEY WEST—Ar 21st, barque Adelia Carlton,
Packard. Dunkirk, for orders.
KEY WEST—Ar 22d, barqne St Cloud, Bagley,
London,
FERNANDINA—Ar 17th, brig American Union,
Collins, St Marys, (and cld for Trinidad.)
Cld Uth, scb Winner. Nash, Jersey City.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 21st, sch Ellen Tobin, Nickerson, Savannah.
Ar 21st, sob Jas It Talbot, Crocker, fiom Curacao;
Lugano, McKowu, Porto Rico.
SAVANNAH—Ar 21st, sch John Douglass, Parker
Brnnswitk. to load for St Kitts.
Sid 20th, barque Douglass Campbell, (Br) lor Portland.
Sid 21st, sch Aneroid, for Baltimore.
Sid 21st, ship Alexandria. Brown, Bremen.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 19th,sch Craco Webster,
Young, Demarara.
Ar 21st, sch G W Collins, Hodgkins, St Domingo.
Cld 21st, sch Chromo, Wooster, Navassa.
BALTIMORE—Cld 21st, barque C F Ward, Gay,
St Jago.
Cld 22d, sch Cephas Starrett, Babbidge, for St
Thomas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sch Carrie Nelson,
French, Petersburg, Va.
Cld 21st, ach Starlight, Murphy, Baltimore.
At Newcastle 19th, sch Lightboat.
Ar at Lewes 20th. sch Julia A Ward, Stevens, from
Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque Evanoll, Colcord,
Smyrna; brigs C C Sweney, Mudgett, Bremen 63 ds;
San Carlos, Atherton, Matanzas U days; schs Dora
M French. French, Havre 48 days; Nellie F Sawyer,
Bunker, Pensacola 15 days; Ada J Simonton, Hall,
do 13days; L T Knight, Waterman, Kockport tor
Wilmington NC.
Ar 22d, ship Matchless. Dawes, San Francisco;
barques Olive Thurlow, Corbett, Havre 42 days; Hornet, Hopkins, Porto Cabello; brig Mary Fink, Spencer, Elsinore 54 days.
At Hart Island, schs Sardinian, Holbrook, from
Rockland; G W Morse, Mart, and Koret, Dunham,
from Providence.
Cld 21st, brig Mary C Mariner, Prince, St Jago and
Guantanamo ; schs May Muntoe, Bartlett, Para;
Mary J Cook, Cook, Havana.
Cld 22d, barque Columbia, Dickerson, Barbadoes;
brig Hyperion, Williams, Havana.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, sch Pacific, Look, from
Hoboken.
Sid 22d, Bchs Ida Hudson, Keumston, Now York;
Elizabeth, Tracey, and W Freeman, Gilchrist, do.
NEWPORT—In port 22d, schs M L Varney, Rowe,
Providence for New York; Olive. Moody, Fall River
rordo; Orient, Staples, from New London; Decatur
Oakes, Baker, tor Norfolk,
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, sch America, Truworthy, Newcastle for Newburyport.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sch Hudson, Coleman, Port
Johnson.
Cld 22d, brig Ann Elizabeth, Burgess, Africa; sch
M S Lewis, Lewis, Cienfuegos.
Cld 23d, brig Eva N Johnson, Yeaton. Barbadoes.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 26th, soli Joan Wentworth,Clark
Baltimore.

ern

On motion of A. K. Shurtleff, Esq.
Voted, that the rates of last year’s
tion be adopted for the present year.

to secure

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 22d,’sch Etta & Josie,
er, Boston.
Ar at Pott Eads 17th, sch Clara L Dyer,

Mrs. 0 F. Pndor, 134 Free street; Miss Lacy
Elm street.
Ward 5.—Miss Ernestine Libby, G03 Congress
street; Mrs. Geo. Thom, 627 Congress street;
Mrs. Fagan, 4 High street court; Mrs. J. M.
Mitchell, 74 Park street.
Ward 6.—Miss E. Swan, 177 State street;
Mrs. Bion Bradbnry, 32 Park street; Mrs. Manasseh M. Smith. 105 State street; Miss E.
M. Cummings, 54 Park street.
Ward 7.—Mrs. Philip H. Brown, corner
Vaughn and Bowdoin streets; Mrs. J. E. Brindie, 99 Pine street; Mrs. Edmund Phinney, 191
Pine street; Mrs. James Noyes, 276 Brackett
street.

Day, 58

SI FREE STREET, mcrond door above
Brown. Office Hours till 11 a. m 2 to 4 p. m.
Dr. Tewksbury’s residence lor the winter at the
same

421 Congress Street,
Minn

of
of the Cold Bool. Or* door Ea.1
First Parish Church.

Irvin® J. Bvownp
eodti
G. Palmer.
jag_Formerly with M.

Health lift Rooms,
237 middle

PORTLAND. ME.

place.

Dr. Bray’s residence, No. 94 Pine St.
January 1, 1878.

Citizens’ Kcliel.
Moutlily Meeting of the Citizens’

THEReliefEVEN
Society

J. H.
ja22dtf
Mutual

will be held at Reception Hall,
0 clock.
ING, January 25th. at
Tlio Directors meet at Geo. A. Harmon s Store
Thursday Evening, at 74 o’clock.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
Ja23d3c

FRIDAY

Street,

GAUBERT,
PKOfBIEfOK,

Indepnidcnl

Club.
Wub

are r»-

members of the Independent
nnested to meet at their room THURSDAY,
of
Jan. 24tb, at 8 o’clock p. m. Busineea
J14*will come before the Club.

ALL

Gunpowder.
Blasting. 3 50 r
Sporting- 6 50(

Apples.

Poultry Hole*.

German students and experimenters exhibit greater patience, attention to details
and perseverance in overcoming obstacles,
thm those of any other nation, hence the
world is indebted to them for many discoveries In the various branches of farm economy.
A recent paper by a German scientist,entitled
“Hints on
hatching eggs and rearing
chickens,” contains much to Interest and in
struct the poultry breeders of this country.
A proper selection of eggs for setting is the
ffrst point to be attended to in raising poultry. To get good, strong birds, eggs from a
two-year-old hen by a one-year-old male bird
should be chosen, as these yield far larger
chickens than eggs from a very young hen by
The eggs should be regular
an older male.
in shape, and the largest should be chosen,
except of course, when a double yolk is suspected. In dwarf breeds, where the object is
to get as small a bird as possible, the smaller
the eggs the better. The notion that pointed
eggs always yield male birds is incorrect; this
is,only the case when they are from a heu
that usually lays round ones, while similarly
round eggs from a hen that usually lays
pointed ones generally yield female birds.
When, however, a hen always lays eggs of
one shape, whether pointed or round, the
young birds will be'of both sexes.
The setting place should] be well ventilated, neither too cool nor too hot, and should
be ina subdued light, and away from all noise.
The best time for setting, hens, it the broods
are to be raised in the open air, is from the
first of April to the middle of July.
Each
hen must have her own setting box, covered
in with wire-work, the floor should be strewed with sand, a nest of straw with an inner
lining of hay placed in one corner, a pan ol
water in another, and a trough of food in a
third. The water must be renewed every
morning, but food enough for several days
can be deposited at once.
If the hen befouls
the nest or the eggs, it or they must be carfully cleaned. Ho setting box should be used
■

more than once a year;
er is allowed to occupy

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for tlie Pbebs to Jan. 24, 1878.

AGRICULTURAL.

if one hen after anoth-

it, especially in warm
to get lousy, and unless the
detected, it will fair ill

weather, it is sure
vermin be at once
with both hen and eggs.
Eggs that do not hatch out at the right
date should be allowed to remain under the
hen for a few days, for it may be that they
are somewhat older than tho rest, or have
not been so well covered by her. At the end
of that time the “water proof” may be applied. This consists in placing the eggs in
warm water, when those that float on the
surface may be known to contain live chickens.
Very often, if the water is a little
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Cumberland 6 00 g 6 50
Leather.
Pictou....... 6 50 @ 7 00 New Yorx,
Chestnnt.... 5 00 @ 5 50 Light. 28 @ 28
Franklin.— 6 50 @ 7 00 Mid. Weight. 26 @ 28
Lehigh <&W.
Heavy. 26 @ 28
Ash... 5 50 @ 6 (0 Slaughter... 32 @ 88
Coffee.
GdDam’g’d 23 @ 25
Java. 2P lb.. 26 @ 28 Am. Call!... 80 @ 115
Lime.
Rio. 18 @ 22
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@ 1 00
Cooperage.
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Hhd. Shooks andHeads.
Mol. City., 2 00 @ 210 Clear Pine,
Sug.City..
@215 Nos. 1&2...4000 @55 00
1 05 @ 110 No. 3.30 00 @10 00
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Pop’rstaves.16 0U @17 00 CedarExNol 175 @ 2 25
Spruce.... 150 @ 175
Spruce, r’gh.
@14 00
B.O.Staves.
@40 00 Laths,spr\ce 150 @ 175
Pine......
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@ 2 25
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freatest
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stalks and com meal have been fed

than when their diet has been hay.
It should not be forgotten that there Is always a demand for new milch cows in early
winter, not only from milkmen who supply
cities, but from private families where a regular supply of pure milk is necessary. As a cow
with calf by her side will sell for more in
December than in any other month of the
year, and if any one has cows which he intends to dispose of soon, it is better to have
Milkmen make
them calve early in winter.
more on high priced milk in winter than they
do on low priced milk in summer, and hence
are willing to pay more for cows in the fall
than at any other time of year.
When cows
calve in the fall, the flow of milk may be
kept up in large quantity and for a longer
season than accerding to the old practice of
having them drop their calves in tho Bpring.—
Country Gentleman.
Dry (ieodi Wholesale

tfOWAfto
Company,

Corrected weekly by Locke, Twltchell & Co.
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width, price. Prints best.,..
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T. C.EVANS,

Plnmbers.

ADVERTISING AGENCY

Real Estate Agents.
Street.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
J. A. MEBB1LL A CO., 139 middle SI.
J. A. BLEBBILL.

A. KEITH.

1W WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kind* ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisementsi nserted in anv
at publishers’
pnpor in the United States or Canadas
west prices. Send for estimates.

BATES

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. CODMAN,—Office No. 1S4 Mid-

BAMrn. T. SKIDMORE, President.
HUSKY A. OAKLEY, Yice President.

Loss or

Damage by Fin.

FOB POLICIES APPLY TO

CARROLL &
PORTLAND,

LEGROW

84 PAi.K ROW, NEW YORK.

8. R. WILES,

Family

Medicine.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspape's o
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canaa
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

DODD’S

cur

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrncpa, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Bilious-i-tss, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Lueases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Corn plaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,
Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

THOMAS H. GERRISH1 Lowell, Mass
in Medicine*

d&wl

D )S
CABIiTOW, Wo. 16
market Square,
will
treat
all
of the leet: Corns, Bunions, Inor
had
that
so
the
growing
nails, &c.,
boot can be
worn
ImDr.
mediately. Kemember
Carleton’s Corn Annihilator it a sure cure tor Chilblains: for sale by him
and all Druggists.
I_
Examination free. People can bo treated at their
oc21dCm
residence when desired.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United Statee and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfhlly given
and estimates promptly funmished.
HORACE DODD.

GEORGE P. ROWELL ft
ADVERTISING AGENTS

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of everv description
Type, I'reBses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

-DK

S. M. PETTMGILL A CO.’S

diseases

ADVERTISING

From

a

nces.

E. N. FRESHMAN Oc BROS.
186 W. Fourth Street,

wx

«

«

SANFORD’S RADICAL DURE
safely claim to bo ono of the few popular
\T AY
dies
the
of medical
AVL

reme-

receiving
approval
gentlemen,
who, In private, not only freely recommend it but use
it in their families in preference to any of tho preparations usually prescribed by physicians.
You are aware,** said a distinguished city physician,
**
that my obligations to the Mass. Medical Society are
euch that I cannot publicly recommend or prescribe the
Radical Cure; but since I received so; much relief from
the use of It myself, after a thorough trial of the usual
remedies, I have privately advised its use, and presume
I have sent to your etoro no leu than one hundred ol
my patients for It.”

:

RAND,
ME.
lawljS

BROS.,

1

!

Windows,

24 PREBL£

ST.,
si leoeow!
Portland Kg,
jfrl*<tiw&w2m*
a.

Oysters.
The Oyster season is approaching and we are
prepared to furnish Oysters in any quantity by the

Bushel or
Barrell
at
Lowest Prices.
Dealers will And it lor their advantage to order ol us

Gallon,

Please send for low prices.
JAMES FREEMAN,
No. 9 Union Wharf,
nol2wtf
2 Doors from Commercial Street.

a

Circular.

ST. NICHOLAS.
SCRIBNER’S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE FOB

GIRLS AND BOYS.
FEBRUARY NUMBER NOW

READY.

The London Academy, <jf December 22d,
1877, says: “In St. Nicholas we welcome
the best stamp of juvenile literature that we
have yet seen. * * * We have no hesitation
in saying that both in the letter-press and in
the pictures this American magazine has no
*
rival."
In St. Nicholas for December, the Grand
Christmas Namber, was begun a charming
new SERIAL, STORY BY MISS AL.
COTT. “Under the Lilacs,” illustrated by
Mary Hallo ck Foote, to continue during
This same Christmas number, of
the year.
which one hundred thousand copies were
printed, contained the opening chapters of
A “ROBINSON CRUSOE” STORY
for boys.

“Tower Mountain,” by Gustavtjs
Frankenstein, also poems bv Longfellow
and Bryant, a portrait of Miss Alcott, half
a dozen short stories, pictures, poems, etc.,
It is the handsomest number of a
etc.
child’s magazine ever Issued.

UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION.

The NEW YORK TRIBUNE says:

/GENTLEMEN,—We have Bold Sastord’b Radical
vJT Cube for nearly one year, and can say candidly
that wejiever sold a similar preparation that gave such
universal satisfaction. We have to learn tho first complaint yet.
We are not In the habit of recommending patent
medicines, but your preparation meets the wants of

“St. Nicholas has a list of contributors
such as no other child’s magazine, or few
publications of any sort, in the world, can
It has caused the best writers in
boast.
America to turn their attention to the task
of giving delight and imparting culture to

thousands, and we think those afflicted should be convinced of its great merit bo thatthelr suffering will bo
relieved. We have been in the drug business for tho
nast twelve vears constantlv. and *nid p.vprvthiTiiy tnr
catarrn, Dut yours leaas au the rest. If you see proper
you can use this letter or any part of It that you wish.
6. D. BALDWIN & CO.
Very truly yours.
Wholesale ana Retail Dealers in Drugs, Books and

Stationery, Washington, Ind.t Feb. 23,1876.

Each'paekage contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhal-

ing Tube, and fall directions for use in all cases. Price,
$1.00. For sale by all wholesale and retail druggists
and dealers throughout the United States and Canadas.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale
Druggists, Boston, Hass.

□COLUIB’a
VOLTAIC PLASTER

An Electro-Galvanic Battery combined with
a. highly Medicated (Strengthening Plaster,
pa,nB and achcs

!"?l,cSvo?ldC2n;i?3icirnc0.r
ELECTRICITY

no other human agency could have sucgrave,
ceeded. This is the leading curative element in this
Plaster.

and

PIR3E.

The healing properties of our own fragrant balsam
and pine and the gums of the East are too well known to
require description. Tlicir grateful, licaling, soothing, andstrengthening properties arc known to thousands. When combined in accordance with bate and
important discoveries in pharmacy, their healing and
strengthening properties arc increased tenfold. In
this respect our Plaster is the beat in use without the
aid of electricity.

TWO m OSSIE.
Thus combined wo have two grand medical agents in
one, each of which performs its function and unitedly
produces more cures than any liniment, lotion, wash,
or plaster ever before compounded iu the history of
medicine. Try one. Pbice, 25 Cunts.
Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the United States and Canudas, and by WEEKS &
POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass. *.

Four

The

Tn tho avnlannhA

immnral

lit-

that threatens the children, some
strong, vitally wholesome, and really attractive magazine is required for them, and Sx.
Nicholas has reached a higher platform,
and commands for this service wider resources
in art and letters, than any of its predeceserature

sors or

contemporaries.”

ST. NICHOLAS FOR 1S7S.
Besides the Serial Stories above ana short Berial story by the
SCHONBEROauthor of •« THE
COTTA FAMILY’’; and Three Splen-

nounced, will have

Serials for Boys, one of which,
Drifted into Port,” by Edwin Hoddeb, an English writer, will begin in March.
Around the World in a Yacht,
Boys 1” has been promised by a brilliant
writer, now on the actual tour of the world
in his own yacht. There will be contribudid

a daughter ot the famous
Parley, and a Letter to Young
Americans by

tions by

As a grand curative and restorative agent Is not
equalled by any element or medicine in the history of
the healing art. Unless the vital spark has lied the body,
restoration by means of electricity is possible. Itisthe
last resort of all physicians and surgeons, and has rescued thousands, apparently dead, from an untimely
when

BALSA&l

oViilflron

Peter

GEORGE MACDONALD.

such

as “Old Nicolai” (a Russian story),
“A
Day among the Welsh Castles,” “Easter in
Germany,” ‘“The Indians of the Amazon,’,
“How Kitty was Lost in a Turkish Bazaar,”
“Master Montezuma” (a Mexican Btory),
“Hansa, the Lapp Maiden,” and many oth-

continued.

A

—

BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE.

The Leonard Scott

Publishing

Co.

41 BARCLAY ST., HEW YORK,

NEW OFFER!

November and December, 1877 Numbers free to all new subscribers for tho
year lb7o. subscribe witn tne nearest bookseller or Newsdealers.

Subscription Price, S3.00
paid. Single copies, $15

age

a

Year, post-

cents

each.

SCRIBNER & CO., 743 Broadway, N. Y.

Continue their authorized Reprints of

The Leonard Scott Publishing Oo>,
41 BARCLAY ST., HEW YORK.

John Brooks
or Forest City will, until further notice, run as follows: Leave
On and atter Dec. 24th the steamers

will flud It cheaper to Pet their JOB
PRINTXNO done where they get their Advertising.
Advertisers

every Monday, Wednesday, nnd Friday, at
7 p. m nud INDIA WHARF, BOSTON,
every Tnruday, Thuruday, and Saturday,
at 5 p, in.
Passengers by this line are reminded tbat they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ei,
pecse and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
HPTickets and Stale Booms tor Bale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Bines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as nsnal.
J. H. IOVI.it. or.. Oen’l Agt.
de30-76dtf

PORTLAND, MR & MACHIIS
STEAMBOAT CO.

Printing.

For the Penobscot and Machias.

BANKBUPTC Y.-District Court of the
In the matter
Littlefield, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by Charles E. Littlefield, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act. and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day oi March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,

COMPETENT WORKMEN

the creditora of said Bankrupt be held betore James
D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-fifth day of
January, 1878, at 12 M., and the third meeting ot the
same on the second day ot February, 1878, at 12 M.,
and that notice thereof be published in the Portland
Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week tor three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and
Press, the last publication to be thirty days at least
betore the day of hearing, and that all creditors who
have proved their debts and other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and place, and show cause.
If any they have, why the prayer of said Petition
should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk ot District Court, for said District.

Are employed, and their highest aim is to give perfect satisfaction by

INUnited States, District of Maine,
of Charles E.

Excel lence of Work.

the

The Job Department Is thorongbly Btocked with
type and otherpnaterial lor the

Will nntll further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. ami leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

Portland,

PUBUOATION OF

BOOKS,

DO YOU WAIT

*

«

two

PROGRAMMES,

FLYERS,

praying that he may be decreed to have a lull discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and npon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
npon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,

surance Co.,) or of
A. R.
mh21dtf

—

CARDS,

Sieamsilip Line.
Leave each port every Wed’s’y & SatM’j

Mo

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court ot the
United States, District of Maino. In the matter
of William P. Horrie, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878
by William P. Horrie, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
prayiug that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a bearing be had

IN

&c,,

&c.

sailing vessels.
F reight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Froight or Passage apply to
E. B, HAUPNOJi, Agent
10 Lee, Wharf. Ho.ton
Jn23-ly

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

at 10

of Work

8TKA3I1111P BINE

in

four tine,

From

—

COLORS

or

BRONZE

In fine, we are prepared to print everything which
be printed in this State, lrom the

can

nnd SATURDAY.

Freight torwanled from Norfolk to Washington and
by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jan,

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. B. R. to all places la
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 210 Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seabeard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lina
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
B. K., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

Boston.

_

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor
BOLSTER’S HILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprie-

LARGEST POSTER

_________

Parker Donse, School St, H. D. Parker At

Co., Proprietors.

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage SIS,
For freight or passage to Norfolk.Baltimore. Washmgton, or other miormatton apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
C, H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
ao2dtf
Provrtncee. R.i.

etor.

^

St.-Chapln,

East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day tor Jones’ and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45,4,45 p. m.,
returning after each trip.

Hailing Trip every pleaaant afternoon,

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

A
at 3.00 p.

CLYDE’S
OUR PRICES FOR WORK

PMIadelpHia & New England Steamship Lina
—

will be found sb low (or lower) ag can be obtaineil|for
first-class work In any Regular Job
Printing Office.

Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

prietor

Please give us

a

cal), or send your order to

_

LEWISTON'

DeWitt House, Quinby Ac March, Proprietor.

DAILY PRESS JOB PRINTING

BOOSE,

BRIDGE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, ProMICE

prietor.

can

buy them

lor 50 cents

a

BOSTON.
connection

fcor three hnndred

109

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Parmer, Propri_

PRESS JOB^ OFFICE

SKOWHEGAN.
Earner House, W. G. Heselton, Pionrietor.
__

IORTLANV.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J. G. Perry
Proprietor.
Citr Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FalmoHlh Hotel, O. M. Shaw At Son, pro-

prietors.
Preble House, Congress St.GibsenAtCo.,
Proprietors.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
WEST NEWFIEED.
West Newfleld House, Hi G« Holmes pro-

prietor,

RAIL-

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded dally to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Cl>de Mteamers, sailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers ot Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurance one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply
to

», D. €. IttllYK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 4877.
janlldtf

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY la In splendid
oonditlon, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
C&-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to tha tralna
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
an; amount exceeding (50 in value (and thatpersonal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every .500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
JulSdtf

Portland & Rochester ii.K.
NOVEMBER 13, 1877.
Train* will

run a*

follows

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. u„
9.30 and 0.90 p. xu.
7.30 A. ill. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Roc (tenter at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroad*.) At

NuhIiur 11.47 a. in., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Koiion 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Filch born 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and

West.

'J,JU Mr.

_

1U.

**-**»■

Birniuouni

iuwuju

tu

New London without chunn. Connects at Kochester for Dover ana Hrcn,
Falls, at JEpping for Manchester and
Concord at Na.hnn 1or Lowell and
Boston, at Aver .Innction for Fitchburg and the West via Douse Tunnei
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad for New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Lino” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Birer New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6,00 P. M. Local for Ksrham.
Trains leave Rochester at T.OO, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portland 6.40
a. in-

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
J. M. LTTNT. Supt.
defdtf

Central

Maine

RAILROAD.
MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.
Passenger Trains leave Portland for Rangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterrille at
12.40 and 11.45 p.

m.

For Mkowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Angnsta, Hallowell. Oardinev and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. in., 12.40, 5.20 and 11.45 p.
m.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7.00

a. m.

and 12.40 p. m.

For Rath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Read fie Id, West Waterrille and Waterrille ria Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger Trains

leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Wintbrop and Waterrille. The 11.45
p. m. tram is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close con*
nection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
<& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and tor
Houlton, Woodstock, Mt. Andrews, Mt.
Mtepfaen, Mt. John and Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrire in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Cardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and

Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. K. K.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
K. K. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.

Belfast,

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.
Portland, Dec. 3, 1877.
julldtf

GO WEST
VIA

ASD

—

H00SAC TUNNEL ROUTE,
Five Honrs Quicker and Twenty-fire Miles Shorter
than any other Rome.
Only One Change of Cars between Portland and Chicago.
Trains leases P. & B. B. R. Depot, Portland at
2.30 p. m. Berths in Warner Sleeping Cars secured
in advance.
Tickets ana information can be obtained at all principal ticket offices. Baggage
Checked Through.
J. W. PETERS,
J M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Snpt.
dec29
dtf

BOSTON ft MAINE RAILROAD
Pall Arrangement.
On and After Monday, October

8, 1877, trains will LEAVE
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.13 p. m., arriva. m., 1.30, 8.00 p. in.
atl0.45
at
Boston
Reing
turning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.mat
12.10
8.10
Portland
5.10
m.
at
For
p.
arriving
Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Borer,
Rochester, Farmington, N. H., Alton Bay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Cawre nee, Andover and Cowell at 6.15,8.45 a.
For Manchester and Conm., 3.15 p. m.
cord, N. H., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. in.
For Bcaborrongh, Pine Point. Old Orchard
fiiddeford and
Beach,
Saco,
Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Horning Trains will leave Bennehnnh
for Portland at 7.20 a. m. Tbe 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the 8bore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Tickets to all Points Booth and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers juuning between Tortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maci ias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland Sc Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first clasa
UlUUlUg

tUVUJOi

JAS. T. FTTRBEB, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
eeptS

PORTLMD

l

OliDHBlIBe

RAILROAD.

Change

of Time

Commencing October 8, 1877.
Passenger Trains will leave Portland
10.30

b.

m.

.

for all stations, rnnning through to
Bvrnnlon.

3.43 p. m. for Tipper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10 a. n*. from Uppor Bartlett, Ac.
4.43 p. in. from all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
Portland. Oct, 5,1877.octildtf

Eastern

Railroad,

OCTOBER 8, 1877

Exchange

NORTH GERM LLOYD

MAINE.

m.

m.

Biddeford

accomodating train.

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

Leave Boston at 7.30a.m., 13.30and 7.00
P- ™,, connecting with Maine Central
and E. & N, A. Kailway lor Mt. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

BETWEEN

,

3.15 p.

5.15 p.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

PORTLAND,

PASHENUER TRAINS (rave Portland
for Ncarboro'. Saco, Biddeford. Hrnuebnnk, Wells, North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Jnnctiou, Klio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
Salem, l.ynu, Chelsea and Boston at
S.43 a. nt.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea aud Hoslou at

Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Nlceping Cur. lor
Boston at 3.15 a, m.,
every day (except
Mondays.)
RETURNING,

Street,

PARIS HIEE.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

etor.

for $1.00 at the

*ith OLD COLONY
ROAD.

_

NOBRIDGE WOCK.
Danlorth Donse, D. Danforth. Proprielsr
PEAK’S ISEAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

hundred

—

D.

_

LIMERICK.
I.imerick House,—D. S. Fogg, Proprietor.

Southwest.

partures.

Co.,

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Boston, Pre>

FBOM

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
Qnick Time, Low Rate*, Frequent De-

EASTPOBT.
ft

and all points m the

Northwest. West anti

m.

MARE, 35 CENTS.
oc2dlwtM.W.S

in

Passamaqnoddy House,—A, Pike
Proprietors.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, OTIlwan*
Ml. I.ouia, Omaha.
Mngiuan, Mt. Paul, Mall l,afae CitT,
Denver, Man Francisco,

bee, Cincinnati.

STEAMER TOURIST.

’wUUeavethe

TO

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1
To

FOR THE ISLANDS.

St. Janies Hotel—J. It. Crocker, Proprl

Clark, Proprietor

—

Mosely.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St., M. Whitehead,
Proprietor.

M. W.

AND

iSLAOKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
Front Frwvidcnee every WEDNESDAY
Alexandria

Embracing tie leading Hotel* in the State, at which
the Daily X'besb mar always ke found.

Depot,

week.

GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
ISO.Ion direel every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

»

dlaw3wS&wlw3

Tremont Donse, Tremont
Gurney At Co. Proprietors.

n

First Ula»* Sieamsilip
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.

DEXTER,

Toa

Wharfage,
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate oi

Every Variety until Style

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

—

TICKETS,

—

PORTLAND & WORIBSTLR LI\B

AND

.FiilLADELPHIA

Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wS&wlw3

tor.

STUBBS, Agent, R. R. Wharf.

BO ST O 1ST

at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertfser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
bo thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,

Proprietor*._

week.

_

IN

DAMABISCOTTA MILLS.
House, Trask Bras. Proprietors

WRAPPERS?

trips”PER

On and after Monday, Sept.
17th the Steamers City of Portland
Capt. S. H.Pike, and New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State Sty every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., ior Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John andEastportonthe
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, Bt.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections maue at 5t. «Jonn ior uigDy, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
B3r"Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean In-

POSTERS,

BANKRUPTCY,-District Court of the
United States, District ot Maine. In the matter of Alpheus Huntington, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day*ot January, 1S78,
by Alpheus Huntington, ot Deering, a Bankrupt,

way

FOR

ARRAN GEMENT.

FALL

Janl2d1aw3wS&wlw3

Samoset

Newspapers

_dtf

73

Eastport, Calais, 8t, John, ft. H., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax- N. 8.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

and for prlntingl

A

AUBUBST
Elm Ilon«r, Heart. lt.W. S. Si A. Hoang

O T H E B 8.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Clerk e District Court, for said District.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Rail-

Old

OF ALL

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p.m., connecting atStonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Btonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance ol all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. LittleiA Co.’s, 49J Excbange.St.
D. S. BABCOCK,
I,. V. FILKINS,
President,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
pel

week tor three successive weeks, aud once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the-last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
J *1,
nil
J ifA-n
Rnnn %.haaa.1
SiiAfa .]aL,a

Jal2

HIE

£ut

a

Janll

fine accomo

tbc Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Court of the
In the matter
Brackett, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by Sewall Brackett of Westbrook, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge
from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act
and npon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
npon the same, on tha fourth dav of March, A, D,
1878, before the Court In Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof ho
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers printed in said District, once

—*

with

&TOWIMG-TOI8

RANKRUPTCY.—District
rN
United States, District of Maine.
of Sewall

A —A

up

This is

on

aS

fitted

FOR NEW YORK.

that notice

A—

are

dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable ronte For travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including Slate
Good destined beyond
Meals extra.
Room, *3.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
information
For
further
once.
apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.decl6tf

AHEAD

1878, and the third meeting ot the
the second day of February, 1878, and
thereof be published in the Portland
Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three
successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser,
the last publication to be thirty days at least before
the day of hearing, and that all creditors who have
prove-t their debts aud other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and place, and show cause,
if any they have, why tha prayer of said Petition
WM. P. PREBLE.
Should not be granted.
Clerk of District Coart. for said District.
d3wjan!8 25-febl-Awlwt
same

Seml'Weekly Lino to New York.

twenty-iifth

A»D

—

Maine Steamship Company

These steamers

IN

on

uaiii

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
✓

74 EXCHANGE ST.,

■

uauiuitu

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of John Bachelder, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this twelfth day of January,
1878, by John Bachelder of Deerlng, a Bankrupt,
be may be decreed to have a full
praying that
discharge from all his debts, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition.
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the Bame, on tho fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt, he held before

Jfcssenden, Register,

OF
CITY
The
Steamer
-BICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will
leavHailroad Wharf, foot ofState
Street, every Thursday evening, at IO o’clock, for Bockland, Camden, Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, 8edgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, jonesport and Machiasport.
Beturning, will leave Machiasport every Montouching
day morning at 4.30 o'clock,
as above, (except BuckBport and Searsport,) arriving
in Portland samo night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
and the West.
Passengers and Freight lorwardod to Bangor without additional expense via Bucksport & Bangor B.
B.
For further particulars Inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,

.(fl >.

'IdfcTA.

-»

E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
Portland, Nov. 18,1877.nov!9dtt

1al2dlaw3wS&wlw3

James D.
day of January,

WEEK,

TRIP PER

ONE
Fully appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has been bestowed by the public upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
tbe same, and will spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved. We guarantee satisfaction in every respect.

WINTER" ARRANGEMENT.

FALL AND

Pari*

Offices

Passenger

WHARF, Portland,

FRANKLIN

Job

Oct. 8, 1877*

ARRIVALS.
ileodtf

Cornish House,M. B.Daris, Proprietor

PREMIUMS.

subscribe for.
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four of the abovo periodicals, may Save one of the
“Four Reviews” for 1877; subscribers to all five may
have two of the“Four Reviews”, or one set of Black
wood’s Magazine lor 1877.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can be allowed, unless the money is remitted
direct to the publishers. No premiums given to
clubs.
To secure premiums it will he necessary to make
early application, as the stock available for that purpose is limited.

auglO

On and after MONDAY,
train* will run as follow*:
foi Anbnrn and Lewiston.

8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
9.30 a. in. from Gorbam (Mixed).
2.20 p. in. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m. from Lewiston, Auburn and South

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors

CORNISH.

one Review.$4 00 per annum*
•*
any two Reviews. 7 00
**
..10 00
any three Reviews.
all four Reviews.12 00
tl
Blackwood’s Magazine..
4 00
Blackwood and one Review.... 7 00
Blackwood and two Reviews— .10 00
•*
Blackwood and three Reviews. 13 00 "
•*
For Blackwood and the four ReviewslS 00 **

New Subscribers (applying early) for the year 1878
may have, without charge, the numbers for tbo last
quarter of 1877 of such periodicals as they may

STEAM.

dlaw3wS&wlw3

_

For any

of the club.

BY

Terms hereafter will be bat $2.00 per day

published

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Booms, W. B. Field,
Proprietor.

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

A discount of twenty per cent, will be allowed to
clubs of four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or ot one Review will be sent to one address for $12.80, four copies of the four Reviews and
Blackwood for $48, and so on.
To clubs ot tenpr more, in addition to the abovo
discount, a copy gratis will be given to the getter-up

HEATED

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.
'•wfiaMBifi

7.00 a. m.
8 a. m for Gorbam, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. tor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris*

The best Located Honse for Easiness Men

James D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-fifth
day ©f January, 1878, at 11 A. M., and the third
meeting of the same on the second day of February,
1878. at 11 A. M., and that notice thereof be
in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers printed iu said District,
for three successive weeks, and once in
a
week
once
the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the day of
hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest may appear
at Baid time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer ot 6aid Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

*n!2

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

P. Ac K. Dining

The Edinburgh Review (Whig),
The Westminster Review (Liberal\
The London Quarterly Review(Conservative),
The British Quarterly Review (Evangelical),

Payable Strictly in Advance*

PORTLAND. ME.

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine.
In the
matter of Rufus Rand, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this tenth day of January,
1878, by Rufus Rand of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that be may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
ft is ordered by the Court that a hearing be bad
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., aud that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt, bo held before

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

Quarterly
AND

BOSTON STEAMERS.

TRAVEL AND ADVENT ERE,

“Jack-in-the-Pulpit,” “Young Contributors’ Departmeut”, “Letter Box,” “Riddle
Box,” and “For Very Little Folks,” will be

—

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day ot hearing, and
that all creditor* who have proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District,

erg#

Reviews

BANKBUPTC Y.-District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of John Massure, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by John Massure, of Portland, a Bankrupt, individually and as a member ot the firm ot Massure &
Evans, praying that he may be decreed to have a full
discharge from all bis debts, individual and copartnership, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon
reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that tho second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt be held before James
D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-fifth day of
January, 1878, at 10 A. M., aud the third meeting of
the same on the second day of February, 1878. at 10
A. M., aud that notice thereof be published in the
Portland Advertiser and the Portland Daily Press,
newspapers printed In said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the clay of hearing, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show canse, if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wS&wlw3
ja!2

The “HOW” Series of instructive papers,
by various authors, will tell HOW to bind
your own books; HOW they mine coal;
HOW to eDjoy yourselves at home; HOW to
be an agreeable guest; HOW to entertain
company; HOW to be a carpenter; HOW to
make an ice-boat; HOW to build a house;
HOW India-rubber is gathered; HOW matches are made; HOW TO BE A PARLOR MAGICIAN t HOW money is
made; HOW mackerel are caught; HOW
they laid the Atlantic cable; HOW they mine
in California; HOW they work in the teacountry, etc. There will be also a series of
stories and sketches of Foreign Life.

1878.

CLUBS.

Gutters, Mouldings, Ladders,
Doors, Sasli, Blinds and
Glazed

AGENTS,
Clnelnnuti, O.

furnished free. Send for

Estimates

Distinguished Physician.

Vro elngle disease has entailed more suffering or hasJL v
tened the breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of hearing, the human voice, the mind, one or more and sometimes all yield to Its destructive Influence. The poison it
distributes throughout the system atacks every vital
force, and breaks up the most robust of constitutions.
Ignored because but little understood by most physicians, impotently assailed by quacks and charlatans,
those Buflering from it have little hope to be relieved
of it this side of the grave. It is time, then, that the
popular treatment of this terrible disease by remedies
within the reach of all passed into hands at once competent and trustworthy. The new and hitherto untried
method adopted by Dr. 8anford In the preparation of
his Radical Cube lias won my hearty approval. I believe It likely to succeed when all the usual remedies
fail, because It strikes at the root of the disease, viz.,
the acidified blood, while It heals the ulcerated membrane by direct application f o the nasal passages. Its
action is based on certain fixed rules, and unless tho
vital forces are too far exhausted, must, in tho great
majority of cases, effect a cure.
GEO. BEARD. M. D.
xt
Nobsoott
Block, So. Fbamingham, Oct. l, 1871.

AGENCV

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 ParkRow, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In .1
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

ADVERTISING

IMPORTANT. LETTER

CO^~

TERMS FOR 1878 (Including Postage):

IN ALL KINDS OF

L 1

AGENT.

ADVERTISING

A

STEAMERS.

IN

LOCKE,

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
J. H. Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

MEDICAL.

(Successors to Alexander Edmond,)
DEA

ft

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

nov26 6m«

The latest advances and discoveries in the arts and
sciences, the recent andttiona to knowledge in every
department of literature, and ail the new publications as they issue from the press, are fully reported
and discussed In the pages of these periodicals, in
language at once clear, forcible, and comprehensive.
The articles are commonly more condensed and full
of matter than the average books of the period.

CHARTERED 1825.

Against

PRINT

ERS> WAREHOUSE,

JOHN C. PBOCTEH, No. 03 Exchange

dle Street, Portland.

Ar

(^“TheseReprints are not selections; they
give the original in sell, and at about one thibd
the price of the English Editions.

OF HEW YORK.

Sheetings

...

PROVIDENCE R. I

61acM’s Edinlmrgti Magazine.

Insurance

Insures

Building,

No. 6 Washingto

AND

mal

market.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

JAMES miLX.EB.No.91 Federal Stree

corn-

to cows

C. J. WHEELER,

WHITNEY * MEANS, Pearl Street, «y
po.ile tbe Park.

....

~

AGENTS.

Advertisemen s writ ;en, appropriately displayed,
and proofs gives free ol charge.
The leading U »ily and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States mil Canada, kept on file lor the
accommodation it Advertisers.

No. 35 Pinna

Carpenters and Builders.

Nails.
gsw
Naval Stores.
Tar, t> bbl..
@ 3 75
PitchfC.Tar)
@ 4 00
Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin. 400 @600
Turp’tine.gl. 37 @ 40
..

churning job is much shorter when

SHACKFORD,

O O RN S 1

than the natural heat of the hen. !
54 @
tart.
65
Alcohol ^ gl 2 25 @ 2 35
the chicks in the eggs will cry out when
4 @
5
Alum,.
placed in it, while in such cases, it is general- Ammonia
Oil.
carb. SO @ S3 Kerosene.
@19
ly weakness only that has prevented theii
6 @
Ashes pot.,.
7 Po.-t.Bef.P’tr
earlier escaping their prison walls.
@ 14
The
45 @
Bals
50
Devoe
Brlll’t
copabia.
@ 25
chickens should be taken from them as soon
38 @
42 Sperm.1 40 @ 1 45
Beeswax.,..
as they hatch out, and as soon as they are
Whale. 73 @ 75
Bleaching
3 @
5 Bank..
60 @
60
powders...
dry, for otherwise they disturb her and she Borax..
12 @
15 Shore..
45 @
48
Is apt to abandon the remaining eggs, which
4 Porgle.
Brimstone...
50
45 @
As the chicks are reare consequently lost.
62
80 Linseed....,
m
Cochineal,.. 75
moved they should be put in a warm place, in
1
Boiled
61
i
3
do...
Copperas...,
j
@ 65
70 @
75
Cream tartar 80
I S3 Lard...
a basket or box containing some soft mater11 j
Ex logwood
17 Castoi. 1 20 @ 1 35
ial, and covered over with a woolen cloth.
Gam Arabic. 25 @ 65 Neatsfoot..-. 1 00 @ 1 12
As regards the young chicke, the great
15
Aloescape.
@ 25 Elaine....... 52 @ 54
Paints.
Camphor.. 33 @
point is to take care that, until they are at
least six weeks old, they are kept in a uniMyrrh....
@ 45 Port. Lead., 8 50 @ 875
Opium!....
@ 5 50 PureGr’ddo 8 75 f~
form warm temperature of about 60*1 F,
Shellac.... 28 @ 30 Pure Dry do.
When they are older they may gradually beIndigo. 90 @ 125 Am. Zinc,,
come accustomed to every variation of weathIodine,.
@ 4 75 Rochelle Yel.
Ipecac.
@ 105 Eng.Ven.red
er, so as to get a strong, hardy race, that in
licorice rt...
15 @
20 Red Lead.,.
their turn will produce vigorous offspring,
Cal ex. 34 @ 40
Plaster.
The best food of all for the first few days is
4
20
Morphine,,.
White,Ip ton
@
@3 00
But this
Oil bergamot
hard-boiled eggs, chopped up fine.
@ 5 00 Blue.
@ 2 75
150
8
Cod
liver.,
125
bis
00
Grou’d.in
@ 9 00
@
system must not be continued too long, lest
Lemon.,
3 25 @ 3 50 Calcined,bis. 2 75 @ 3 00
their natural appetite should be deprived. In
Prodnce.
Oiive.,,, 1 25 @ 1 75
a few days time they may have millet (oi
Peppt.175 @ 3 50 Beef Side....
some similar food) soaked in milk.
Y>Tmterg’n.
@ 3 00 Veal..
This
Mutton.
Potass bro*
must not be pasty or doughy, but in good
mide. 00 @ 70 Chickens,,.
sized lumps that crumble down readily undei
12 (
Chlorate,. 28 @ 33 Turkeys.
the finger and thumb. Along with this they
Iodide.... 3 35 @ 3 45 Eggs, 4? dos.
Quicksilver
@ 75 Potatoes
should have a little fiine chopped meat
Quinine.
@ 3 20 Onions, bbl,
every other day. When four weeks old they
Bt rhubarb,
75 @ 1 50
Bermuda,
Kt snaks.,.
40 Bound hogs,
*5 @
may be fed sopped wheat, which strengthens
10 @
17
Provision!
them wonderfully, and makes them grow and
Saltpetre.,,
Senna..
15
25 Mesa Beef,. 11 00 (
lay on flesh fast. This may be varied with Seed canary. 2 50 @
Ex Mess.. 12 00 (
3 00
@
soaked
in
milk.
s
potatoes and wheat bread
Cardamons 1 95 @ 2 35
Plate.13 60 (_
One point of great importance in feeding
4 @
Sodabi-carb.
7* Ex Plate.. 14 50 @15 50
3
Sal.
Perk,
be
lost
should
never
2J@
fowls
sight of.
4 @
1550 @16{00
4f Backs
'hey must be fed often, but never have more Sulphur,,,
Clear.15 60@1500
Sugar lead, 22 @ 25
at a time than they can take with appetite,
White wax.
60 @
65
Mess.14 00 @14 50
since no creature is more dainty than the
VamillabeanlbOO @20 00 Hams,.,,
@ 9
Bice.
Vitrol blue, 10 @ 12
fowl
Once give them too much food at a
ft.,.
7 @
8
Duck.
Bice
P
time, so that they leave some of it uneaten, No. 1.
Saleratns.
@ 29
and they will rarely partake of it agaiD, unNo. 3.
27
(g 19 SaleratWft 6@ T
No. 10.
less actually driven by hunger, and then only
Salt,
@
8oz..
@ 15 Turn* is. V
just enough to prevent starvation. Dorkings, 10 ozs.
2 25 @ 2 50
d.C
bu.)
@19
it is said, will literally die rather than touch
Bonaire....
Dye woods.
food to which they have taken a dislike.
3 Cadiz,dn.pd. 2 00 @ 2 25
Barwood,,
@
Brazilwood.
7 Cadizinb’nd 1 37j@ 1 75
S@
Plenty of exercise in the open air is a good Camwood.,
6 @
7 Liverpool.
thing for the young ones, yet even in a very Fustic..
S
Duty paid.
2J@
confined space poultry breeding yields excelIn bond... 1 37J@ 1 75
Logwood,
Gr’nd
2
butter 20
box
lent results, if conducted with care, zeal and
Campeachy,
1J@
St. Domingo.
l{@ 2J Llv.fine sack 1 75 @ 2 00
Intelligence.
Peach Wood
64
(Seeds.
@
Bed Wood,
24 Clover, ft.,.
10 @
@
10J
Pish.
Rial Ton bae
9446
9.
When Should Cow* Calve?
1H. Grass,bu. 1 65 @ 170
Cod, per qtl..
More than four-fifths, and probably nineL’ge Shore 150 @ 4 75
Soap,
@
8
tenths of the cows of this country drop their
L’ge Bank 4 25 ffl 4 75 ExSt’mRTd
Small. 3 00 @ 325 Family......
7
@
calves In late winter or early spring months,
64
Pollock.1 50 @ 2 00 No. 1.
@
March, April and May being usually preferr- Haddock... 1 5# @ 1175
Spice*.
ed. This is near the baginning of the pastHake. 1 00 @ 1 25 Cassia, pare
30 @
32
Cloves.— 43 @ 45
Herring,
ure season, and the maximum flow of milk
Shore, P
Ginger. 12 @ 14
is then most easily secured. As winter apbbl.. 4 25 @ 5 00 Mace. 115 @ 1 20
proaches the cows gradually diminish their
Scal’d^bx. 17 @ 20 Nutmegs.... 95 @ 100
No. 1.
12 @ 15 Pepper.
secretion of milk and are usually dry two or
20 @ 22
Starch.
Mackerel,p bbl.
three months during the coldest weather.
No.
1.16 00 @17 50 Pearl.
6 @
8
Bay
Undoubtedly this is the most convenient
Bay Nj. 2.10 00 @11 00
Sugar.
policy for a large majority of farmers- the
Large 3... 8 00 @ 9 50 Granulated..
@
9}
Shore No.l 16 00 @17 50 Extra C.
94
fact that It is the one generally practiced go@
No.
00
2.10
00
C.
@11
8]
8}@
ing a long ways to prove it so.
No. 3..—
@
Syrups.
@ 55
As stock have usually been kept, summer
Medium... 7 00 @ 8 50 Eagle Sugar Refinery*
Is the season of thrift and easy keeping, and Clam Bait...
none
C.
84
Clour.
CO@
S]
winter the time for discomfort, starvation
4
50
5
50
Ex
C.
@
Superfine.@
bj
In open barnyards, or
and greater cost.
Tea*
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 @ 6 25
comfortless, open shedB, cattle need all tbeir xx Spring... 6 50 Jg T 00 Souchong..., 25® 45
25 @
30
vital enegles to keep themselves warm, and if Pat’t Spring
Oolong
wheats....900 @ 10 00
do
choice 35 @ 45
the poor cow does something beyond this in
WinMIch’n
25 @
35
Japan
milk production, it often costs to get It, about
(lo choice
ter best.... T 25 @ 7 75
30 @
45
If a farmer has his
as much as It is worth.
Lo w grade
Tin.
21 @ 38
hired help, with a failing cow in winter, it is
Michigan.. 6 00 @ 6 50 Straits
winEnglish...... 22 @ 23
wonderful how soon she will go dry. At the St. Louis
6 75
ter fair...
Char. I.C.., 7 50 @ 8 00
best, the season while the cow is dry will be
7 50
9 75 @10 00
Char. I. X.
Win’rgood
“
best. 8 25
Terne.
7 75 @ 8 75
prolonged several weeks, and often two or
Crait.
Coke.7 50 @ 7 75
three months, longer than is profitable.
Antimony...
The change in modes of farming have led Almonds,
Soft Shell.
Zinc.
many to revise their notions as to when cows
Shelled....
Tobacco'.
Fives and Tens,
should calve, and conclude that fall or early
Peanuts.
Oieron.■
Bestbr’nds 65 @ 75
winter is really the best time for the great
Medium... 55 @ 60
Currants....
majority of farmers who keep only three or Dates.
Common.. 48 @ 52
four cows, and make only butter. Of course
Half His.
60 @
55
Figs.
90 @ 110
Nal’lLeaf...
dairies
or
cheese
Prunes—.,,.
are
factorwhere there
large
lbs.... 55 @ 62
aisins,
Nary
timed
so
as
to
should
be
have
cews
the
ies,
Tarnish.
Layer,new 1 85 @ 2 00
Cow of milk when it is in the greatest
L. M. new. 2 00 @ 2 10 Damar...... 1 25 @ 1 75
emand. But with ordinary farmers this is
New Val.
Coach.. 2 25 @ 5 50
8 Furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
4» lb.... 7}@
diffierent. Using milk only at home, it is as
Lemons ])bx 3 50 @ 4 50
Wool.
valuable one season as another, or rather,
b 3 50 @ 4 00 Fl’ce wash’d.
35 @
40
Oranges
do unwash’d
25 @
generally worth most In winter, because Oranges Val. 8 50
30
scarcest then. Basement barns with warm
Pull’d,Super 40 @ 47
OrangesJama 8.50
Lamb Skins.
@
stables make the winter as comfortable
as summer, with the advantage that at this
time
has
more
to
season the farmer
Portland Daily Press Stock 1.1st
give cows
the care and attention they need.
Good cloCorrected by Woodbury & Moulton. Investment
ver hay, cut corn stalks, with roots and warm
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
slops, will keep the flow of milk quite as well
Par Fain*. Ofered'Atked
Description*
as the average, where cows are left to run to
Gold,...
-.1014... 1014
Government 6’s, 1881,—
pasture in summer.
.106}. ...107
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865..
— .103
It is common to speak of June grass as the
Government
1867,..
5-20’s,
July,
—.105].
.105}
best possible feed for cows. So it is, but there
Government 5- 20’s, July, 1868.1084..—, 108]
are onlv thirtv davs in June, and
when we
.1074 — 108]
QovemmentlO-40’*,. —
State nf Main* Hands.1114_112i
come to July, August and September, to say
City Bonds, Municipal,. 105 .,.,108
nothing of late pasture, feed depends alto- Portland
Portland
Bonds aid It. It.104 ...,105
gether on the season,with a strong probability Bath CityCity
Bonds,...104 ....105
that it will be insufficient. Yery few farmers
106
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.105
feed their cows anything additional at pasture Calais City Bonds,.....104 ....106
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.53 .... 55
mainly because it is the busy season and they Canal
National Bank. 100.152 ,.,,153
have not time. When they have cows in lull First National
Bank.100.130 ,.,,141
flow of milk in winter, they will give the ani- Casco National Bank,.100.143 ...145
Merch ants’ National Bank,.. 75.103 ... 104 J
mal better care.
For butter production there Is scarce any National Traders’ Bank,. 100.137 .,,138
Portland
70
80|
food better than corn meal, and it has the Portland Company,.
GasCompany,50. 73 ... 75
advantage of being exactly adapted to winter Ocean Insurance Company,... 100.. 109 ..,102
A. & K. K. B. Bonds. 98 ...100
feeding. In summer it is too heatmg, and Maine
CentralB.B. Stock
15
100
...
cows at grass will eat very little without cloy87 .... 90
Maine CentralB.E. Bonds,7’st.
...
95
ing, hut in winter two quarts twice a day, Leeds & Farmington R.R.Bonds,100.
93
mixed with warm water, potato pealings and
98 ....ICO
Portland & Ken. B. B.Bonds, 100
tConsolidated.
other roots, will not only keep a cow to her
The
milk but make rich and yellow butter.
warmer

Street.

63?“Sold by Druggists and Dealers
my!4
luais.

non

@ ID
Hope.
Drugs and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic.. 15 @ 20

SMALL &

10

Lard.
Kegs 2? lb...
8§@
19 Tierces 2? lb.
t$.<§
lo la)
Pail.
15 Caddies.
11|@
14
Lena.
9 @
15 Sheet & Pipe

Pig.

ADrEBTIlinV

B PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer.’
Exchange, No. ill Exchange St.

HOTELS.

IN

XV. W. SHARPE ft CO.,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT * FOGG, No. 01 middle Street.

Yellow Eyes. 2 12 @ 2 23 Oats.—
Box Hhookx.
Fine FeedPine. 60 @ 55 8horts.
Bread.
Hay.'
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @1100 PresM.^ton.lS 00 @18
do ex 1001b. 6 50 @ 8 00 Loose....14 00 @17
Ship. 4 50 @ 5 00 Straw. 8 00 @10
Iron.
Crackers 2?
2 @
100. 85 @ 40 Common.
Refined.
Butter.
22@
Family, 2? 0) 25 @ 28 Norway.
4}@
Store.. 14 @ 18 Cast Steel... 15 @
10 @
German St’l.
Candles.
@ 13 Shoe Steel— 3} @
Monld, t> lb.
7J@
Sperm. 82 @ 35 Spring Steel.
Sueetlron,.
Charcoal.
4 @
Pine.
@ 12 Common....

HardWood,

Horse Shoeing,
by 8. YOUNG Sc CO., Practical Hone
Shoers. 70 Pearl St. Price $1.50 per met

RAILROADS.

IN BANKRUPTCY.

_AGENCIES.

The Steamers of the Company will sail every
from Bremen Pier, foot of Third Street,

Saturday

Hoboken.

New
York
Kale, of Pa**nge—From
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
second
cabin, $60, gold; steerage, $30
cabin, $100;

currency.
».

Apply

to

OELRICHS & CO.,
2d3owling Green, New York.
W. LITTLE, Agent for Portland.

no28

dly

Assginee’s Notice

of Appointment.
hereby given that on the 7th day of
January, A. 1). 1878, Janies L. O’Connell of
Portland, made an assignment of his estate to the
undersigned for the benefit of his creditors in pursuance of Chap. 70 ot the Revised Statutes of Maine
and acts amendatory thereof, and that three months
from date of said assignment
for
are allowed
cieditors to become parties thereto.
GEORGE E. BIRD, Assignee.
Portland, Jan. 15 1BT3,
joiUWiawJwW

NOTICE

is

Through Tickets

owcst rates.

to ail Points South and West at
Pollman Car Tickets for Meats und

Berths at Ticket Office.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
Julldff

Is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
tbo trust of Administrator ot the estate of

NOTICE

PHILENA M. WINSLOW, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law direets. Ail persona
having demands
estate ol Baid deceased are
upon
required to
exhibit the same; aud all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
JACOB S. WINSLOW, Administrator,
,.

Portland, Jan. 1st, 1878.

Vaults Cleaned and
moved.

JabdlsnlwW*
Allies

Re

ORDERS promptly attended to by calling *|
or addressing
K. GIBSON
anldti
’'"s'kmgrceaatraa

ALL

